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Introduction 

The Life of Porphyry 

What little we know about the life of Porphyry is what he says about him-
self.1 Porphyry was born in Tyre in 234 CE.2 He spent his early adulthood 
in Athens, where he studied with the grammarian Apollonius,3 the mathe-
matician Demetrius,4 the rhetorician Minucianus,5 and the preeminent 
critic of his age, Cassius Longinus.6 Eunapius records the story that Longi-
nus named the young man Porphyry, adjusting his Syrian name, which 
meant “King,” to the color of royal attire.7 In the summer of 263 CE Por-
phyry left Athens and went to the Neoplatonist school of Plotinus in 
Rome.8 After five and half years9 he become severely depressed and went 
to Sicily at the urging of Plotinus.10 Eunapius insinuates that his depression 

_____________ 
1  See Eunapius Vitae Sophistarum 4.1.4, Bidez 1913, and Smith 1987, 719-23. 

Eunapius says that so far as he knew, no one had written a biography of Porphyry 
before him. He gathered information “reckoning from signs given in his reading”, 

         (3.1.5). Smith 
notes that much of Bidez’ biography is based on probable assumptions rather than 
certain facts.  

2         [i.e. 264 CE]   …  
    (Vita Plotini 4.1-9).    (Plot. 7.49-

50).  
3   …    (HQ I 111.9-10). 
4     ,    (Proclus in Rep. II 23, 14-

15). 
5  See Heath 1996, 69-70 and 2003, 143. 
6       (Plot. 20.1-2). Heath 1999 argues that 

Cassius Longinus is the author of De sublimitate.   
7  Eunap. Vit. Soph  4.1.4:     ,    

     . 
8  See Goulet 1982a, 210f and Smith 1987, 719 n.3.  
9             (Plot. 5.1). 
10             

             
   , ’    , 
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was caused by the corporeal state of his soul:11 “overcome by his dis-
courses he hated his own body and the fact that he was human”.12 Late in 
his life Porphyry married the widow of a friend.13 The last date that he 
mentions is 301 CE, when he wrote the biography of Plotinus.14 

Most scholars assume that Porphyry wrote the Homeric Questions be-
fore he joined the school of Plotinus because it does not have any Neopla-
tonic allegorizing. In the dedicatory letter of Book One, Porphyry says that 
he is “deferring greater studies on Homer to the appropriate time” and 
presenting the Homeric Questions “as though it were a preliminary exer-
cise”.15 Besides the Homeric Questions, the only Homeric studies of 
Porphyry that remain are On the Cave of the ymphs and On the Styx. In 
these two essays Porphyry reads the Odyssey as an allegory of the soul’s 
struggle to be liberated from the body. Lamberton rightly stresses that the 
assumed dating is based solely on probability and that other chronologies 
are theoretically possible.16 

The Homeric Questions belongs to a genre that defends Homer against 
the criticism of detractors. The questions ( , , ) 
are focused on inconsistencies, contradictions, illogicalities, improbabili-
ties, and violations of propriety, ranging from the moral objections of 
Xenophanes and Plato to the pettifoggery of Zoilus of Amphipolis, the “so-
called scourge of Homer”.17 In chapter 25 of the Poetics18 Aristotle out-
lines five types of criticism and twelve types of solution ( ) that 
formed the theoretical basis of his six lost books of Homeric Problems.19 
Although Aristotle does not mention allegory per se, Porphyry says this 
type of defense originated “from Theagenes of Rhegium, who first wrote 

_____________ 
 .         (Plot. 

11.11-16). 
11  In the first sentence of Porphyry’s biography of Plotinus, he says “he looked like 

was ashamed that he was in a body”,        
(Plot. 1.1-2). 

12       ,        
 (Eunap. Vit. Soph. 4.7).  

13  See the Letter to Marcella 4. 
14        (Plot. 23.13). 
15             

,         (HQ I 1.24-7). 
16  Lamberton 1986, 110.  
17  See Friedländer 1895. Porphyry says that Zoilus “wrote against Homer for train-

ing, as rhetoricians were accustomed to practice on poets” (HQ  274.1). 
18  See Carroll 1895 and Rosenmeyer 1973, 231-52. 
19  Diogenes Laertius 5.26.7. 
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about Homer” and categorizes it in Aristotelian terms as a “solution from 
diction”.20  

Book One of the Homeric Questions  

Book One is preserved on a continuous manuscript.21 Extracts of the Ho-
meric Questions, copied on the margins of the manuscripts of Homer, sup-
ply the remainder of the text. The style of Book One is uniform; that of the 
extracts, varied.  

The Homeric Questions is often labeled “philological”, and that is true 
of Book One. In the dedicatory letter to Anatolius,22 Porphyry cites the 
Aristarchan maxim that “Homer explains himself”,23 adding that “many 
[subtleties] of speech are not recognized and escape the notice of the ma-
jority”.24 Book One concerns the meaning of Homeric words and phrases 
and the poet’s artistry in using them. In two questions Porphyry gives a 
close philological reading of an image in the text on which ancient scholars 
disagreed: one is the siege depicted on the shield of Achilles (Il. 18.509-
34);25 the other is the movement of the fish that Achilles says will eat the 

_____________ 
20              

,     ,      (HQ  
67.7). The Homeric Problems of Heraclitus Rhetor, the only other example of the 
genre that survives from antiquity, also defends the poet by means of allegory. 

21  Vaticanus 305 (14th BCE). The Homeric Questions are written on ff. 171r-184v 
with the heading “Book One of the Homeric Questions of the Philosopher Por-
phyry”. The codex also contains Nicanor’s Theriaca (ff. 139r- 170v), roughly half 
of Heraclitus Rhetor’s allegorical Homeric Questions (ff. 184v to 190r), and Por-
phyry’s On the Cave of the ymphs (ff. 190r - 208v).  

22  For Anatolius, see Eunapius (Vit. Soph 5.1.2). 
23         (HQ I 1.12-13). Although there is 

no proof that Aristarchus said this dictum, the idea is uncontestably Aristarchan:  
  ...         
    (Eust. Il. 2.101.14-15).    

         
,         ( D ad 

Il. 5. 385). In this connection it is interesting to note that Porphyry says Aristarchus 
“excuses his interpretation from Homer”,     (HQ  
258.2) 

 For intimations of this idea in Aristotle’s Poetics, see J. Porter 1992, 115-33. For 
similar expressions in other writers, see Schäublin 1977, 221-27. Also see Pfeiffer 
1968, 225-27; Wilson, 1971, 172 and 1976, 123; Lee 1975, 63-64.   

24        ,     (HQ I 1.28-
30). 

25  HQ I 25.25-35.6. 
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corpse of Lycaon (Il. 21.122-27).26 The dictum that “Homer explains him-
self” recurs through the book.27 Porphyry notes in particular that “some-
times Homer explains himself immediately ( ), but at other 
times elsewhere (  )”.28 When showing that Homer has supplied an 
explanation, his verb of choice is .29 The preposition  and the 
genitive, “with reference to x”, is the usual way that Porphyry indicates the 
person or thing to which he refers.30 Often the participle “saying” (  
or ) precedes quotations.31  

he first sentence of each z t ma in Book One is a statement or indi-
rect question but never a direct question.  E.g.: 

Q. 3:  I don’t know on what basis some of the grammarians deem fit 
to understand aiolos in Homer as referring to “variegated” (HQ 
12.10-12).32 

Q. 4:  One shouldn’t get annoyed if some of the Homeric [subtlties] 
escape the notice of the majority of students nowadays, seeing 
that the difference that harmatrochia has with hamatrochia 
even escaped the notice of Callimachus who’s reputed to be 
very precise and learned (HQ 15.7-14).33  

_____________ 
26  HQ I 39.17-46.10. 
27         (HQ I 1.12-14);   

  (HQ I 12.18-19);    (HQ I 15.20);  
      (HQ I 63.3-4);   (HQ I 

63.14-15);   (HQ I 98.8);       
(HQ I 132.8-9).  

28        ,  ’  
 (HQ I 56.4-6). The latter phrase is common in Book One: 3.7, 9.20, 10.5, 

16.7, 18.7, 19.9, 22.24, 37.6, 59.18, 64.8, 92.23, 94.5, 94.15, 97.13, 126.4. 
29  HQ I 18.17, 23.5, 23.8, 23.20, 24.22, 25.13, 33.15, 40.22, 44.6, 52.17, 59.15, 61.4, 

61.12, 70.17, 74.19, 75.19, 77.10, 77.16, 78.22, 80.16, 86.10, 88.8, 89.3, 92.19, 
93.9, 94.3, 113.21, 115.20, 118.7, 120.9, 133.14. 

30  HQ I 3.4, 4.6, 13.3, 14.10, 15.22, 16.8, 20.15, 21.7, 21.13, 21.23, 22.15, 23.11, 
23.17, 24.14, 24.24, 25.11, 27.18, 27.21, 28.19, 30.19, 32.3, 33.3, 33.21, 34.15, 
40.15, 42.11, 46.5, 47.15, 48.10, 48.14, 49.9, 52.15, 52.23, 57.10, 59.18, 62.8, 
64.15, 65.11, 66.22, 66.25, 70.16, 72.17, 73.10, 76.4, 77.17, 85.3, 85.7, 85.8, 89.6, 
90.10, 92.14, 95.5, 98.8, 100.10, 100.11, 116.10, 116.12, 117.13, 117.17, 118.8, 
118.15, 121.14, 123.4, 123.6, 123.8, 123.9, 123.23, 125.6, 125.7, 125.11, 125.20, 
125.23, 130.10.   

31  : HQ I: 3.5, 4.7, 15.22, 16.22, 70.16, 70.21, 75.14, 98.9, 98.13, 132.14, 
132.22.  : HQ I: 12.19, 13.17, 21.13, 22.15, 23.14, 25.13, 30.17, 33.15, 49.5, 
52.16, 62.9, 62.11, 74.17, 77.18, 80.15, 81.18, 93.22, 98.11, 126.4, 132.10,  

32   “ ”  ’       “ ” ’  
  (HQ 12.10-12).  

33    ,          
,        . 
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Q. 14:  Ridiculously Apion explained hippokorystas as those who 
have helmets adorned with horsehair.34 

Q. 20:  Against those who accuse Homer of lacking ability on the 
ground that he depicts both those sending [messengers and her-
alds] and the messengers and heralds who are sent saying the 
same speeches or setting out in detail actions or words said 
before, it is fit to point out that by varying [his words] he ex-
presses himself in different ways masterfully (HQ 131.14-
132.10).35  

The beginning of a question sometimes alludes to the conversations with 
Anatolius from which the book developed.36 E.g.:  

Q. 1:  We were inquiring into the sense of this.37 
Q. 5:  Reading this you were puzzled.38 
Q. 9:  As we were closely observing the subtlety of the poet in all 

matters, I was thinking fit that we also trace his consistency in 
names.39  

Q. 11:  Seeing fit to elucidate Homer from Homer, I was pointing 
out.40 

Twice Porphyry returns to the topic of a previous question and expands his 
point: 

Q. 6:  Since we mentioned a comparison, consider the poet’s practice 
here.41  

Q. 17:  We were saying about comparisons that he often applies the 
proper name for the matter at hand to the resemblance in the 

_____________ 
     ,        
,         .  

34            
 (HQ I 83.16-84.3).  

35             
           

      ,    
        . 

36            
(HQ 1.9-11).    

37       (HQ I 2.16-17). 
38  ’   …  (HQ I 17.31-32). 
39   ,       ,   

        (HQ I 46.11-13). 
40            

,   ,  ’   (HQ I 56.3-6). 
41     ,       (HQ I 

20.13-15). 
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comparison, but in many [he does] the reverse.  For proof of 
this let these [examples] be cited.42  

Whenever possible, Porphyry mentions additional problems that can be 
solved with the solution he just applied. E.g.: 

Q. 1:  From that you will also solve “pressed on by the wind of Zeus 
it hit upon Pherae” (Od. 15.297).43  

Q. 2:  From this you will also solve what is said about the 
Phaeacians.44  

Q. 3:   From “helmet-shaking” you will also solve “hair-waving Dori-
ans” (Il. 2.11).45   

Q. 15:  From this it is possible to solve much of what has been over-
looked by the grammarians.46  

The text ends after the twentieth question with a scribal note: “here end 
Porphyry’s zetemata” (hic desinunt Porphyrii ).47   

The Extracts of the Homeric Questions on the Iliad 

After the original was published, the questions were copied on the margins 
of the manuscripts of Homer. Occasionally the same question was copied 
onto the margins of both the Iliad and the Odyssey, or repeated it at differ-
ent points in the same poem. The scribes also copied epitomes of the Ho-
meric Questions on the margins of the manuscripts of Homer.48   

Fifty questions on the Iliad are written in the same style as Book One, 
save its allusions to Porphyry’s conversations with Anatolius.49 The rest 
diverge from Book One in the following ways:  
_____________ 
42             

     ,     .    
     (HQ I 122.7-12). 

43      “        (HQ I 5.13-
6.4). 

44           (HQ I 11.15-16). 
45     “ ”   “    (HQ I 14.17-18). 
46            (HQ I 

90.7-9). 
47  Sodano notes that the manuscript might not contain all of Book One since the sign 

that usually indicates the end of a question is missing (1965, 97-98). 
48  Sixteen extracts on the Iliad have a corresponding epitome:  138-9,  8-12,  

305-29,  827,  65-6,  306,  297-9,  113,  129-34,  1,  186,  561,  10, 
 25,  189,  259-72.   

49   104,  169,  225b,  340,  486,  423,  447,  467-8,  423,  197,  1,  
434,  137-8,  453,  695,  770,  15,  488-9,  491,  1,  2,  39-40,  53-
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i. The focus is not narrowly philological but encompasses any 
type of question.50  

ii. The first sentence of the extract is a direct question, usually 
beginning with  .51  

iii. The problem is phrased “it is illogical” ( ),52 “impossi-
ble” ( ),53 unfitting ( ),54 “contrary” 
( ),55 or “it conflicts” ( ).56  

iv.  The solution begins “one most say that” (   ).57 
v. The question is solved from diction (  ’   ), 

from custom (   ), from time (   ), or 
from character (   ).58...   

vi.  Porphyry cites anonymous sources: some say x, others y, oth-
ers z etc. (    …   …   vel sim.).59 

vii.  After rehearsing the solutions in his sources, Porphyry sug-
gests his own by saying “perhaps …” ( ).60  

_____________ 
4,  58,  70,  90,  378,  67-9,  167,  413,  354,  786,  122,  258, 
358-603,  443,  824,  128,  67-8,  161-2,  143,  608,  108,  389,  
563,  431,  22,  117,  221,  221b.  

50  In a z t ma suspected to have begun another book (see Dindorf 1875, xii-xiii and 
Van der Valk 1964, 104 n. 75), Porphyry says “The gathering of questions is al-
ready in the works of others. But we, taking the problems from those who have in-
quired, consider the solutions that they proposed for the questions. Some of them 
we approve, some we deny, others we invent ourselves, and others we attempt to 
revise and elaborate, as will be clear to the reader” (HQ  252-3.1-3).   

51  E.g.  225.1,  524.1, B 73.1, B 257-77.1, B 370-74.1, B 478.1, B 649.1,  281.1, 
 306.1,  441.1 etc. 

52  Ept.  138.1; ept.  420.1; ept.  73.1; ept.  369.2; ept.  194.1;  25.2; ept.  
25.1 etc.         

53  Ept.  144;  379.2; ept.  491.2; ept.  8-10.1;  7.1; ept.  3.1; ept.  11.1; ept. 
 447.1; ept.  3.1.   

54  Ept.  211.1; ept. B 1-2.1; ept. B 12.1; B 183.1; ept. B 480.1; ept.  433.1; ept.  
187.1; ept.  203.1; ept.  452.1; ept.  591.1. 

55   3.1; ept.  434.1.  
56   576.1; ept.  329. 
57   524.2,  370.3, B 478.3,  322-29.3,  382.4,  25.3,  238,  71.2. 
58      (Combellack 1987, 202-19): ept.  211.2; ept. B 12.2; ept.  

121.3; ept.  144.3; ept.  576.2    :  12.4;  379.3;  297.3; ept. 
 203.3; ept  447.2.    : ept.  420.2; ept.  315.2; ept.  144.3; 

ept.  365.2; ept.  576.2.     (Dachs 1913): ept.  121.3; ept. 
 25.4; ept.  71.4. Several can be applied to the same question: ept. B 12.2-4; 

ept.  297.3-4;  7.3-4; ept.  203.2-3;  232-5.2-5. 
59  Ept.  121.3;  297.6-7;  113.2-4; ept. M 25.2-4;  67-75.8-9.  
60  :  649.7;  200.3;  127.9;  200.37;  304.10;  221.17.  Cf.  576.5 

( ) and ept.  203.4 ( ).   
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Six extracts on the Iliad Book are identical in style to Book One but for 
one exception in each.61 The epitomes have the highest concentration of 
stylistic divergences with Book One. The remaining extracts commingle 
the divergences with traits of Book One in varying degrees.   

If Book One is complete, the extracts on the Iliad that cohere with it 
stylistically would fill at least two more books. The less stylistically con-
sistent extracts, roughly three books.  

The Manuscripts  

The two principal manuscripts of the Iliad with extracts of the Homeric 
Questions are Venetus Graecus 821 and Escurialensis 509, 62 followed by 
Leidensis Graecus 64 and Lipsiensis Graecus 32.63 

The Venetian manuscript (B) (11th CE), formerly called Marcianus 
Graecus 453, contains 338 folios, each 40.5  31.5 cm.64 Folios 68-9 (Il. 
5.259-355) and 145 (Il. 11.167-217) fell out and were replaced by a more 
recent hand.65 Each folio has twelve, twenty, or twenty-four lines of the 
Iliad, surrounded by marginalia on the top, outer and lower margins. Each 
scholium is assigned a number from 1 ( ), 2 ( ), 3 ( ) etc. indicating the 
verse to which it refers. The first line of poetry on every verso is counted 1 
( ), the second 2 ( ), the third 3 ( ), and so on until the last line of verse 
on the recto, which is 24 ( ), 40 ( ), or 48 ( ). A more recent hand 
(*B), assigned to the 12th/13th CE, filled up empty marginal space with 
scholia minora (= D), glosses from lexica and the Epimerismi Homerici, 
and excerpts from Porphyry’s Homeric Questions and Heraclitus Rhetor’s 
Homeric Allegories. At the top left hand corner of the first leaf, *B in-
scribed a thin cylinder pointing to one o’clock (one of several symbols 
used interchangeably) and “of Porph[yry]”, giving the source.66 The subse-
quent extracts are preceded only by a symbol. Nevertheless, *B wrote “of 
Aristotle” in the margins whenever Porphyry cited him.  Some time after 
the initial excerption, the same hand added more extracts preceeded by 
symbol in red ink (**B).  
_____________ 
61  In  200.1 the first sentence is a direct question. n  10-12.13,  127-32.9, and 

in  221-4  precedes Porphyry’s suggestion. At  259-72 Porphyry cites 
anonymous sources. At  71.2 he says . 

62  West (1998, xi, lix) changed the siglum of this manuscript from E4 to F.   
63  Seen on microfilm. 
64  See Dindorf 1877, i-xvi; Schrader 1880, iii-vi; Allen 1931, 11-12; Erbse 1969, 

xvii-xviii; West 1998, xi. 
65  See Erbse 1960, 26-28. 
66  Cf. Schrader 1880, 357.  
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Escurialensis 509 (  I 12, F) is an 11th CE manuscript of 216 folios, 
each 35.3  31.5 cm.67 The manuscript has two central columns. The left 
contains the text of the Iliad, usually 39 lines apiece; the right, a prose 
paraphrase. In the margins around the two columns, a second hand (*F) 
copied scholia minora ( D), signalled by asterisks, circles, and diplai. A 
contemporaneous hand copied exegetical scholia ( bT) and excerpts from 
the Homeric Questions in the margins. I have renamed the second hand *F 
to be analogous with *B, who copied excerpts of the HQ in B’s margins. 
Unlike the Venetian manuscript, *F indicates the source “of Porphyry” 
(  = .) before every fragment, along with an asterisk or other 
symbol, which is usually followed by the prepositional phrase   and 
the lines which are under discussion. Colons mark the end of both scholia 
and extracts, and separate individual entries in the same margin. This hand 
routinely misaccentuates enclitics. Since it is unlikely that this type of mis-
take would be repeated wholesale, one has grounds to suppose that *F was 
copied from an unaccented uncial exemplar. 

Leidensis Vossianus Graecus 64 (Le) is a 15th century manuscript with 
492 folios, each 28 x 21 cm. Folio 1 recto contains an argumentum of Iliad 

; its verso, a life of Homer and metrical explanations. Folios 2 recto to 
493 preserve the Iliad up to  17 with scholia. Each page has up to 20 
lines of verse with a supralinear paraphase in dark red ink. Le often agrees 
with *F against *BLi but corrects diacritical errors in the earlier manu-
script. 

Lipsiensis Graecus 32 (Li) contains 339 folios, each measuring 33.5 x 
23 cm.68 On folios 1-50 a hand assigned to the 15th century copied two 
lives of Homer, some epigrams falsely attributed to Homer, an aetiology of 
the Trojan war, John Tzetzes’ exegesis of Iliad , and a Herodotean life of 
Homer. A 14th century hand copied Iliad  1 to  89 on folios 52 recto to 
268 verso. With the exception of the first page of each book, each folio has 
25-27 lines of verse along with exegetical scholia. On the remaining leaves 
a 15th century copyist filled in the rest of the Iliad and the Batrachomyo-
machia.  Li usually agrees with *B against the other manuscripts, but 
rarely offers an independent reading of any value. In addition to the ex-
tracts from Porphyry, Li also preserves excerpts from a scholar named 

( ) .69 

_____________ 
67  See Erbse 1969, xx-xxi; Severyns, 1953, 41-43; Allen 1931, 16-17; Bethe 1893, 

355-79; Ludwich 1889, 130. 
68  See Valkenaer 1807-09, 1-151.  
69  For extracts in Venetus Graecus 822 (see Erbse 1977-83, xiii-xvi), Victorianus 

(ibid. xvi, xxix-xxx), or Etonensis 139 (see Noehden 1797, 1-2; 30ff.), I rely on the 
readings of previous editors.   
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Scholarship on the Homeric Questions  

Scholarship on the Homeric Questions begins with Valckenaer’s work on 
the Leiden codex of the Iliad (Le). 70 He divided the extracts in two general 
categories, [i] problems and solutions (    ) and [ii] ex-
planations ( ) of words and passages.71 Concerning the transmis-
sion of the text, Valckenaer postulated that one continuous manuscript 
preserved Porphyry’s allegorical works on Homer and HQ I, which he 
thought someone had reconstituted from the extracts.72 According to his 
theory the same person forged the preface of HQ I.73   

Basil Gildersleeve established the internal consistency between the text 
and the preface, adducing the subsequent references to the addressee Ana-
tolius and the principle that “Homer interprets Homer”. Gildersleeve re-
jected Valckenaer’s hypothesis that one MS contained Porphyry’s 
Homerica because, as he argued, the combination of different genres (i.e. 

_____________ 
70  See Valckenaer 1807-09, 95-152. Also see Noehden’s dissertation De Porphyrii 

scholiis in Homerum (Göttingen 1797). 
71  ibid. 142-45. 
72  ibid. 145-46: credere malui serie continua codicem ista [sc. Homerica] subminis-

trasse.  
73  ibid. 146: has [i.e. HQ I] si quis nunc iudicaverit e scholiis Homericis a quopiam 

descriptas, qui de more Porphyrii libellum suis verbis Anatolio inscripserit, poterit 
... sententiam roborare. 

. (3rd CE)  
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allegory and philology) would not have been possible.74 Gildersleeve col-
lated the text of HQ I with the extracts.75 He reassigned certain excerpts to 
other titles ascribed to Porphyry, namely On the ames Omitted by the 
Poet,76 On Divine ames,77 On the Benefit for Kings from Homer,78 and 
On Images of Gods.79 Gildersleeve’s last chapter turns to the allegorical 
Homeric Questions by Heraclitus Rhetor80 and the Plutarchean Life of 
Homer, which Rudolph Schmidt had assigned to Porphyry.81 

Like Valckenaer, Kammer also distinguished two types of Porphyrian 
scholia.  ne type, he said, was meant to show off vain knowledge. The 
other type was long, serious, and necessary. Kammer noted that these 
longer investigations usually had their own preface. He assigned all the 
extracts of the second category to HQ I.   

In 1880 Schrader published his edition of Porphyry’s Homeric Ques-
tions on the Iliad, followed ten years later by the questions on the Odyssey. 
Following Römer, Schrader took Venetus 453  as his principal manu-
script, inter eos codices, quod ad Iliadem attinet, locum … primum Venetus 
453 (B) tenet, quem in Porphyrianis summae auctoritatis esse ipse Roeme-
rus, censor eius paullo severior, concessit.82 Schrader assigned to Porphyry 
all marginal notes in the manuscripts of Homer written in the form of a 
question: omnia, quaecumque quaerendi forma utantur vel certas ob ratio-
nes e zetemate aliquo repetenda sint ... Porphyrio vindicemus.83 Since the 
original order was unrecoverable, he chose to place Book I in Vaticanus 
305 after the text of the extracts: nobis, quoniam quemnam ordinem secu-
tus sit non constat, quaestiones illae secundum textum homericum edendae 
errant.84 Following Gildersleeve, Schrader argued that Porphyry originally 
composed a separate work, entitled On the ames Omitted by the Poet, 
which was excerpted into the marginal commentary on Book Two of the 
Iliad.85   

_____________ 
74  ibid. 7-8. His point is refuted by HQ  221-4. Also see N. Richardson 1975, 67-68 

and R. Lamberton 1986, 109-10. 
75  ibid. 10-13. 
76        ...; see D ad Il. 3.250.  
77    , see Suda s.v. .  
78         (ibid). 
79   , ed. Bidez 1913. 
80  See Buffière 1956 and Russell 2003.  
81  On the Plutarchean Life of Homer, see Hillgruber 1994; Keaney and Lamberton 

1996. 
82  Schrader 1880,   
83  See Schrader 1890, 139. 
84  ibid. iv.  
85  See Schrader 1879, 231-52.  
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Erbese showed that Schrader had overestimated the debt of the bT 
scholia to Porphyry.86 Following Gildersleeve, Erbse argued that Vaticanus 
305 preserved HQ I in its original form as a monograph. He assumed eco-
nomically that there was only one excerption of the original, from which 
the transmitted extracts descend in varying degrees of completion and fi-
delity. With regard to the alleged title On the ames Omitted by the Poet, 
Erbse suggested that the phrase       

  referred to a single zetema (i.e.    ... [sc. 
]).87 Erbse excluded the extracts of the Homeric Questions from 

his landmark edition of the Iliad scholia.  
Van der Valk investigated Eustathius’ use of the Homeric Questions. 

He argued that Eustathius did not have the work in its original sequence 
but rather a redaction of Porphyriana that had been resequenced into a 
running commentary.88 Commenting on the difference between an ancient 
hypomnema and a running medieval commentary, Van der Valk cited Plu-
tarch’s Quaestiones Convivales, in which different topics are treated in 
random order.  

Before publishing his important edition of Book One, Sodano wrote 
articles on the Vaticanus 305,89 Porphyry’s sources,90 and the Aristotelian 
concepts of “the impossible” (  ) and “the illogical” (  

).91 Sodano prints facing recensions of the Vatican manuscript and 
the extracts. The English translation of Book One by Robin Schlunk fol-
lows the text of Sodano.92 

It remains to thank the following people: Sabine Vogt, Robert Rene-
han, Benjamin Acosta-Hughes, Ruth Scodel, Richard Janko, Mira Seo, 
Netta Berlin, Laura Russello, and Todd Marcus.  

_____________ 
86  See Erbse 1960, 17-77.  
87  See Erbse 1960, 73-76. 
88  See Van der Valk 1963 (pt.1), 104. 
89  See Sodano 1965, 7-122 and 1967, 1-38. 
90  See Sodano 1964, 1-90. 
91  See Sodano 1966a, 1-43; 1966b, 1-60. 
92  See Schlunk 1993. 
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*B  Venetus Graecus 821 
*F  Escurialensis 509 
Le  Leidensis Graecus 64 
Li  Lipsiensis Graecus 32 
A  Venetus Graecus 822 
Et  Etonensis 139  
Vict.  Victorianus 
f.  folio 
R recto 
V verso 

.  
 scholia 

   addenda videntur 
{} interpolata videntur 
††  corrupta videntur 

 lacuna 
[***] textus periit 
evan. evanuit 
coll.  collocavit 
om. omisit 
ras. in rasura 
marg. in margine 
Eust.  Eustathius 
Vill. Villoison 
Bekk.  Bekker 
Kamm. Kammer 

Schr.  Schrader 
Dind.  Dindorf 

  scripsi  
D-K Die Fragmenta der Vor-

sokratiker, ed. H. Diels, 
revised by W. Kranz 6th 
edn. (Berlin 1961)  

FGrH  Fragmenteder griechi-
schen Historiker, ed. F. 
Jacoby (Berlin1923-). 

GP J. D. Denniston, The 
Greek Particles, 2nd edn. 
(Oxford 1954) 

K-A Poetae Comici Graeci, 
ed. R. Kassel and C. 
Austin (Berlin 1983-).  

LSJ H. G Liddell, R. Scott, 
H. S. Jones, and R. 
McKenzie, A Greek 
English Lexicon, 9th 
edn. (Oxford 1940) 

TrGF Tragicorum Graecorum 
fragmenta, ed. B. Snell, 
R. Kannicht, S. Radt 
(Berlin 1975-85) 
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16 Text and Translation  

[1]  “  ’    ” (Il. 1.3)  
  “  ’     ” (Il. 

6.488),    “ [ ’ ]   ” (Od. 11.222) 
   [2]   “ ”  “ ”,   

 [ ]     [ ]  [ ]. [3]   ’  
   “ ”     “ ” . [4]   

“  ” (Il. 1.3)   
 
Cf.  Il. 1.3c (Erbse)  
fons: *B f. 1R ( .)      
[1] [ ]  praemittitur      post  usque ad  om. *B      Schr.     

[.....]  legit Schr.:  ’ ’  Dind.      Dind.:  *B     
[3]   Schr.     [4] detritissimus fit textus. legit autem Schr.:    (?) | 

 |  ...   |   (?) | 5 lineae prorsus desperandae |  | 
  |   ...  |  |  

 
 
 
 
[1]     “ ” (Il. 1.104, 200 etc.)     

. [2]    ,    “ ”   ’ 
      ,    “ ”   

       . [3]        . 
[4]     “ ”     “ ”    
“ ” “ ”,     “ ” “ ”. [5]      
         ,    

“ ”   “ ”      . [6]  ’   
  ’      . [7]   “ ”   

 ,     ,   “ ”  “ ”   
 “ ”. [8]           . [9] 

   “ ”  ’         
       . [10]     “ ”   
 . [11]     “     |   
  ” (Il. 13.616-7),  . [12]  

      “ ”,    ,   
      ,     

      .  
 
fontes: *B f. 148V, 5R (inc. a [10]= *BA), *F f. 97V ( .), Le f. 235V ( .)       
[1]   “ ” inc. *FLe      *B*F:  Le      Schr.:  codd.     [2] 4 
Vill.:  *B*FLe      *FLe:  *B      *B*F:   Le     [4]  Bekk.:  
codd.     [5]  Vill.:  codd.     [6]  *FLe:  *B     [7] 

  Schr.:  *B*F:    Le     [8]  Schr.:  codd.     [9] 
  Le:  *B*F     [10]   Bekk.:   codd.      

*B*FLe:  *BA     [12]  *B*F:  *BA:   Le      

 3 
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 A 3 – A 104  17

[1] “He sent forth (proïapsen) many mighty souls of men to Hades” (Il. 1.3) 
seems contradictory to “I say that no one has escaped his destiny” (Il. 6.488), 
and “like a dream [sc. the soul] flutters as it flies away” (Od. 11.222) <to> “it 
entered the house of Hades. [2] For if proïapsen means “he had destroyed”, 
neither does destiny [ ] nor does the soul remain, [ ] for [ ]. [3] It is 
solved in accord with the word itself. Some explain proïapsen as the equiva-
lent [of “he sent”]. [4] For “he sent to Hades” (Il. 1.3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[1] Of which gender is “[a pair of] eyes” (osse) and what is its nominative 
singular were [the questions] put forward. [2] Now then, some claimed, just as 
singular “beast” (th r) comes from a dropping of the epsilon from the dual “[a 
pair of] beasts” (th re), so too the singular of “[a pair of] eyes” (osse) is eye 
(oss) with two sigmas. [3] But they are proved wrong, for the same thing does 
not take place in the case of all duals. [4] Look, the singular “slave” (dm ) 
does not come from “[a pair of] slaves” (dm e), nor “light” (ph t) from “[a 
pair of] lights” (ph te), nor in this way is “eye” (oss) from “[a pair of] eyes” 
(osse). [5] And the reason: since for the most part rho and nu are among the 
unchanging [letters], the epsilon was added to “beast” (th r) and to “goose” 
(ch n), and they became duals. [6] But you would never find this happening 
among those in which a sigma is last. [7] For if epsilon were added to Cretan 
(Kr s), Kr se would not be dual, nor [if it were added] to “skin” (chr s) and 
“child” (pais), nor thus to “eye” oss. [8] In addition, it is impossible that a 
single syllable ends in two sigmas. [9] “Eye” (os) certainly not can be spelled 
with another sigma. For among the words ending in -os the duals end in 
omega. [10] Now one must say that “[a pair of] eyes” (osse) is not a masculine 
dual. [11] For the poet says: “his [two] eyes (osse) fell bloody (haimatoenta) to 
the ground by his feet” (Il. 13.616-7), not haimatoentes. [12] So one must 
understand a neuter nominative, and the [singular] will be ossos, just as fence 
(herkos), missile, (belos), city-wall teichos, and the plurals, according to Athe-
nians, [are] herk  bel  teich , but according to Ionians, herkea belea teichea 
and clearly ossea.  

 3 
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18 Text and Translation  

[13]           ,  
 ,  ,   “   ’  

’  ” (Hipp. 386),     (454) 
“    ,  ”. [14]      

   ,     . 
 
[12]   *FLe      om. *BA      *FLe*BA:   *B     [13]  usque 
ad  om. *B*FLe       B*FLe et codd. Aristophanis:  *BA     [14] 

  om. *BA 

 
 
 
 
[1]            

           
         

  (Il. 1.138-39),  
 ’  ,     ,   

[2]       ,  
        
 , ,  ’  (Il. 1.144-146);  

[3]          
,          

     , [4]    
,     : “        

” (Il. 1.138)         :  
        
 , ” (Il. 1.145-46).   

[5]          . [6]  
         

,          
   “    ’  
 ” (Il. 9.198)  “ ,    ” (Il. 

9.197). [7]          
  . 

 
Cf. HQ ept. ad Il. 1.138 
fons: *B f. 6V      
[1] praemittit  *B      :  *B     [3]  :  *B     

1 : 1 *B     2 : 2 *B     [4]  
:  *B      :  *B    [5]    

 138-39 



 A 104 – A 138-39  19

[13] The neuter duals of the plurals ending in  end in , for example, ommata 
ommate, grammata grammate, and Euripides: “there would not be two having 
(dy<o>... echonte) the same letters”, (Hipp. 386), and Aristophanes in Wealth, 
“you even have the nerve to grumble, you scum (katharmate)?” (454). [14] So 
it is clear that they will say teichee and ossee as duals, then it became osse by 
the removal [of a letter].  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Why, in his sparring with Achilles and his depriving him of honors, does 
Agamemnon consistently mention Ajax and Odysseus too:  

either going to your prize of honor or [the one] of Ajax or Odysseus,  
I shall take and lead her off (Il. 1.138-39),  

and a bit further on, when he must send Chryseis, he says:  
[2] may there be one council-bearing man to lead, 

either Ajax, Idomeneus, godly Odysseus,  
or you, Peliades, most terrible of men (Il. 1.144-46)?  

[3] For indeed, threatening that he would dishonor them, he names Ajax and 
Odysseus with Achilles, and promising to send an embassy to the god, he says 
that he is sending one of Ajax, Odysseus, and Achilles: when he threatens [4] 
to dishonor them, placing Achilles first in an insulting way: “either going to 
your prize of honor or [the one] of Ajax or Odysseus” (Il. 1.138); but when 
they had to go off and sacrifice on behalf of the Hellenes:  

either Ajax, Idomeneus, godly Odysseus,  
or you, Peliades (Il. 1.145-46).   

[5] The solution is since these men seemed to be friends of Achilles most of 
all. [6] On this account, Nestor himself chooses them when he lists the ambas-
sadors to Achilles, and Achilles sees them coming in a very kindly way, offers 
his right hand, and acknowledges their preexisting bond of affection: “you who 
are dearest of the Achaeans to me when I sulk” (Il. 9.198) and “Hail! Indeed, 
you are friends who arrive” (Il. 9.197). [7] So he names and dishonors them 
with Achilles since they are his friends most of all.  

 138-39 



20 Text and Translation  

 

[1] “ ” (Il. 1.169, 186, 281 etc.)   , “   
”,     “   ”  

. [2]        “   
 ”. [3]         

  (Il. 21.357, 488). [4]  ’    (Il. 21.194) , 
           “  

” (Od. 18.373). [5]       “ ’   
  ” (Il. 10.479),     “ ”,  “   

’    ” (Il.  3.64).  
 
fontes: *B f. 139R, *F f. 91R 9 ( .), Le f. 219V  ( .)      
[1]   “ ’     ” (Il. 10.479) inc. *FLe      post  
ins. *FLe      [3]  *B:   *F:      [5] ’    *B *F:  

  Le 
 
 
 
 
[1]        , “ , 

 ’ ,  ’ ” (Il. 1.225),    
   “  ’ ”,    “  ’ 

”,    “  ” (Il. 1.149),   “  
,  ’ , ,   ” (Il. 1.158),   

“     , ” (Il. 1.159);  
[2]            , 

       “     
 ” (Il. 1.104). [3]       

        
 ,          

 .  
[4]           

  “      ,    
,       ” (Panegyricus 

142). [5]          
  . [6]      “ ”  

 —     ;—    “  
”   [7]       

 . 
 
Cf.  Il. 1.225b (Erbse) 
fons: *B f. 9V      
[1]  ante       [5]  Janko:  *B 

 169 

 225 



 A 169 – A 225  21
 

[1] He calls the stronger “more capable” (pherteron) (Il. 1.169, 186, 281 etc.), 
“one who has the strength to bear”, having created the name from being more 
(-teron) able to bear (pher-) what befalls. [2] So by a type of this [formation] 
“younger” (hoploteros) [is] “one who is more [-teros] able to carry a weapon 
[hoplon]”. [3] One who equally matches his opponent measures himself 
against (antipherizei) him, (Il. 21.357, 488). [4] To be equal to (isopharizei) 
means the same (Il. 21.194), i.e. from them bearing opposing weapons or from 
beasts of burden: “of the same age bearing equal weights” (helikes isophoroi) 
(Od. 18.373). [5] From “to bear” (pherein) is also “but come, bring forth 
(prophere) mighty force”, as if he were saying “[bring forth] a weapon” and 
“please do not bring forward [i.e. cite] (prophere) the lovely gifts of Aphrodite 
[sc. as a reproach]” (Il. 3.64). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Why does Achilles, after using these three reproaches, “heavy with wine, 
with the eyes of a dog and a heart of a deer” (Il. 1.225), dwell on neither 
“heavy with wine” nor “heart of a deer”, but very much on “with the eyes of a 
dog”, at one time adding “clothed in shamelessness” (Il. 1.149), at another “we 
attend you, exceedingly shameless one, so that you may take delight” (Il. 
1.158), and again “winning honor for Menelaus and you, dog-faced one” (Il. 
1.158)?  
[2] The solution is from what had previously been said [by Agamemnon] to 
Calchas in the assembly, when the glare of his vision was pointed out:1 he said 
“his eyes looked like a shining fire” (Il. 1.104). [3] For Achilles’ passion bursts 
forth continuously sticking to the gleam of his eyes, which had been plainly 
shameless to all, to reproach him to those who had seen the same kind of 
glares, as though to witnesses.  
[4] Now then Isocrates attests that there are three general virtues concerning a 
general, when he says: “[sc. Conon] who was the most careful of the generals, 
most loyal to the Hellenes, and most experienced in the dangers of war” 
(Panegyricus 142). [5] Condemning Agamemnon for the vices opposite to 
these virtues,2 Homer is divinely inspired.3 [6] For in saying “heavy with 
wine”, he rebukes him for much neglect—for what is cared for in a state of 
drunkeness?—and in saying “most shameful of all”, for his unreliability. [7] 
But cowardice is the greatest impediment with regard to leadership.  

_____________ 
1  Cf. HQ I 46.11-53.19.  
2  Cf. HQ I 73.5:   [sc.  ]     [sc. ]. 
3  The MS reading, , i.e. “worship”, does not fit in the context. The sense is 

restored by the simplex  or the complex , “to be inspired”.   
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22 Text and Translation  

 

[1]  { }         
  “ ,  ’   ’ ” 

(Il. 1.225),           
. [2]      ,   

    . [3]      
     (Il. 7.470-71)  [4]   ,   

 ’        ,  
   ,     

  ’    (Il. 9.71-72)   
[5]           

   “      | ’   ” (Il. 
4.262-63). [6]          

 “   ” (Il. 8.229)   “   
 ” (Il. 8.232),        
 “   ’     ” (Il. 2.123) 
 . [7]    
 ’    ,  
     (Il. 2.127-28).   

[8]           “  
   ” (Od 11.419) . [9]   “  

’ ”  ,   ,   
       

      (Il. 1.104-5),  
“  ’ ”        
“ ”. [10]      (Il. 2.140, 9.27, 14.75-76) 

  .  
 
fontes: *B f. 10R, Li f. 57R       
[1]  praemittit codd.     { }      *B:  Li     [2]  ante  
codd.     [6]  *BLi:       [7]  *BLi:        *B: 

 Li     [8]  *BLi:  ab alia, ut videtur, manu inter lineas postea addita Li      
 
 

 225b 



 A 225b  23
 

[1] hey inquire whether Achilles became angry and burst into insults like 
these,4 “heavy with wine, with the eyes of a dog and the heart of a deer” (Il. 
1.225), because of insolence, or from what cause, provoked by anger, he fell 
into such [insults]. [2] Now, he was drawn to call him “heavy with wine” since 
[Agamemnon] was obviously zealous about a massive acquisition of wine: [3] 
Euneos sends 1,000 measures of wine to himself and Menelaus alone (Il. 
7.470-71); [4] and knowing the size of his wine-collection from those who 
were taxed by him, Nestor says  

your huts are full of wine, which the ships of the Achaeans  
bring daily from Thrace over the wide sea (Il. 9.71- 72); 

[5] and Agamemnon himself, giving an exhortation to war, brings up the privi-
lege which he provides with the verse “your cup is always full just like mine to 
drink” (Il. 5.262-63). [6] Hence, reproaching in a more modulated way for such 
[vices], he says somewhere “where have the boasts gone” (Il. 8.229) and adds 
“when you were drinking mixing bowls filled to the brim with wine” (Il. 
8.232), and again taking an image from the symposium: “Were we, Achaeans 
and Trojans, to consent” (Il. 2.123) to perform an oath-swearing ceremony. [7] 
Then he supplies:  

and we each should choose a man from the Trojans to pour wine,  
many companies of ten would lack a libation pourer (Il. 2.127-28). 

[8] And lastly, he explains in Hades about his death, that he perished “around a 
mixing bowl and full tables” (Od. 11.419). [9] But “having the eyes of a dog” 
(Il. 1.225), we were saying that [it was] from what [Achilles] saw,5<namely> 
that he was angry:  

his eyes looked like a shining fire  
first looking he addressed Calchas with an evil look (Il. 1.104),6 

 “having the heart of a deer” is from his propensity to say “let us flee”. [10] He 
clearly says this three times in the Iliad (Il. 2.140, 9.27, 14.75-76).7  

_____________ 
4  For the omission of the article after a preposition, see Goulet-Cazé 1992, 90.  
5            

     ,       
    . For P.’ s tendency to renew earlier topics of his 

discussion, cf. HQ I 9.15,122.7. 
6  Cf. HQ I 95.19-98.6, where - - in  means divine voice.  
7  In the last example, Agamemnon says “let us drag [the ships] ... to sea”.   
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24 Text and Translation  

 

[1] “        ”     
 “   ” (Il. 1.287-9). [2]      

 ; [3]   .     
      

[4]   ’      
’         (Il. 1.295-6). 

[5]    ,    ,    
. 

 
Cf.  Il. 1.287-89a (Erbse)      
fontes: *F f. 10V ( .), Le  f. 11V ( .)    
[1]   ante   *F      [2]    Le:    *F     [3] 

 *F:  Le       
 
 
 
 
[1]  ,     ,   

,  { }    ,   
       ,     

     . [2]     
   

 ’     
         

    (Il. 1.338-40).  
 
Cf.  Il. 1.339-40a (Erbse) 
fontes: *B f. 12R, *F f. 11R ( .), Le f. 14R ( .), Li f. 59V ( .) 
[1]   *B*F:   Le:  Li        :  

 *B*FLiLe       :   *B*FLi:    
Le:    Vill.     { } del. Janko       *B*FLi: 

   Le        *B*FLi:   Le      Le:  *B*F: 
 Li     [2]   *BLi:  *FLe      

 287-9 

 340 



 A 287-89 – A 340  25
 

[1] “But this man wishes to surpass all others” (Il. 1.287) and the rest up to 
“and to give orders to all” (Il. 1.289). [2] Why does he repeat the same thought 
many times? [3] It is characteristic of anger.8 Therefore he has also represented 
the same symptom applied to Achilles’ anger:  

[4] give these commands to others; do not order me. For I do not think I 
shall obey you in any way (Il. 1.295-6).  

[5] For the enraged, even if they say something many times, still believe they 
have not said enough.9  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
[1] Just as [they posited] the divine and the human, the Pythagoreans posited a 
whole third stock, the venerable king or wise man, though Homer first placed 
the king in between gods and men and, moreover, represented the king as pre-
ferring the wise man to himself.10 [2] Concerning the king, he says such things 
as:  

May these two themselves be witnesses  
in the name of the gods, in the name of mortal men  
and in the name of the king (Il. 1.338-40).  

_____________ 
8  The Greek in the first two sentences after the quote is awkward. It would be ex-

plained if a scribe had tacked on the interrogative  to change a declarative state-
ment, the standard opening in the zetemata of HQ I, into a question. This alteration 
would have necessitated that the predicate of the original sentence, “is a character-
istic of the angered”, be shifted back to become the solution to the makeshift ques-
tion. 

9  Cf. Ps. Longin. De subl. 22, 1:          
        ...   

   ”  ,    
, ”          ,  

”  ,        
            

,             
   . 

10  On Homer as a proto-philosopher, see HQ I 53.7-10:      
    ,     and HQ I 

69.8-12:        ”  
 ,        

.  
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[3]   “ ” (Il. 1.340)    . [4]    
       , 

’   
       ,  

’      (Il. 10.17-18).  
[5] ’    ,   ’   , 

    . 
 
[3]        *BLi:       

 *FLe     [4]  *B*FLe:  Li      *FLe: 
 *BLi      *B*FLi:  Le     [5]   Janko:   codd. 

 
 
 
 
[1] “     ” (Il. 1.486)   
“ ”. [2]     . [3]    
“   ”   . [4]      
“ ”     “  ’     

” (Il. 14.182). [5]  “ ”  , { }  “ ”  
   .  

[6]  “  ’   ” (Od. 23.121),  “   
”,      . [7]      
 “   ” (Od. 15.460). [8] ’  “  ’ 

 ” (Od. 15.460). 
 
fontes: *B f. 16R, *F f. 13R ( .), Le f. 19R ( .), Li f. 62V 
[2]      *F: om. cett.     [3]    .  .   

. *FLe: .    .  .   *BLi     [4]   *B*FLi:  
Le      *BLiLe:  *F      *BLe*F:   Li      *BLiLe:  
*F     [5]  *BLe:  *F:  Li      del. Janko     *BLiLe:  *F      

 *BLi:  *FLe     [6]  *BLiLe:  *F      *B*FLi:  Le     post 
 abiud. Kamm.     [7]  *BLi:  *F:  Le      

*B*FLi:  Le      *B*FLi:  Le     [8] ’  *BLe:  
 *FLi      *B*FLi:  Le 
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[3] He added  “cruel” on account of his anger. [4] Considering what is expedi-
ent the king does not send for Nestor but goes off himself, 

And the following plan seemed best to him in his heart,  
to go to Nelean Nestor first among men (Il. 10.17-18). 

[5] Among the Indians it is said that when kings meet Brahmans, who are the 
philosophers among them, they make obeisance.11  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
[1] “And underneath they extended long props (hermata)” (Il. 1.486) they 
explain as “supports”. [2] But they do not say from what it has come. [3] For it 
is from “to have been inserted [eneirthai] and to have been supported [er -
reisthai]” on the land. [4] So in this way earrings are called “insertions” (her-
mata) from having being inserted: “And then she put earrings  (hermata) in her 
well-pierced earlobes” (Il. 14.182). [5] And the foot of a bed [is] a “founda-
tion” (hermis), a “support”, as it were, propped on the ground.  
[6] And “we killed a support (herma) of the city” (Od. 23.121), that is to say 
“the bulwark and foundation”, resulting from the fact that it [sc. the city] is 
supported (er reisthai) on the ground (era). [7] Also, an adornment around the 
neck is a hormos: “holding a golden necklace” (Od. 15.460). [8] Then he al-
ludes to the etymology: “it had been strung (eerto) with pieces of amber at 
intervals” (Od. 15.460). 

_____________ 
11  Cf. De abst. 4.17.  
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[1] “        ” (Il 1.524).    
          

  ,        
,       
     ’   
   ” (Il. 6.73-4),  
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[2]           

    . [3]     
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   ,       
            

   
[4]         

,        ,   
 ,        

  ’       
 ’,   ’ ,   
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 ’      

  ,      (Il.  7.386-93). 
[5]          
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’   ,     ,   

    ’  (Il. 7.400-2). 
[6]     , 

 ’,  ’     ,  
    (Il. 7.403-4),  

[7]  ’   
’,    ,  

  ,  ’   (Il. 7.406-7),  
 
fontes: *B f. 16V, *F f. 13V ( .), Le f. 20V ( .) 
[1]   “ante    *FLe      om. *F      *F:  *BLe      
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  *BLe:   *F      *BLe:  *F       *B*F:  

 Le     [6]  *B:  Le: om. *F     [7]  *B*F:  
Le      post        
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[1] “But come, I shall nod with my head so you are convinced” (Il. 1.524).  
Why, although Zeus gave a promise to Thetis to make the Trojans more victo-
rious,12 does he not fulfill it straightaway but after he first permits much blood 
of the Trojans to fall, so that the poet says:  

“there, under the pressure of Ares” beloved Achaeans, the Trojans / would 
have gone back up into Ilion as they were subdued by fits of cowardice” 
(Il. 6.73-4),  

then he applies himself to the promise? 
[2] One must say that, with the oath violated by the Trojans, he saw fit to pun-
ish the transgressors first. [3] When many had been killed on this account, so 
as to reach a state of despair about their situation and to deliberate about the 
need to give back Helen,13 at that time, since the Hellenes nullified the trans-
gression by refusing the offers sent from Ilium by Idaeus, being as follows: 

[4] Priam and the other illustrious Trojans bade me 
to say, in the hope that it be dear and pleasant to you,  
a word of Alexander on whose account the quarrel has arisen:  
possessions, as many as Alexander led in hollow ships  
to Troy—would that he had perished before!— 
he consents to give all and to add yet others from his own stock.   
But the lawfully wedded wife of glorious Menelaus  
he says he will not give. He swears that the Trojans command it  
(Il. 7.386-93). 

[5] for, when such an embassy had arrived, Diomedes adds: 
Neither let anyone now accept Alexander’s gifts nor Helen; but [be it]  
observed, even he who is quite naive, how destruction’s boundaries have  
already fastened on the Trojans (Il. 7.400-2). 

[6] then, when the Hellenes had come to an agreement, 
thus he spoke, then all the sons of the Achaeans were shouting in  
approval, having taken delight in the word of Diomedes breaker of horses  
(Il. 7.403-4),  

[7] and then, when Agamemnon says:14 
Idaeus, truly you yourself hear the word of the Achaeans 
how they respond to you, and it thus pleases me (Il. 7.406-7),   

_____________ 
12  For the aorist infinitive with a verb of promising, instead of the expected future 

infinitive, see GMT p. 31, 100. 
13  For the infinitive of consequence with , see Goulet-Cazé 1992, 97 (5).  
14  For the accumulation of genitive absolutes, cf. Plot. 13.10-15; 2.23-31; 3.30-32; 

5.2-5; 6.1-3; 7.24-28.  
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       ,   
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[8] and after [sc. Diomedes] had gone through all—the champions, the king 
and the crowd—[saying] that [they] must not comply with them even if they 
abide by the oath and give back Helen and the possessions and all the condi-
tions that had been agreed,15 but only make war, it happened that there was a 
release from the oath and a letting go of their ability [sc. to charge them] for 
perjury. [9] For these men [sc. the Achaeans] turned, not to a demand for He-
len in accordance with the oath, but to a refusal of her and preparation for war. 
[10] Hence, when they put a wall around the ships, they obviously disregarded 
the oath and turned elsewhere. [11] Therefore Agamemnon adds: “Let Zeus, 
loud thundering husband of Hera, witness the oath” (Il. 7.411), removing the 
need to abide by them and entrusting them to Zeus.   
[12] Now then, after Pandarus had been killed, the one who had violated the 
oath, and there had been burnt offerings and entreaties and attention to the oath 
by agreeing and saying:  

Come now, Argive Helen and the possessions along with her 
let us give to the Atreids to lead, but as it is we are fighting having  
made fake the trusty oath. Thus I do not expect that anything more  
profitable will come to fulfillment for us so long as we do not do thus  
(Il. 7.350-3),  

defeat plausibly comes on account of their failure to fulfill their promise, and 
the wrath from the violation ceases once the Hellenes have refused the pay-
ment in accord with their oaths and have prepared themselves for war. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] <my word, whatever I promise with a nod of my head, 
is not revocable, deceptive, or unfulfilled> (Il. 1.526-27).    

This is instructive with regard to a pledge. He stated the reasons why we do 
not fulfill our promises: [2] either because we changed our minds, which the 
word “taken back” shows, [3] or because we cheated those who have requested 
what can be easily turned aside, which is understood in the word “deceptive”, 
[4] or because we cannot fulfill our promises, which the word “unaccom-
plished” conveyed.   

_____________ 
15  The scribe took  as a present indicative verb instead of the dative parti-

ciple and wrote .   
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”      .  
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     [6]     ,  
         

.  
 
Cf. HQ ept. ad Il. 2.12 
fons: *B f. 19V      
[4] post  interpunxit Janko      

 1-2 
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[1] Others both gods and horse-plumed men 
slept all night; but enveloping sleep did not contain Zeus (Il. 2.1-2).  
This seems contradictory to “there he ascended and went to bed, and Hera 

lay beside him” (Il. 1.611). [2] But it could be solved by diction; for indeed to 
sleep (katheudein) sometimes means merely lying down on the bed, though 
also “sleep” and “slumber”. [3] For he would not have said: “thus, I too was 
lying down (iauon) many sleepless nights” (Il. 9.325), and again:  

then Eurynome threw a cloak on him as he lay;  
there devising ills on the suitors in his mind 
Odysseus lay awake (Od. 20.4-6).  

[4] Pannychioi means “through a whole night”, so that it is possible that the 
one slept through a part, but the others through the whole. [5] “Enveloping” 
sleep is deep, so that he might sleep, but not in deep sleep. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
[1] They question why Zeus does not tell the truth when he promises that “for 
now he could take the city of wide streets” (Il. 2.12), Agamemnon is deceived, 
and the dream is destructive (Il. 2.8).  
[2] Well, the dream is “destructive” since it is not clear, and Agamemnon is 
“silly”, since deceit is born from foolishness. [3] For he took the “now he 
could take” Priam’s city” (Il. 2.12) as being valid for one day.  
[4] What was said by him afterwards makes clear that he was interpreting and 
understanding the word “now” in this way: “For he thought that he would 
capture the city of Priam on that day / foolish man” (Il. 2.37-38).  
[5] Showing Zeus is truthful Zenodotus says that Ilium was captured in the 
course of that day. [6] For when the oaths were violated, the city was lost. For 
in the violation of the treaty, it was decreed that it could no longer be saved.  

 1-2 

 8-12 
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[7] Apion says that Zeus, previously being in doubt, gave over the destruction 
of Troy to Hera in the course of that day. [8] On this account Athena de-
scended, overturning the Trojans at the same time as they overturned the 
treaty. [9] Then he was told to lead out the Hellenes with all force, but he dis-
regarded the contribution of Achilles, which was not slight.  
[10] How, then, does he tell the truth also in the line “for Hera bent all to her 
purpose / by supplicating them” (Il. 2.14)?  This too is true. [11] For Hera had 
persuaded them. For [Athena] says: “[Ares], who then spoke to me and Hera, 
promised that he would fight against the Trojans” (Il. 5.832-33). [12] So he set 
the cloud of warfare over the multitude. 
 
 

 
 
 
[1] Why did Agamemnon test the Achaeans, and thus bring it about that the 
opposite of what he was planning nearly happened (Il. 2.109-40)? [2] The 
prevention is from a contrivance, 16  for Athena prevented it. [3] But it is un-
poetical for a contrivance to solve [the problem] otherwise than from the plot 
itself. [4] Aristotle says that the representation of what is accustomed to hap-
pen is poetic,17 but the introduction of dangers is even more [characteristic] of 
poets.18  
[5] But it was reasonable, since they were suffering from the plague and pro-
testing because of the length of time, with Achilles having mutinied with his 
personal manpower and him [sc. Agamemnon] saying in the assembly that 
Briseis was taken from him to frighten the others,  

another [man] too will detest to call himself  
equal to me and liken himself to me (Il. 1.186-87),  

and since a tumult ensued from Achilles” mutiny, not to summon [them] im-
mediately to departure, but to believe it necessary to test whether they were so 
inclined.  
[6] For if he were to order men so disposed to fight without a test, and it hap-
pened that some protested, the whole effort would have been ruined and [there 
would have been] a mutiny of all the men; what remained [would have been] 
the entreaty of the king [and] the punishment of the disobedient. 

_____________ 
16  Cf. Aristotle Poetics 1460a 37-1454b 1:         

     ,   ...   ...      
 .  

17  Cf. Aristotle Poetics 1454b 8-11:       ...,  
 ...    . 

18    refers to the narrowly averted disaster that ensues from the 
test. Contrary to Aristotle, P. argues that both Agamemnon’s test and the soldiers” 
flight are plausible (5-22).    
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[7] Therefore the test, with the order for the leaders to oppose [the with-
drawal], was necessary, in which [Agamemnon] first calls on them to oppose 
his own test for an abandonment from the war. [8] For bound in advance by 
their agreement with him,  they are found out of place if they become, not 
agents of prevention, as they had agreed, but conspirators with those who are 
fleeing. [9] Hence, [is it] also reasonable [that] the rebuke against men of such 
ilk is left to Odysseus, when he says, “but have we not all heard what manner 
of thing he said in council?” (Il. 2.194). [10] Now his summoning to war of 
men so disposed would have been resented, but when [Agamemnon] says that 
they must leave, he had ordered the others to prevent [this]: “You, every man 
from every side, restrain them with words” (Il. 2.75).   
[11] What was probable happened on account of [the rank and file] being eager 
[to go home] and not knowing whether he was trying to win a pleasant reputa-
tion, and having mutinied first before anyone could speak against Agamem-
non. [12] Therefore Agamemnon planned rightly. For one must not judge the 
right [plan] on the basis of what happens, but on the basis of how reasonable it 
was [for it] to happen. [13] For many things succeed contrary to reason, if in 
fact they are corrected, and the Achaeans revolted before anyone could speak 
against it. [14] For what had [Agamemnon] said? “I shall say that we must 
flee, but you, every man from every side, argue against me in this”, not expect-
ing that there would be any surprises before [the leaders] could speak against 
him, nor that the multitude would rush off to the stated [order] at the same 
moment as he was speaking. [15] Simultaneously, the poet has also made the 
listener agonize; for to go off course and come back into line is tragic, and a 
weighty undertaking19 is characteristic of the poet.  
[16] The solution is not from a contrivance. 20  For whenever it happens by 
means of what is probable, this is not a contrivance when a god is involved at 
the same time. [17] But after [the poet] has said what was reasonable to happen 
to them, he attributed it to a god that Odysseus be reminded to do what it was 
likely that he would have done,21  just as  

and I shall order [them] to flee on the ships with many oarlocks;   
but you, every man from every side, restrain them (Il. 2.74-75).   

[shows]. [18] Surely he does not order [them literally] to “restrain those who 
are fleeing” (for he did not even expect that this would happen), but [he means] 
“oppose me by advising them to hold on and remain, and doing this in accord 
with me, teach [them] that one must stay the course and not obey what was 
said by me about flight”. 

_____________ 
19  For  applied to a work of literature, cf. Polybius I 4, 2:    

. 
20  P. refutes Aristotle (Poetics 1454b):          

    ,          
    . 

21  The defense of Athena’s intervention is a precursor to Lesky’s concept of “double 
motivation”. 
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[1] The Icarian sea (Il. 2.145) is wavy and turbulent.22  [2] In one direction the 
surf is drawn up around Ampelus, the promontory of Samos, and knocked 
back at Corseae. [3] Waves are roused in close succession on account of the 
exposure of the winds. [4] Innumerable islands are arranged round about on 
every side of the sea as follows: [5] Naxos and Paros in one direction, and 
Oliaros, the cliffs of Melantos, Delos and Myconos on the other side. [6] The 
Aegean sea presses the islands with its own forces and the island Icaria lies at 
its edge23 wave-beaten from every side. [7] The cliff thereon, being rocky and 
deep inshore, provokes the whole sea. [8] Homer understanding this precisely24 
compares the disorder of the Hellenes in their decision to sail off to their ho-
melands, when he saying: 

[9] The assembly was stirred as tall waves of the sea  
within the Icarian sea, which both Euros and Notos  
incite, darting down from the clouds of father Zeus (Il. 2.144-6).  

[10] The winds, “both Euros and Notos”, he says, are stormy and adversarial to 
the currents from the Hellespont. Pressed from that direction, the Icarian sea 
swells up. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

_____________ 
22  Le’s vox nihili, , betrays the confusion of minuscule kappa and mu.    
23  See LSJ s.v.  I, 3: “of islands . . . abs.     the islands 

off the coast”.   
24  For Homer’s precision in similes, cf. HQ I 17.31-18.5: ’ [i.e. Il. 9.1-8]  

 ,           
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[1] It seems to be unfitting that after discarding his cloak Odysseus runs 
through the camp in only a tunic, and especially such a person as Odysseus is 
understood to be. [2] Aristotle says so that the crowd may turn around on ac-
count their amazement at this and his voice may reach to25 a greater [distance] 
as people come together from every side, just as Solon too is said to have done 
when he gathered the crowd concerning Salamis.26 [3] Others [say] the cloak 
was impeding him from running. [4] Others [say] he wishes to show himself as 
lowly and a servant of the plans of Agamemnon.  
[5] Others [say] he takes the scepter in pursuit of Agamemnon’s [status] so 
that, since he has the regal power, he took away the proper trappings of the 
dignity. [6] Others [say] it happened to fall spontaneously as he ran:   

He started to run. He threw off his cloak; his herald  
Eurybates attended to it (Il. 2.183-4). 

[7] Others, that [he does this] wishing to show his zeal by dropping his cloak, 
which27 had happened. [8] Others instead suggest [that he does this] to turn the 
multitude towards himself, stopping it from the disorder around the flight by 
the novelty,  as he says in another place that Agamemnon too “holding a large 
purple cloak” (Il. 20.271) exhorts the Hellenes.28 [9] It is reasonable that he 
takes the scepter from Agamemnon either in order that he clearly does what 
the king resolved and [appear] to take his authority from the king, or in order 
that he appear to act in place of a king and [appear] to have taken the authority 
of the absolute ruler against those acting out of line, or because he would not 
have been able to make a public speech without holding the scepter.29 

_____________ 
25  For  reinforcing a preposition, see Goulet-Gazé 1992, 107. 
26  Cf. Plutarch Solon 8.1-2:     ,  . 

   ,      ,    
     “    ”  , /  

  ”  ”. (fr. 1 West). 
27  For the indefinite relative referring to a definite object, see LSJ s.v.  II, 1.  
28  For   , see HQ I 56.1-6. 
29   For alternative explanations linked with disjunctive , cf. HQ I 55.18-23:    

      ,      
 ,      ,    . Also see 

HQ I 57.10-23:          
            

 “      ”,      
 “     ”,        “  

 ”. 
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[1] Why was the poet not content to depict the Hellenes, although vexed at 
what they had suffered because of Agamemnon, laughing at Thersites as he 
cried shamefully, saying: 

although distressed they laughed at him delightedly (Il. 2.270),  
but also adds words being said like this: 

Truly Odysseus has done countless goods, 
both beginning good plans and marshalling war (Il. 2.272-73) 

and the following? [2] For to speak in maxims is not consistent with ridicule 
but rather to mock or say something like this by disparaging or jesting him. [3] 
The poet appears to indicate by means of this speech which is ascribed to the 
commons that all the disorder of the multitude has already been repressed, 
their sedition has been and generally inferiors revolting from their betters and 
believing that they have power both to say and do what they want removed, 
since an insolent, scurrilous man already stopped from daring to address and 
simultaneously from managing anything else.  
[4] For since he was no longer going to mention Thersites but, after using him 
briefly, to remove every memory of him from the poetry, he has plausibly set 
up his no longer future entrance for a lesson at that time and said this to us 
beforehand, treating the whole crowd as a herald of the future, through whom 
he said: 

surely not again will the manly spirit impel him 
to upbraid kings with shameful words (Il. 2.276-77).   

[5] For if “quarrel with kings not duly” (Il. 2.214) had been applied to him but 
he was clearly no longer doing this, an explanation of the cause is necessary 
since he was made prudent and ceased, so that he would not even desire to be 
out of order again. [6] For this was threatened to him by Odysseus, “if in any 
way I overtake you gasping just as here now” (Il. 2.258), with an oath extend-
ing the punishment for a prevention all such future disorderliness. [7] So erring 
naturally endowed with speech is admonished, ill endowed being rich with a 
penalty of money, confident in strength of body with binds and the tortures of 
the body. [8] Thersites was the one like this, weak and deformed in body from 
every side, by blows and threats with oaths of future maltreatment with naked-
ness and every indication of the shame of the body; for these coming into be-
ing under a political man intimated the measures and the modes of the punish-
ments, and the just desserts for each mistake. 
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[1] “We [were sacrificing] at the holy altars around the fountain” (Il. 2.306) up 
to “in the tenth year we shall capture the city of wide lanes” (Il. 2.329).30  [2] 
Concerning these verses Aristotle was at a loss in this way:  

[3] Now if what had happened was no portent, why does Calchas explain it 
as a portent? For why is it extraordinary that sparrows were devoured by a 
serpent or that there were eight?  Yet concerning the fact that it became 
stone, which was important, he says nothing. [4] Unless it had significance 
for the voyage home, as some say—but there would have been no need to 
mention it. For it was plausible to assume even if someone had not spo-
ken—even in that case he said this worthily, since he would not even have 
given an interpretation, if it had been the portent. [5] For the mother was 
ninth and in the tenth [year] Ilium was captured. [6] Therefore he does not 
say that the petrifaction of the snake was meant in regard to the homecom-
ing. [7] On this account he did not depict him as saying [that it did], since 
not all [the Achaeans] were deprived of a homecoming.  
[8] And he would have been subject to derision, because he did not deter 
from the voyage [those] for whom the signs portended no return, but en-
couraged them to sail.   
[9] Perhaps then, he says, the sign [i.e.] that it became stone was a sign of 
sluggishness, which had already happened and was no longer to be feared. 
[10] It was taken in nine years (for it happened at the beginning of the 
tenth year). [11] But he counts the years inclusively, so that the number of 
dead is rightly consistent with the number of years.  

[12] But those who wrote about augury according to Homer say that, since the 
nest would be in the air as it lay on top of the branches of the plane tree, it was 
understood with regard to the windy city, and the sparrows dwelling in it are 
an army of different nations. [13] For many “allies from many cities” (Il. 
2.130-31) were inhabiting the city; for winged creatures befit air more than 
land. [14] The wood of the plane tree,  <being> young and moist, along which 
the serpent makes a terrestrial passage to the sparrows was therefore showing 
that a mighty naval force, after it had made a voyage through the sea and 
crossed through the land, would attack the Trojans. [15] For the serpent is 
terrestrial. Therefore by moving slowly along moist wood, [the serpent] was 
indicating journey by ship, then a disembarkation and attack by land against 
the inhabitants of the “windy city”. [16] The fact that the sparrows were “cow-
ering under the leaves” (Il. 2.312) revealed the insecurity of the prosperity of 
the city dwellers; for trees shed their foliage. 

_____________ 
30  In keeping with *B’s practice of inserting Aristotle’s name at the head of the ex-

tract if P. cites him anywhere within, there is a asterisk and the name  
at the top right corner of the folio. 
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[17] He used sparrows and not other birds since the sparrow is sacred to Aph-
rodite and is quite a lewd and lusty creature. [18] The Trojans are appropriate 
to Aphrodite, and they began the war on account of lust, just as the serpent is 
sacred to Athena, and the Hellenes, whom the serpent indicated in the portent, 
are dear to Athena. [19] The number of sparrows indicated the number of 
years. [20] For birds give birth every year, and these [i.e. the nestlings] were 
the eight years, in which they were not ravaged, but the ninth, in which the end 
came, would be the climax of the time, so that the mother was suitable for this 
time. [21] The number is nine and not ten since the time of the war is counted, 
not [that of] the capture. [22] For why does [Calchas] say “thus for this many 
years we shall fight there” (Il. 2.328), nine years, the ninth of which contained 
the culmination of ills and a boundary of the past eight: “in the tenth we will 
take the city” (Il. 2.329). [23] For after the mother of the sparrows and the 
ninth year, the nest and the city of the Trojans were ready to be captured.  
[24] The cry of the mother and chirping brood indicated the crying of the cap-
tured. [25] According to Aristotle, the petrifaction of the serpent indicated the 
sluggishness and toughness of the war, but according to others, the desolation 
of the city, an emptying of every living thing and destruction of the stones and 
structures, when the Trojans had been captured and the Hellenes had sailed 
away. [26] The tenth year, which is counted from the serpent being tenth in the 
signs, taken with regard to the Hellenes as the same one, becomes a lasting and 
conspicuous stone, a memorial for all (and that stones remain when the war 
ends), so that the attacking serpent indicates the advance by the Hellenes: [27] 
[coming] through the plane tree it indicates that the [advance] happens by ship, 
by devouring the nine sparrows along with the mother, the nine-year war, but 
[the serpent] being petrified tenth among the signs, indicates the desolation in 
the tenth year, with the Hellenes having withdrawn and the city left behind in 
stones only, as everything animate was stripped bare from it and its surround-
ings.31 [28] The change to an unexpected and extraordinary thing indicated a 
memory over a very long time of what had been accomplished. [29] The abode 
of the birds and the fact that the sparrows sat in the nest indicated the Trojans, 
who were hidden and shut up in the city.  

_____________ 
31  Cf. LSJ s.v.  7: “of districts and countries, lie,    

Thphr. HP 8.8.7. etc”. 
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[30] Others say that what birds signify by their perches is something more 
steadfast than what they signify by flying. [31] For just as they indicate that all 
will come true more speedily when they fly, so they make lasting, permanent 
results when they perch. [32] The fact that the mother both kept on flying 
around the nest and going away no further indicated that those who were going 
out of the city also would go around the city right there and no further out, but 
live around it “by dire necessity, for the sake of their children and wives” (Il. 
8.57). [33] The serpent did not destroy the nest, since the city was not obliter-
ated in the end, but only its inhabitants; it remained, but the assailants after the 
sack and withdrawal left frightening desolation and turned everything into 
stones because of the lack of cultivation and lifelessness of the land, since the 
city was left abandoned. [34] At the same time, the petrified serpent also indi-
cated that turning back was repugnant and hard for the Hellenes.  
[35] For when it is already about to leave the nest, it became stone, although it 
was still on its expedition. [36] Therefore the tree is the expedition, but the 
passage of the serpent, not being straight by nature, signified that the Hellenes” 
expedition [would be] indirect too, which indeed happened when they both 
went out and returned. [37] Nor is the verse “spiraling around [the serpent] 
took hold of a wing” (Il. 2.316) useless as regards prophecy. [38] It indicated 
how the Hellenes would sack Ilium. [39] For they overpowered and captured 
Ilium not directly, but after they had put to sea away from the Troad and then 
returned, which one could call “spiraling”. [40] Now on account of its mois-
ture and height, the plane tree indicated the long voyage in ships over the wa-
ter, but on account of its natural barrenness in fruit also that the voyage [would 
be] fruitless for both the attacking Hellenes and those who inhabited the city of 
the Trojans. [41] For the various spoils seized from Ilium were lost in various 
ways, and the Trojans, who themselves perished to a man, had no harvest, as 
their nest stood in a tree without fruit, but in leaves that flourish seasonally. 
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[1] Why, although Odysseus both controlled the Hellenes who were going to 
flee and checked with threats and blows those, like Thersites, who were insti-
gating insurrection (for in the same way as Thersites 

but any man of the people whom he saw and discovered yelling, 
him he kept on striking with his staff and upbraiding by word  
(Il. 2.198-99), 

for which reason he was also provoked to strike Thersites, being the worst of 
those who received blows), and in addition to this, although he addressed the 
people in such a way <that> they all shouted together at him in applause: 

[2] thus he spoke, and the Argives were shouting loudly—and all around 
the ships resounded terribly from the shouting Achaeans— 
approving the speech of godlike Odysseus (Il. 2.333-35), 

does Agamemnon give first prize to Nestor alone and yield the victory to 
him,32 when he says: “truly, old man, again you defeat the sons of the 
Achaeans in the assembly” (Il. 2.370), and he prays that he had ten such 
“counselors” (Il. 2. 371-72)?  For thus Ilium is soon sacked “captured by our 
hands” (Il. 2.374). 
[3] It must be said that he did not simply say that Nestor [took first prize] 
among all, but only “you win in the assembly, old man” (Il. 2. 370), himself 
giving first prize in public speaking to Nestor, just as the Hellenes [gave it] to 
Odysseus.  
[4] For Odysseus addressed the public as if he was adapting his speech to a 
democracy, as if it was in their power to stay or sail away. [5] For why does he 
say, subordinating Agamemnon to the power of the Hellenes: 

Atreid, now, lord, the Achaeans want    
to make you most disgraced in the sight of all mortal men (Il. 2.284-85)  

and the following verses? [6] But Nestor himself calls on Agamemnon to rule 
and not to be concerned with those who were mutinying. [7] For his rule was 
beneficial for all, on account of the fact that his leadership secured the good 
faith of everyone, not simply by promises, as Odysseus said (Il. 2.289), but by 
oaths, agreements, and pledges by one’s right hand, and the transgression 
comes to those who were disobedient, just as they had all sworn:  

Atreid, still having an unshaken plan just as before 
be the commander to the Argives in mighty struggles (Il. 2.344-45). 

[8] Why?   
For to what end will our agreements and oaths go (Il. 2.339)  
un-mixed libations and pledges with the right hand on which we had relied  
(Il. 2.341)?  

_____________ 
32  For the accumulation of genitive absolutes, cf. Plot. 13.10-15: ...  ... 

 ...   ...  ,    
   ,   .  For P.’s use of parenthetical explana-

tions, see Goulet-Cazé 1992, 113.   

 370-74 
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[9] On which account after Odysseus says of the Hellenes:  
for just like either young children and bereft wives 
they lament to each other to return home (Il. 2.289-90), 

he immediately cites their rationale and captures them by saying that “it is 
truly a hardship to return when one is distressed” (Il. 2.291), and [starting] 
from a lesser [length] he compares the magnitude of the Hellenic <campaign>: 
[10] For if the man “who stays away from his wife for one month” even gets 
distressed when impeded by opposing winds, “but for us it is the ninth revolv-
ing year that we stay here”(Il. 2.295-96). [11] Who would get angry if the 
Hellenes are distressed? [12] But Nestor does not say that the Hellenes deserve 
to be disparaged as children, but the demagogues themselves, if they do not 
look to the deeds of the war, which depend above all on piety towards the 
gods:    

you were speaking like infantile children, 
for whom the deeds of war are no concern at all (Il. 2.337-38).   

[13] Well, how would he not be minded thoughtlessly on war, when he says 
“let our plans go in the fire”, (Il. 2.340) our agreements and oaths (Il. 2.339), 
and our “unmixed libations and the pledges by our right hands, on which we 
relied” (Il. 2.341). [14] For if they keep their oaths to be bold and observe their 
pledges by the gods, they would have [the mark] of sensible men who know 
how to beware of the common [occurrences] in wars.  
[15] It is necessary, he says, for advising speakers to remember this. [16] Ac-
cordingly, he adds to this “let perish one or two” (Il. 2.346) of the disobediant, 
who will not accomplish the departure homeward “before we come to know 
whether the promise of aegis-holding Zeus is false or not” (Il. 2.348-49). [17] 
For if the promise came from Zeus amidst oaths, truces, preparations for war, 
and pledges with the right hand, there is a danger for those who transgress 
these, and they must not flatter the demagogues, but rather give harsh criticism 
to offending parties and bring the king back to the authority of his power, but 
not spare his subjects, who know that it is necessary in all circumstances to 
obey what they decided with a pledge. [18] Therefore it is consistent for Odys-
seus to plead with the crowd and to use the prophecies of Calchas. [19] For he 
had been maltreated by Agamemnon, and he seemed to them to have been 
responsible recently for taking care of the plague, and on this account he was 
regarded affectionately and trusted by them.  
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[20] But [it is consistent] for Nestor to disregard this, and bring them back to 
the promises from Zeus, by which he ordained that, along with success in the 
war, Agamemnon would be the leader of the war: “for I say that over-powerful 
son of Cronus assented” (Il. 2.350) and the following lines. [21] Hermo of 
Delos writes about lightning on the right hand side “whenever there be light-
ning from the hand on the right, he bestows victory and a mighty boast” (fr. 2 
Powell). [22] Generally those who have investigated this say “lightning and 
thunder on the right are good for those who attack. For they indicate fears for 
the enemy when they occur on the right hand”. 
[23] Therefore, as their styles of public speaking were different, that of Odys-
seus being democratic, that of Nestor being more regal and authoritarian, it is 
reasonable that the one flatters [the crowd] by saying “I am not angry that the 
Achaeans are distressed by the ships” (Il. 2.296-97), although he nevertheless 
thinks fit [to say] “endure friends and remain for a time” (Il. 2.299), “for it is a 
shame to remain for a long time and return empty-handed” (Il. 2.298), but the 
other one, giving in a little and courting [them] so much in saying: 

[24] therefore let no one hasten to return homeward 
before everyone sleeps beside a Trojan wife (Il. 2.354-55), 

immediately he brings33 his speech into memory concerning the regal oath: for 
[he says] “avenge [our] cares and groans about Helen” (Il. 2.356), and he 
moves to their threats befitting regal presumption: 

[25] If anyone terribly wishes to return homeward 
let him lay hand on his dark, well-benched ship, 
to face death and destiny before others (Il. 2.357-59).  

[26] As regards the rest, [Nestor] does not say “Atreid” nor “Agamemnnon” 
but “lord”, and by saying “King”, he thinks fit for him to begin good 
schemes,34 but obey another and set them in order as they must be arranged 
according to group.35 [27] Therefore as the one adapts his speech to the ruled 
and demotic [class] and the other to the commander and king of the others, it is 
reasonable that the crowd praises the one, but the king grants the victory to the 
other. 

_____________ 
33  The verb  is used metaphorically with  at Pl. Plt. 272d, where it 

refers to the reason why the interlocutors began the discussion:  ”   
 ,   (Pl. Plt. 272d), but the word does not fit in the 

passage above. The paleographically easy alternative , one of the most fre-
quent words in the HQ, satisfies the requirements of the context. Uncial pi is easily 
mistaken for a gamma.  Uncial alpha looks similar to the cursive form of the epsi-
lon-iota diphthong.  Uncial gamma with a downward curling serif under the upper 
horizontal looks like a rho.  For the construction, cf.       

  (HQ  370-4.17). 
34  Cf. Il. 2.360.  
35  Cf. Il. 2.362.  
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*B*FLiLe:  Von der Mühll:  Fick     [3]  Kassel et Austin: 

 *B*FLi:  Le      *BLe:  *FLi     [4]   *B*FLi: 
  Le      *BLiLe:  *F     [5]    *BLi:  
 *F:    Le      *BLi:  *FLe      *B*FLe: 

 Li      *BLi:  *FLe      *B*FLe:  Li       
*BLiLe:   *F     [7]    Li:   *B*FLe       *BLiLe:   *F     

   novum incipit Li     [8]  et seqq. abiud. Schr.      
Erbse      codd.:  Erbse     {  } Erbse     [9]  *BLi:  
*FLe        *F:   *BLe       *B*FLi:   Le 
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[1] Aristarchus understands “fat” (kniss ) (Il. 2.423) as a neuter,36 although he 
had said that in Homer none of the neuters ending in omicron-sigma is con-
tracted in the plural. [2] For he says “walls” (teichea) and “limbs” (melea), but 
just as he has said “precincts” (temen ) with vowel contraction, so too “[pieces 
of] fat” (kniss ). [3] And the [neuter] singular is in comedy: “roasting the fat 
[knissos] you destroy the neighbors” (PCG VIII 866). [4] But Homer often 
uses the feminine noun. [5] It means both the fumes rising from [sc. roasting] 
meat, when he says: “and then a pleasant breeze of a savour came around me” 
(Od. 12.369) and “savour spiraling around smoke reached heaven” (Il. 1.317). 
[6] It also means fat, as he says in the case of stomachs: “full of fat and blood” 
(Od. 18.118). [7] And it also means caul fat, as follows: “they concealed [the 
thighbones] with caul fat folding it double” (Il. 1.460-1). [8] For having dou-
bled over the thighbones with caul fat they covered them “after folding it dou-
ble”.37 [9] Since there are two thighbones, after they also divided the caul fat in 
two, they concealed each of them with the other part of the caul fat. 
 
 
 
 

_____________ 
36  y contrast, AbT ad Il. 21 363 say that Aristarchus read . See Ludwich 

1884, i. 468 -9, ii. 165-6; Van der Valk 1963, I 443-5; Erbse 1960, 40-2; M. 
Schmidt, 1987, 65-9.  See Erbse’s comments (op. cit. p. 40 n. 1): Ob man bei der 
Behauptung des Berichterstatters ...   sei die von Aristarchs be-
fürwortete Lesart, an ein Versehen des Porph. oder an Unachtsamkeit des Exzerp-
tors denken soll, wird sich kaum entscheiden lassen, da die Zitate in der besseren 
Fassung der 10 Vat. Quaestio anonym gegeben werden. See HQ I 54-5:   

      “  ” (Il. 21.363)  
  , ”    .      

    . 
37  Schrader excised the last two sentences since they use  as a neuter plural. 

Comparing D ad 461 (   .     ), Erbse 
emends:       {  } . 
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Cf. Eustathius Il. 2.193.14-194.7 
fons: *B f. 38V 
[6] lacunam posuit Schr. ante      [9]  Schr.:  *B     [10]  

: ’  *B     [13]  Schr.:  *B      
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[1] Many of the post-Homeric poets hand down the aegis as an implement 
particular to Athena, and on account of this a number of the epithets from it are 
assigned to the goddess.38 [2] He represents Athena using this no less than  
anyone, but says that it was given to Zeus by Hephaestus, clearly establishing 
so by the verses:  

[3] Phoebus Apollo went before him clothed  
in a cloud on his shoulders, and he was holding the furious 
aegis—fearsome, fringed all around, very bright—which 
black smith Hephaestus gave to Zeus to carry for the routing of men  
(Il. 15.307-10). 

[4] Hence he frequently calls him “aegis-holder”.  He assumes that this aegis 
causes the so-called hurricanes (aigides) with the winds that we are accus-
tomed to call squalls descending from above (kataigides). [5] For Homer thus 
says: 

just as Zephyr comes and stirs a high standing crop  
furiously rushing upon (Il. 2.147-8). 

[6] Now “furiously rushing upon” (labros epaigiz n) does not mean anything 
else but the same. [7] They would call “hurricanes” (aigides) what we now call 
“squalls descending from above” (kataigides) from violent blasts that are both 
twisted up and simultaneously smash down, such as the poet contemplates in 
this when he says: 

[8] he cast himself into battle like a gust blowing hard  
which leaping down stirs the violet colored sea (Il. 11.297-8). 

[9] Somewhere Alcaeus (fr. 412 Voigt) and Sappho (fr. 183 Voigt)39 call such 
a wind “inclining down” (kat r ) from the fact that its onrush has a downward 
tendency. [10] But the shield of Zeus happens to have been named throughout 
the poetry of Homer in the same way as the “hurricane” (aegis) around the 
winds according to that man himself, but “a squall descending from above” 
(kataigis) according to us and to be represented as providing the blasts of the 
same name whenever it is shaken against [someone]. [11] For when it is sha-
ken and rushes down on the earth, it happens that enemies are harmed not only 
by the mere blast but are utterly impaired as a cloud of dust is borne into their 
faces, e.g.: 

[12] and then took the son of Cronus took the tasseled aegis,  
terrible to look on, and concealed Ida with clouds;  
he resounded very loudly with a bolt of lightning; he brandished this, 
gave victory to the Trojans and routed the Achaeans (Il. 17.593-6).   

[13] At any rate, what is peculiar to the blasts borne from this and what fol-
lows next have been expressed at the same time by him in the lines where he 
says that, when he took the aegis, he concealed Ida with clouds, and with a 
flash of lightning he thundered loudly and brandished the aegis.  

_____________ 
38  Cf A Il. 4.167b:        ,    

        .  
39  Cf. Sappho fr. 47 (Voigt):  ”   ,    . 
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[14] That this happens against those who are about to be laid low is clear from 
these verses:  

So long as Phoebus Apollo held the shield motionless in his hands, for this 
long indeed the missiles reached their mark on both sides; but when he 
looked over against the Danaans with swift horses (Il. 15.318-20); 

[15] then he adds: 
He bewitched the 

spirit in their chests, and they forgot their furious strength (Il. 15.321-2).  
[16] But sometimes he did not transmit by means of the spoken word that Zeus 
shook the aegis at the Achaeans from Ida, but he indicated what happens to 
them and establishes the foregoing by the outcome. [17] For he says: 

Then, having spoke thus, he took the lead,  
and they followed along with a supernatural noise,  
and Zeus delighting in thunder roused a gust of wind  
from Idaean mountains which brought dust straight to the ships (Il. 12.251-4).   

[18] For clearly the gale sweeping the cloud of dust straight at the ships is 
brought against the Achaeans. [19] Therefore he tacked on in another way: 

Moreover he bewitched the mind of the Achaeans, 
and bestowed glory on the Trojans and Hector (Il. 12.254-5). 

We must bring this to mind when the aegis has been shaken.   
[20] In the case of even more others, a suchlike trope exists, so as to depict 
some deities, which have the same names as emotions and acts, formed as 
images for mythic constructions; in reference to which we must bring to mind, 
not the thing itself that is brought about, but the cause of the attribute that is 
actualized at the human level; for example desire is said in the case of the 
actual emotion and in the case of the term that concerns its cause and all such 
things—wealth, strife, insolence and all those which anyone could easily 
reckon up.40  [21] For we must keep in mind the difference among such things, 
as when we say “Eros has injected love in so-and-so” and again “Strife [has 
injected] strife”. [22] For sometimes one must consider as a sort of god or 
deity that which causes the correspondingly named attribute or emotion, and 
contrariwise, [one must think of] the resulting, corresponding emotion or at-
tribute, as the poet shows in this:  

They went, and Ares and revered Enyo led them, 
she who bears the shameless uproar of battle-strife (Il. 5.592-93).  

_____________ 
40  Cf. Eustathius (Il.) 2.193.14-194.7:       

             
     ’     

  ,  , ’    , 
 ,      .   

               
           

  .           
          

      . 
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[23] For now not what is observed in action but the cause of the homonymous 
event is represented mythically by an image. [24] And one must imagine the 
same thing in the case of this too: 

Zeus sent Strife forth to the swift ships of the Achaeans, 
a vexatious [goddess], bearing a sign of war between her hands (Il. 11.3-4). 

[25] For now she arrives again bearing nothing else but the war causing the 
battle that appears in reality. [26] Or that one represented by an image in ac-
cord with the myth is a sign of the war that is observed in actuality, which he 
now calls a “portent”. [27] It could be the din of battle, observed as a god as it 
was previously, when we were saying “the one who bears the shameless uproar 
of battle-strife” (Il. 5.593). [28] Likewise with reference to what [Homer] calls 
“a portent of war”, there is a precise similarity. [29] [It is] in the same way in 
the case of thunder, lightning and the like, so that we must consider some in-
stances as constructions that cause what is clearly heard among us, but others 
as the actual results brought to pass by means of them, but <called> by the 
same name, as when he says:  

[30] He [Idomeneus] started to go like a flash of lightning  
which Kronius” son takes in hand and brandishes from radiant Olympus, 
showing a sign to mortals, and its beams are intensely bright  
(Il. 13.242-4).  

[31] For in this way one must understand the sense, as though after taking the 
lightning, Zeus “brandished it from radiant Olympus”, as if some divine con-
struction, and we reasonably considered this divine. [32] But whenever he 
brandished it in his hand, and such a light shone after it had been shaken, we 
no longer understand the flash of lightning according to the same notion but 
the one as that which brings to pass, and the other as that which is brought to 
pass. [33] So we must understand the same thing in the case of the aegis; the 
one, when Zeus shakes it, [we consider] a sort of divine construction, but the 
other, the one brought to pass in actuality through the equivocal word, which 
in Homer’s day was called by the same name, an aegis, but now in our usage a 
“tornado” (kataigis). [34] Hence, in the speech of Agamemnon, the poet has 
applied to it such an epithet as this: 

There will be a day when holy Ilium perishes  
both Priam and the people of Priam armed with ashen spear; 
high-throned Zeus son of Cronus 
will himself shake the dark aegis at them all (Il. 4.164-7). 
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[35] For he clearly names the hurricane in this way in other parts of his poetry. 
For he calls it “dark” on account of the density and opacity of the blast, as 
when he says:  

Equal to a dark hurricane, Ares was shouting from the other side 
piercingly urging the Trojans from the topmost part of the city  
(Il. 20.51-2).    

[36] In the same way, not according to anything else, we must think of the 
aegis as “dark”, according to the particular characteristics of the hurricane, as 
if it were being called hurricane-like. [37] Indeed in this way the character and 
power of the aegis represented in Homer thus could best be shown. 
 
 
 
 
[1] “On the flowery meadow of Scamander stood | countless [men], as many as 
the leaves and flowers are in season” (Il. 2.467-68). [2] In “exceedingly re-
sembling leaves or sands” (Il. 2.800) there is an intensifying by the addition to 
the leaves of the multitude of the sands, but in what was said about the Ci-
cones, “thereupon they came as many as the leaves and flowers are in season” 
(Od. 9.51) one might think to be a lessening from what is applied; for the flo-
wers are fewer than the leaves. [3] But it is not; for both have not been used as 
indicative of the multitude, just as in the case of the leaves and sand, “On the 
flowery meadow of Scamander stood | countless [men]” (Il. 2.467-8), but ra-
ther the leaves set before the mind the multitude, the flowers [set before the 
mind] the variety of the multitude in the armor and the other clothing of the 
Thracians.  

 467-68 
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[1] Why did he liken the eyes and head of Agamemnon to Zeus, his chest to 
Poseidon, the frightening [look] in his armor to the fearsome and dazzling 
[armor] around Ares, and he plummets from the divine by likening him to a 
bull after the gods? [2] And what does “and his chest to Poseidon” (Il. 2.479) 
mean?   
[3] One must say that he showed his august and regal [bearing] through the 
preconception of Zeus as a king, as if he were thinking and perceiving matters 
pertaining to a king, the understanding being shown from the head, which 
takes the lead, and the perception from the eyes. [4] It is an exaggeration that 
he says the head and eyes of him resemble, not [the head and eyes of Zeus], 
but Zeus as a whole.  
[5] So he compared him with the god, not in bodily form, but with the regal 
and sovereign power of Zeus. [6] For seen only from the head and the eyes, he 
conveyed his kingly power. [7] He compared his robustness and force, which 
is said to be seated around his breast or chest, with Poseidon the earth-shaker, 
at whose approach, he says, “tall mountains and woods were trembling” (Il. 
13.18), and [he compared] the terrifying [look] of his armor with Ares. [8] So 
he had the judgment and kingly sagacity of Zeus, the force and strength of 
Poseidon and the panoply and use of armor like Ares.   
[9] For the rest he compared his authority and leadership over the others with a 
bull, not belittling him. [10] For he did not lower the same idea and reality 
from the gods to the bull, but rather <one must say> that he compares Aga-
memnon’s situation with the herd-leading bull. [11] So just as he did not belit-
tle him in passing from Zeus to Ares on account of the change from one of 
Agamemnon’s characteristics to another, so too he did not lessen his praise by 
adopting the bull for a representation of his prominence over those of the same 
species. [12] The attributes were exalting for its own kind, but the comparison 
takes the resemblance from homogenous types to homogenous types. [13] The 
bull, a leader of the herd, is preeminent among fellow oxen. 
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[1] Why has he written here “and others who were dwelling around Crete of a 
hundred cities” (Il. 2.649), but in the Odyssey, after saying that Crete is beauti-
ful, rich and surrounded with water, he adds “in it are many countless men and 
ninety cities” (Od. 19.174)? [2] For the fact that he at one time says ninety but 
at another one hundred seems to be contradictory.  
[3] Now then, Heraclides and others attempted to resolve it in this way: since it 
is said that, after sailing away from Troy, Idomeneus and his men sacked 
Lyctus and the nearby cities which had been in the possession of Leucon, the 
son of Talos, who brought war on them as they came from Troy, [this] would 
reasonably appear [to be] the accuracy of the poet rather than a contradictory 
statement.  
[4] For those who had gone to Troy had come from a hundred cities, but while 
Odysseus was coming home in the tenth year after the capture of Troy and a 
rumor was circulating that ten cities in Crete had been sacked and were not 
inhabited in any way, Odysseus could obviously call Crete “of ninety cities” 
with reason. [5] Consequently, although [the poet] does not say the same thing 
about the same thing, he is certainly not making a false statement on this ac-
count.   
[6] Aristotle says it is not odd unless he depicts them all saying the same 
things. [7] For in this way they ought to have said the same things as one an-
other altogether.   
[8] But perhaps a hundred is a metaphor. A hundred means something multitu-
dinous, as in “a hundred tassels [were suspended] from it [i.e. the aegis]” (Il. 
2.448). [9] For they were not a hundred in number and “a hundred are the 
beams of a wagon” (Hesiod Op. 456). [10] Next, he nowhere says that there 
are only ninety; among a hundred there are also ninety. 
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[1] “Pandarus, to whom Apollo himself gave the bow” (Il. 2.827). [2] This 
seems to conflict with  

straightaway he took out the well polished bow from [the horn of] a wild,  
bounding goat, which at one time [Pandarus] himself having hit under the  
breast (Il. 4.105-06). 

[3] For there it means that Pandarus has made the bow for himself. [4] One 
could solve it both by diction and custom; by diction as follows: for “to whom 
[Apollo] himself gave the bow” (Il. 2.827) can be transferred metaphorically to 
the art of archery. [5] But by custom, since we are accustomed to have not one 
weapon [only], especially those who are serious about a skill. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[1] “Moreover Acamas and Peiroos the hero led the Thracians” (Il. 2.844) 
seems to conflict with “Iphidamas, son of Antenor, brave and big, who was 
reared in Thrace” (Il. 11.221). [2] For there it is assumed that Iphidamas is 
king of the Thracians.  
[3] The solution is by diction. Acamas and his men are not leading all the 
Thracians, [4] especially since he has said “as many as the strong flowing 
Hellespont encloses” (Il. 2.845), [5] so that both Rhesus and Iphidamas can be 
his assistants later though being kings. [6] Again, “moreover Pyraichmes was 
leading the Paeonians with their crooked bows” (Il. 2.848) is contrary to the 
fact that Asteropaeus is assumed to be king of the Paeonians (Il. 21.140-70). 
[7] It could be solved by the time. [8] It is not unreasonable that, as the war 
dragged on, Asteropaeus came bringing in turn some of the Paeonians. [9] 
Perhaps too he gives evidence that there was a double lineage of Paeonians 
with his diction; for he has called some “with crooked bows” (Il. 2.848) and 
others “with tall spears” (Il. 21.155). 
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[1]   ’      
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  . [2]    “ ”    
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Cf. HQ ept. ad Il. 3.66 
fontes: *B f. 42V, *F f. 27V ( .), Li f. 84R, Le f. 58R ( .)      
[1]  ante   ad *F       ad usque   om. Le       *BLi:   
*F       *B*FLi:  Le     [2]  *B*FLi:  Le       
*B*FLi:  Le        *BLiLe:     *F     [3]  usque 
ad  errore scribae ut videtur (cf. HQ ept. ad Il. 3.66)      *BLi: -

 *FLe: -  P. Derveni col. 26, 6      *BLi:  *FLe     [4]       
  *B*FLi:    Le      *FLe:  *BLi     [5]  

*B*FLe:  Li       *B*F:   LiLe     [6]  Schr.: 
 codd.     Vill.:  codd.       Bekk.:   codd.      
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[1] The glorious gifts of the gods, however many they give,  
are not to be rejected, and no one could purposely choose them  
(Il. 3.65-66) 

seem to contain a contradiction. [2] How could anyone not41 willingly choose 
gifts that are not to be thrown away, conferred by a god, and glorious?  [3] The 
solution: gifts of the gods [are] not only the good that they give but also the 
bad that they cause: 

two jars of gifts lie stored up in Zeus’ threshold,  
one with the bad, the other with the good which he gives (Il. 24.527-8).42 

[4] Consequently, gifts [can] also [be] bad, which no one would purposely 
choose, but once they have been given, [one] is better off to be content with 
them. [5] Or simply gifts from gods, he says, whatever kind they are, are not to 
be rejected because it does not lie in our power to reject [them]. [6] So it has 
been said that they are not to be rejected nor to be taken deliberately since they 
do not lie in our control to reject or take.  

_____________ 
41  The reading of *F, where the negative is delayed, is more likely to have been 

altered to    than vice versa.     
42  Pindar interprets the verses as implying two jars of bad and one of good:  

  |  ’      |  (Py-
thian 3. 80-2). Plato objects strongly to Homer’s portrayal of the gods in this pas-
sage (Resp. 379d). Cf. Plutarch De poetis audiendis 24a and Consolatio ad Apollo-
nium 105c. 
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         .  
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[1]  .        *BLi:  *FLe      *BLe:  *F: 

 Li       *B*FLi:  Le      *B*FLe:  Li     [2]  *B*FLe: 
 Li      LiLe:  *B*F      *B*FLe:  Li     [3]   

*BLi:  *FLe      *B*FLe:  Li      *B*FLe:  Li      
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[7] Each one, whether it is good or the opposite, annuls our power of discre-
tion, as we can neither reject them when we wish, nor take them when we 
desire.43 [8] The reasoning is: gifts that gods give, whether glorious or bad, are 
neither in our power to reject nor could they be in our power to take. [9] For 
one must understand the word “purposely” as shared in common with both 
rejecting and taking. [10] No one could purposely and willingly reject, nor 
could anyone purposely and willingly take what lies in the control of those 
who are more powerful and above us.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] <“I liken him to a black-fleeced ram” (Il. 3.197).>  “Black-fleeced” p ge-
simall i is from “black” (p gon), [e.g.] “with a black (p g i) wave” (Od. 
5.388, 23.235). [2] He speaks in reference to it from what is opposed: “who 
goes through a big flock of white sheep” (Il. 3.198).44  The black one is more 
distinguished among white ones. [3] He also speaks of the “black prize win-
ning” (Il. 9.124) horses, in accord with what the writers on horsemanship say 
[i.e.] that the black ones are the best horses with regard to excellence.  

_____________ 
43  Cf. P.’s treatise     (=268-271 Smith [1993, 295-308]). See espe-

cially pp. 307-8:          ,  
           ,    

,        ,     
  ,  ’        

  “  ’       |   
  ,    ” (Il. 6.488-489).      

          ,   ’ 
.    ; “      . |    
 ’      |     “    ”;   

       ,     ’     
    ,         

; ’  ,        
  ,       “   

  ’ " (Od. 1.34).   
44  For other explanations  , cf.    ,    

  ,    (HQ I 50.16-8);   “ ” (Il. 1.100) 
 ’      ,      

    “ ”            
(HQ I 101.3-7). 
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[4]       “  ” (Od. 5.388, 23.235) 
,   “     ” (Il. 23.693). [5]   

(fr. 185 Matthews)        .  
 
[4]  *BLe:  Li*F 
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        , 
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   ,     
       .  

[4]           , 
   “      ” (Il. 10.332),  

  . [5]       
      ,  

    ,  
        (Il. 3.298-300). 

[6]    ,      . 
  . [7]     ,    

    . [8]     
      

        (Il. 3.299-300), 
[9]        

        
       
    (Il. 4.65-7). 

[10]      .  
 

fontes: *B f. 47R, *F f. 30V  ( .), Le f. 65V ( .) 
[1]   ante   *FLe       usque ad  om. *B      
adscript. in marg. *B         om. Le      Le:  *F     [2]  
ante   *FLe      *B:  *FLe      *F:  *B: 

 Le      (sic) *F:  *B:  Le     [4] *B:  *F     [4-5]  
usque ad  om. Le      *B:  *F      *B*F:       
[5]   Le:  *B*F     [8]   Le:  *B*F       

 om. Le     [9]  *B:  *FLe       *B*F:    et Le     *B: 
 *FLe      *B*F:    et Le 
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[4] Expressing the word “wave” by opposition, at one time he says “with a 
dark (p g i) wave” (Od. 5.388, 23.235), at another “a dark (melan) wave con-
cealed him” (Il. 23.693). [5] Antimachus45 (fr. 185 Matthews) also takes 
“white” as opposed to “dark” (p g i). 

 
 
 
 
 

[1] “Father Zeus from Ida, most glorious ruler” (Il. 3.276) and up to the line 
“thus may their brains flow to the ground as this wine” (Il. 3.300) [there is] a 
problem. [2] Why, although he wants the Trojans to swear falsely so that they 
may perish with good reason, does the poet no- 
where depict them swearing falsely but supposes [this]?  [3] For the oath was 
that, if Menelaus were to kill Alexander, Helen would be given back; but as he 
was not killed, in no way were they in the wrong for not giving her back, nor 
did they swear falsely.  
[4] Aristotle says that not even the poet says that they swore falsely, as [he 
does] in the case of others, [e.g.] “thus he spoke and swore a false oath” (Il. 
10.332), but that they were accursed. [5] For they called down curses on them-
selves saying:  

Zeus, most glorious, greatest and other immortal gods,  
whichever side first does harm in transgression of the oaths 
thus may their brains flow to the ground as this wine (Il. 3.298-300). 

[6] So they did not swear falsely, but they did act in bad faith and damaged the 
oaths.  Therefore they were laid under a curse. [7] Hera too attempts this, na-
mely that harm come to them for the very things that they cursed. [8] For after 
they vowed: 

whichever side first does harm in transgression of the oaths 
in this way may their brains flow to the ground as this wine  
(Il. 3.299-300),   

[9] Hera exhorts just this to Athena: 
to go into the dreadful conflict of Trojans and Achaeans, 
and to test if the Trojans are indeed first to harm  
the exceedingly renowned Achaeans in violation of the oaths (Il. 4.65-7). 

[10] “To damage” is not to swear falsely. 

_____________ 
45  Cf. Matthews 1996, 400: “Later commentators like P. ... wrongly assumed, since 

Antimachus had said that  was opposite of , that the latter word must 
mean black”. 
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[1]              
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  ,    .  

[3]        ,    
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     ,    
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 , ’   ,  , . 
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   ,         . [9] 
       ,  ’  
       ,    

          
     . 

 
Cf. HQ ept. ad Il. 3.306 
fons *B f. 47V 
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[1] Why did Agamemnon manage the duel ineptly?  [2] For he received no 
security nor did he have Helen, concerning whom the contest [was fought], 
deposited in the hands of a third party, but rather it was in their power not to 
give her back. [3] It is solved by custom. For in antiquity business deals were 
not [secured] by much safeguard, but they simply used to make an agreement, 
and there were not schemes and acts of deception, against which such precau-
tions were devised. [4] For otherwise, why were Agamemnon and Menelaus 
without bodyguards, [seeing that] if they had been killed, the expedition would 
have been undone?  [5] But not yet at that time were there political schemes. 
[6] The poet, being one who represents, depicted the existing circumstances 
but not the future. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Why did Priam say that he would not be able to see Alexander and Mene-
laus fight but departed and went away, yet he watches Achilles and Hector 
whom he loved more. [2] Either since the one the one who was responsible for 
the ills was about to fight in single combat; so the one who granted that he 
must fight in single combat entrusted the outcome to chance, while he himself 
kept away from the tumult.  
[3] For he says: “doubtless Zeus knows this, for which of the two the fulfill-
ment of death has been fated” (Il. 3.308-9). [4] But the place for the battle is 
not established, and he exhorts his son to obey his request to withdraw, <and> 
he stays put, becoming a suppliant more than a spectator. [5] For the hope of 
obedience held him making the request. [6] For so his mother is also present 
requesting, not to see him fight, but not to see him when he entered. [7] And 
simultaneously for the poet the tragedy succeeds in moving the soul of the 
listener with pity, since they are present. [8] Therefore with reference to Alex-
ander the battle was on the plain, but with reference to Hector, along the wall 
of the city. [9] With the Trojans pushed together in the city, the Achaeans 
standing near, and Achilles running around the wall, it would be necessary not 
only for Priam but also all the rest of the unwarlike age to be there because of 
the magnitude of the danger.  
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      ,    
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      .    
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 *B:  *F:  Le      *BLe:  *F       *B:   
*FLe     [4]  Schr.:  *B*F:  Le      (= ubi) Vill.: 

 codd. 
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[1] “Greaves first” (Il. 3.330).  Even though all who were about to duel would 
have been armed, why does he represent them arming themselves again by 
adding 46 “greaves first” (Il. 3.330) and the rest?  [2] Either since, with the 
challenges taken, it was necessary for those who were about to duel to take an 
interval of rest beforehand and, once they had first recovered and become 
fresh, thus enter the contest.47  [3] It is reasonable that those who are about to 
take a risk on their own equip themselves anew so that they are better armed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] “But again he sprang up, eager to kill [him] with his bronze spear” (Il. 
3.379-80). [2] They say it is impossible with respect to the attempt. For the 
spear, he says, has already been cast: “it darted from my hand in vain” (Il. 
3.368). [3] But it is solved from custom: for it had been customary to carry two 
spears, as he says in many places: “brandishing sharp spears, he had gone 
everywhere through the army” (Il. 5.494, 6.104, 11.212). [5] Or [it is solved] 
from the moment; for just then the spear not was lost but was by Alexander, 
where it had been taken back under his control.  

_____________ 
46  Cf. Il. 11.17, 16.131, 19.369.  
47  Ribbeck’s  is a banalization. For the idiom  /    

(descendere in arenam), see Plutarch Antony 2.616d and Lucian Alexander 6..  
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[1] Why has he made Alexander so wretched that not only is he defeated fight-
ing in single combat but also flees, and [why has he depicted him] giving heed 
immediately to sexual pleasures, claiming that he desires her at that time more 
than ever and being disposed so profligately?   
[2] Aristotle says that [Homer does this] reasonably. [3] For even before he 
was disposed amorously, but at that time he was increasingly [so]. [4] For all 
[people], whenever is not possible [to get something] or they fear that they will 
not keep [what they have],48 desire [it] most of all.  [5] Therefore, though ad-
monished, they are the more intent.  The battle did this to him. [6] Some [say] 
that the expectation of giving [her] back was arousing his desire more robustly 
on account of the future separation. [7] Some [say] that Aphrodite, who was 
present, not only drew him out of the battle but also was bringing him, dis-
tressed because of the defeat, to consolation by changing his dejection of spirit 
to the pleasure of the desire. [8] Others [say] that to recover the goodwill of 
Helen he says that his desire has intensified more robustly. [9] For he believed 
that she was angry because of the terms he agreed on, as though she was about 
to become able to be delivered to the Achaeans. [10] To show what sort of 
man Alexander was, he depicted him simultaneously as bold and cowardly in 
war and wanton and a despiser of reputation at home. [11] For by this means 
he depicts the character of the one who was responsible for evils on his chil-
dren on account of his wantonness. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

[1] Aristarchus explained goro nto (Il. 4.1) as an equivalent of “they were 
gathered together”. [2] But to say “they were conversing” is better, just as “as 
when in Lemnos you spoke vain-gloriously” (Il. 8.230). [3] For if he wanted to 
say “they were gathered together”, he would have said “the gods were gathered 
together ( gerethonto) seated beside Zeus”  [4] For this is from “to be gath-
ered”, “gathering the people” (Il. 11.770) and “however when they were gath-
ered” Il. 24.790, Od. 2.9, 8.24, 24.421), but goro nto is from “to speak” 
(agoraasthai). 

_____________ 
48  For  with a future indicative after a verb of fearing, cf. Plato Phil. 13a, Xeno-

phon Cyr. 2. 3, 6 and ibid. 3. 1, 27.  
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[1] How does Zeus mean “I granted [it] to you willingly, though with an un-
willing heart” (Il. 4.43)?  [2] For the word “willing” is the opposite of the word 
“unwilling”. [3] Well Trypho, having conjectured a vowel glide on the alpha-
epsilon, joins an alpha to the word “willingly” in order that [the phrase] be 
“unwilling with a unwilling heart”. [4] he thought is something like this: [5] 
we do many of our actions either with all our heart49 or not wanting [to do 
them] at all. [6] So he distinguished the “I” from the “heart” and says: “will-
ingly I granted [this] though my spirit was unwilling and did not give its con-
sent”. [7] Now then, if he had said “unwillingly I gave this to you”, there 
would have been50 a contradiction; and if [he had said] “with a willing heart”, 
so too there would have been a contradiction. [8] But since he said “willingly I 
gave this to you with an unwilling heart”, there is no longer a contradiction on 
account of the fact that we do many things though our spirit does not agree. [9] 
For every action, because it comes into being according to an impulse, could 
be voluntary, if it is up to us.51 [10] But not every action also has that which is 
agreeable to the spirit 

 
 
 

 
 
 

[1] Why did he make this arrangement: “cavalry first | infantry in back | and 
cowards in the middle” (Il. 4.297-99)?  [2] For it is odd that he depicts the 
cavalry in front of the phalanx and the inferior [fighters] in the middle. [3] 
Aristotle solves: he says that either he means that the cavalry [are], not in front 
of the phalanx, but on the wings, and these men should be first. [4] He does not 
separate the cowardly by location, but [arranges] the weaker alternately be-
tween a courageous man and [posts] the infantry behind the cavalry. [5] Con-
sequently the cavalry holds52 the wings, infantry [is] behind it and the cowards, 
whether cavalry or infantry,53 are posted everywhere in the midst of the coura-
geous cavalry and infantry. [6] Others [say that] he defines them not at all by 
place, but he means first in time, middle and behind, <i.e.> later, so that first 
the courageous cavalry may engage [the enemy], after whom the inferior cav-
alry and the most courageous infantry attack. [7] Others [say] that he did not 
arrange <them so oddly> as he is censured.  For it seems that Boeotians also 
draw up for battle in this way. 

_____________ 
49  For    , “with all one’s heart”, see Arrian Epicteti Dissertationes 

2. 2.13.   
50  For the apodosis of a contrary-to-fact condition without , see GMT 431 (p. 159).   
51  For    , HQ  65-6. 
52  For  used of maintaining a military post, see Xenophon Anabasis 5. 6. 7. 
53  For   used of alternatives, see LSJ s.v.  , , 1. 
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[1] Some censure epithets like these as superfluous: “white milk” (Il. 4.434, 
5.902);54 for what milk is black? “a dug trench” (Il. 8.179, 9.67, 20.49); for 
how would a trench result [if not from digging]? “wet olive oil” (Il. 23.281, 
Od. 6.79, 215, 7.107); for could it ever be hard? “seeing with eyes”; for how 
would anyone see?  [4] “they all heard with [their] ears” (Il. 12.442); for we do 
not hear with any other sense perception. “But when he reached flowing Xan-
thus” (Il. 14.172); for what other river does not flow? 
[2] The dug trench is indeed distinguished from those trenches that are not 
produced from excavation, but from an opening in the earth or from the pas-
sage of water or from another cause. Or a dug trench [is] that which stands out 
with respect to deep excavation. [3] For when a trench becomes deep and per-
ilous to cross, then it derives its power from the digging. [4] Milk [is] white 
because it does not admit a shadow.55 [5] Olive oil [is] wet because, although 
other wet things, after they have been poured out, immediately soften that 
which was moistened, they still dry quickly, and that which was moistened, 
after it has been exposed, is left brittle and quite dry.56  [6] But olive oil re-
mains [wet] for a long time, moistens that which has received it and makes 
softer to [the] touch that which is delicate by nature. [7] To see with the eyes 
has a distinct opposition with one who sees something through one’s imagina-
tion, just as in dreams too we think we see something and we refashion the 
narratives of others who have told them. [8] But seeing with [the] eyes indi-
cates a sight that is clear, and direct apprehension through it and with one’s 
own faculty of perception of that which is seen. [9] To hear with the ears is the 
same, [namely] that one who is present hears a speech from the speaker him-
self and not from another’s report, as too in ordinary language [people] are 
accustomed to say that they have heard “from a living voice” and that they 
heard neither through written words nor from one man telling things that [he 
heard] from another. [10] “Flowing Xanthus”: either, since Xanthus is also a 
city of Lycia,  he was distinguishing the river by its flow;  

_____________ 
54  Cf. Aristotle’s Rhetoric 3.1406a:      “  ” , 

     . Cf. Plutarch’s Quaestiones Convivales VI, 9:  
            .  

55  Cf.    ,        (HQ I 
49.15);        “ ”     

     “ ”  “ ”      
,  “    ”      

   (HQ I 50.3-11);        
 (HQ I 50.14-15). 

56  The Byzantine abbreviations for  and  are nearly identical. Hence the 
variant  (*FLe) for  (*BLi).  
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[11] or he means to say that which flows greatly as [he says] that which eddies 
[sc. greatly]; or flowing Xanthus, as if he were saying streams of Xanthus;57 or 
the beautifully flowing [river], just as “they streamed into the made gates” ((Il. 
12.470), the ones that have been well made, or “made gates” [means] those 
that have already received their final form and been completed. [12] Generally, 
any one inquiring on all such [words] will find a reasonable cause for the epi-
thet. 

 
 

[1] This is impossible; for how would he have lived burning from the head and 
the shoulders?  [2]  attempts to solve by custom since it has been agreed 
that some gods seem to be able to do things like this that are not dangerous for 
those affected according to their choosing. [3] It is also solved from diction in 
two ways, either since he does not use “fire” in the literal sense but rather 
applies it to “luster”, or since he says “from the head and shoulders” meto-
nymically, from the contained to the containing, for “untiring fire was burning 
from his helmet and shield” has been said before (Il. 5.4). [4] Or from custom, 
for he is accustomed to use “fire” applied to combatants for a representation 
intense, fervid effort “thus they fought in the likeness of a blazing fire” (Il. 
11.596, 13.673, 17.366, 18.1) and “to partake of raging battle” (Il. 4.342, 
12.316). [5] So what surrounds Diomedes is indicative of passionate effort in 
his shoulders and hands and the frequent turning about in his head, for in this 
way Hector is called “glancing-helmed”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Zoilus of Ephesus denounces this passage and censures the poet since very 
absurdly he has depicted a fire burning from the shoulders of Diomedes; for 
the hero would have likely been burnt. [2] Some [say] that “as” has been omit-
ted in accordance with the poet’s usual practice, just as in “thus they fought 
[sc. as] a body of fire” (Il. 11.596, 13.673, 17.366, 18.1), and here “untiring 
fire was burning on him” (Il. 5.4), so that it is as though an image of fire, not 
specifically a body of fire.  

_____________ 
57  For paraphrases introduced by   , see HQ I 68.13, 93.16, 97.6, 117.6.  
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[1] Zoilus also denounces this passage since, he says, he has depicted Idaeus 
abandoning the horses and chariot to flee too ridiculously. [2] So one must say 
that he leapt down from the chariot to cover his brother with a shield, but be-
ware of his enemy he set out for flight.  
[3] Some say that knowing Diomedes’ love of horses on account of this he let 
the horses be, so that he is around them, or since he did not attend to what was 
expedient; for shaken wits lead astray even the wise man.58 [4] Alexander is 
also found in him like this being dragged by the enemy, choked by the helmet, 
and not knowing how to use his sword against the enemy (Il. 3.369 ff.). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] In the country they enumerate built structures as follows: courtyard and in 
it “stalls” where animals stand, “sheds” where people sleep, and “pens” where 
they confine the young when they milk their mothers or escort them out to 
pasture. [2] With regard to the courtyard: 

after woolly sheep which a shepherd in the country  
barely wounds but does not subdue as it leaps over the courtyard  
(Il. 5.137-8). 

[3] He also says “inner court”, since it is the place in the middle of the court-
yard: “away from the inner court of oxen” (Il. 11.548, 551). [4] He says “in an 
enclosed space of the courtyard” (Il. 11.774), [i.e.] the space that has been 
marked by a boundary and contains the separated place of the courtyard. [5] 
Concerning the stalls, [he says] “but [the lion] enters the stalls and the aban-
doned [sheep] flee” (Il. 5.140), namely into a place, which he called a “stall” 
from the animals that “stand” in it, further within the courtyard. [6] Therefore 
Hephaestus depicts “stalls and pens” (Il. 18.589). [7] For the sheds are roofed 
and covered on account of the fact that a courtyard is not such as this. [8] For 
they understand the word “covered” in common with the sheds and the stalls.  

_____________ 
58  Cf.       (Pi. O.7.31). 
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[9] And pens where they confine the young: 
As when field-dwelling calves around cows of the herd 
that go to a dunghill, after they are sated with fodder, 
all frisk together opposite them; the pens no longer 
restrain them, but bleating loudly they run around their mothers  
(Od. 10.410-14).  

[10] The poet calls the tender and newly born [calves] “dew drops” (Od. 
9.222) and “milk-sucking newborns” (Od. 4.336); it follows that they are con-
fined in the inmost recesses. [11] Again: 

The Trojans, as countless sheep stand in the courtyard  
of a wealthy man to be milked of white milk, 
bleating endlessly as they hear the voice of lambs...(Il. 4.433-35). 

[12] For these ones are milked in the courtyard. For the lambs are confined in 
the pen. [13] Again he says: “the pens are thronged | with lambs and kids (Od. 
9.219-20). [14] Furthermore making a metaphor from this, he says of the flee-
ing Trojans: 

There ruin and unmanageable deeds would have resulted, 
and they would have been penned up through Troy like lambs  
(Il. 8.130-31). 

[15] For they would have been driven into the innermost place of Ilium, like 
lambs into a pen. Well then, these are in the country. [16] But in the city, “por-
ticoes, enclosures and houses were filled with men” (Od. 8.57) is analogous to 
saying “stables, roofed sheds and pens” (Il. 18.589). [17] Porticoes (aithousai) 
are the high-roofed colonnades against the sun, derived from the fact that they 
are blazed down on (kataithesthai) by the sun. [18] Next a courtyard; for he 
said “enclosures” with the omission of the courtyard. [19] For elsewhere he 
said the full [phrase]: 

Then, once I broke the solidly constructed doors of the chamber, 
I went out and leapt over the enclosure of the courtyard (Il. 9.471-73). 

[20] Again he said alternatively: “out beyond the large wall of the courtyard” 
(Od. 16.165). [21] Others more precisely call the colonnades within the cour-
tyard porticoes, so that they are not outside the courtyard. [22] But a courtyard 
is what is uncovered and in the open air. The colonnades around the space 
open to the air are porticoes. [23] For he himself says:  

nor did the fire ever go out; 
one under the portico of the well-fenced courtyard, 
another in the prodomos in front of the gates of the chamber (Il. 9.471-73). 

[24] For behind the porticoes were the forecourts (prodomoi), and further in-
side there were bedrooms which he also calls inner recesses for this reason: 

“white-armed Arete gave orders to the attendants | to put a bed under the por-
tico” (Od. 7.335-36). 
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[25] Then he adds: 
Thus much enduring, illustrious Odysseus slept there 
on a pierced bedstead under the loud resounding portico; 
But Alcinous laid down in the inner recess of his lofty house  
(Od. 7.344-46). 

[26] For he shows clearly by this that the house is within the courtyard itself: 
“then standing up immediately, they went into the house of Odysseus” (Od. 
4.674); [27] then he adds:  

For Medon, a herald59 who learned [their] plots while he was  
outside the courtyard, spoke to her, and inside they wove a scheme  
(Od. 4.677-78). 

[28] A forecourt, then, is the place between the house and the bedroom: “an-
other in the forecourt in front of the doors of the bedroom” (Il. 9.473). [29] So 
when he says: “but go from the halls out of doors into the courtyard | and sit 
out of the bloodshed” (Od. 22.375-76), he means “out of the house”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] “Athena sped the missile | straight to his nose past his eye, and it drove it 
right through his white teeth” (Il. 5.290-91). [2] Some inquire how, although 
Pandarus is struck by the spear in his eye, the spear came out through his chin. 
[3] Well it must be said that Athena, being bigger and taller, caused the spear 
to be brought down from above “to his nose past his eye” (Il. 5.290), [4] and 
thus “it drove right through his white teeth.” 

_____________ 
59  On the accentuation  (*B), see West’s editions of the Iliad p. XXI and Aes-

chylus p. XLVIII.  
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[1] Different people have explained the phrase “winged shaggy skins” (Il. 
5.453, 12.426)  in different ways. [2] I say that it means light shields, that is to 
say easy to carry (for the word “winged” indicates this), [3] and that “shaggy” 
(lais ia) are meant [as] the small shields held in the “left” hand (laia), [4] as he 
once said:  

[Ajax] grew weary in his left shoulder, 
always holding the glittering60 shield without rest (Il. 16.106-7). 

[5] [They are] “winged” since [they are] light: “his [limbs] became like wings” 
(Il. 19.386). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] “Then the [two] killed Pylaemenes” (Il. 5.576) conflicts with him being 
alive in the battle by the ships and following his son Harpalion, “beside them 
his father went shedding tears” (Il. 13.658).  
[2] The solution is from diction.  For indeed Pylaemenes is able to be a homo-
nym, and “after him his father went shedding tears” (Il. 13.658) metonymically 
admits [of being] the memory of his father. [3] “Then the [two] killed 
Pylaemenes” (Il. 5.576) is not they completely killed, but they captured, just as 
in the case of “they took him alive; for the [two] horses [went] bewildered 
through the plain” (Il. 6.38). [4] For he has not even said his struggle as he is 
accustomed to say for the dying. [5] So perhaps he has only been wounded.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

[1] “Who was a dear companion to him” (Il. 5.695); he distinguishes compan-
ions from near-and-dear (philoi). [2] For companions are one’s close relations 
by friendship, but near-and-dear are kin and related by birth, just as the kins-
man and the neighbor. [3] For those who share one’s hearth are kinsmen, but 
those who stay nearby are neighbors: “neighbors and kinsmen” (Od. 4.16).  

_____________ 
60 See HQ I 12.10-16:  “ ”         

     ...   ,    . 
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[4] And furthermore he sees messmates as companions, “since he was his 
companion, a beloved feaster” (Il. 17.577), and those who are beloved by their 
service as “trusty companions” (Od. 9.100), “he was a companion to Hector” 
(Il. 18.251), here omitting the type. [5] Similarly again: 

the journey which you desire will not be wanting for long; 
for I am the sort of a fatherly companion for you  
who shall rig you a swift ship and follow along myself (Od 2.285-87), 

[6] and 
through the people I shall  

immediately gather companions, those who are willing (Od 2.291-92). 
[7] Making a change from “well-greaved Achaeans” (Il. 3.156 etc.), he says: 
“Telemachus, well-greaved companions already [sc. sit at the oars] for you” 
(Od 2.402), and from the phrase “long-haired Achaeans” (Il. 2.323): “then he 
found companions long-haired on their heads” (Od 2.408). [8] But a son, a 
mother, limbs and hands are “dear.” Distinguishing [sc. these] 

if amidst his companions he was subdued in the land of the Trojans 
or in the hands of his near-and-dear, after he wound off the war  
(Od 1.237-38), 

he would not have been distressed, he says, if he perished while fighting in 
Troy with his companions, or if he died in the hands of his relatives after he 
finished the war and returned.  
[9] Applying [it] analogically,61 he calls flight a companion of fear: “flight, 
companion of chilling fear” (Il. 9.2),62 and wind: “[Circe] was sending a sail-
filling wind, a noble companion” (Od. 11.7). [10] Again, signifying the whole 
network of kindred relations, he says: “that you may see [your] former hus-
band, kinsmen, and near-and-dear” (Il. 3.163), the husband, the relatives and 
the family. [16] Therefore Helen looks for her brothers (Il. 3.236-42).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

[1] Why at one time does he say that the Gorgon’s head is in Hades, saying:  
may he not send a Gorgon’s head to me from  
dreadful, monstrous Hades (Od. 11.634-35), 

_____________ 
61  Cf. HQ I 121.5-22; 130.10-14.  
62  Cf. HQ I 17.19–20.  
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but at another time, [he says] that Athena has it on the aegis, when he says: 
“she threw on the tasseled aegis” (Il 5.738) and adds: 

on it was strife, strength and chilling rout, 
and on it was the Gorgonian head of a dreadful monster (Il 5.739-40). 

[2] Aristotle says that perhaps she did not have the [actual] head of the Gorgon 
on her shield, just as she did not have Strife nor chilling Rout on it, but the 
terrifying experience produced by the Gorgon for those who look at it. [3] 
Again,63 perhaps one must say that she did not have it, but something drawn on 
the shield like a sort of device.64 [4] But one must say that not even Odysseus 
says that the head of the Gorgon was in Hades but that he himself was afraid 
that such a deity be sent out (Od. 11.633-35). [5] Indeed, fearing is not seeing. 
[6] Or [one must say] that her soul was in Hades but her body was on the 
shield. [7] A Gorgonian head is by no means the head of the Gorgon, but some 
fearsome deity, just as the sons of the Achaeans were longing “for such a 
head” (Od. 11.549). (Cf. Il. 1.240).65  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

[1] “Upper air” (a r) [Homer] means “misty and invisible”: “for a thick mist 
was beside the ships” (Od. 9.144). [2] Hence “Erinys stalking in mist” 
( erophoitis) (Il. 9.571, 19.74), “she who stalks in a dark and hazy manner”. 
[3] So “misty” ( eroeides) (Il. 5.770) is “as far as he sees up to what looks 
misty,66 i.e. “obscure and hazy”. [4] Therefore “loud-voiced heralds” 
( eroph noi)67 are “those whose voice reaches even so far as that which is 
obscure and hazy”, which [is shown] in another [passage]: “his voice was 
reaching the heavens” (Il. 15.686). The latter is obscure to humans. 

_____________ 
63  See for example HQ  447. 
64  For  as a technical term for a “device” on a shield, see Herodotus I 171, 4: 

  [sc.  ]        
              

   ,        . 
65  Two lines are confused:  ’      (Il. 1.240) and 

   ’    (Od. 11.549). 
66  See Il. 5.770-73:  ’     |   , 

   , |     . 
67  See Il. 18.505:     ’  . 
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[1] “Dwelling in a house upon [the] road” (Il. 6.15) is not “dwelling alongside 
the road”, but “upon” (epi) indicates an elevation away from the ground among 
them. [2] Furthermore, since the house is higher than the ground, the one 
dwelling in it also dwells above ground. [3] Thus he also says “then Odysseus 
of many counsels leading her upon the altar” (Il. 1.440), not “beside” the altar, 
but “upon” the altar, since ordinarily structure having flights of stairs and steps 
elevated from the ground was called an altar. [4] On this account, then, Odys-
seus leads her onto an altar. This altar, onto which it is possible to mount, is 
smoking with incense. [5] But there is also another on which chariots were 
placed: “He put the chariot upon the stand” (Il. 8.441), in this case properly 
using the preposition upon (ana). [6] “She sits upon the hearth” (Od. 6.305) 
means on68 a chair that was higher than the hearth. [7] “Your birthplace is 
upon the Gygaean marsh” (Il. 20.390-91) [means] the source, the birth and the 
place [is] on the top of the marsh.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] What does [this] mean: 
Aeneas and Hector, since labor leans on you most  
of Trojans and Lycians, because in every endeavor  
you are best both in fighting and in counseling (Il. 6.77-79)? 

[2] Now then “labor leans on them” has a metaphor either from those who are 
led by the hand on account of weakness and lean themselves upon the relievers 
or from what is weighed and leans to a share—therefore the weight of the 
affairs is inclined towards you: you have complete control in rectifying that 
which is weak and unable to support itself—or from living beings leaning on 
someone. [3] Therefore “leans on” [means] the salvation of the affairs is staked 
on your care.69 [4] The reason: “since in every enterprise you are best” (Il. 
6.78-79).  

_____________ 
68  The confusion of minuscule epsilon-pi ( ) for omega-sigma (  codd.) is easier 

than may seem possible at first. Generally the two circles of the epsilon are hori-
zontal rather than vertical and look almost identical to an omega. Minuscule pi 
looks like two sigma’s conjoined. The short vertical stroke of the iota was probably 
mistaken as a serif. 

69  The reading of the MSS  is a perseveration of . Deleting -
- gives the required sense, “our salvation is in your power”.  For  as 

the passive of , see LSJ s.v.  B, 2, a: “commit [into another’s 
hands]”. Cf. Ev. Luc. 23. 46:       , , 

      . Cf. Od. 22.65-6:    
   |  .   

 15 
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[5] An enterprise (ithus) then is an initiative, from the fact that [it] is brought 
forward: therefore in regard to every effort both of thinking and fighting you 
are best. [6] Or enterprise (ithus) is correctness. Therefore you are best in 
every correct model of fighting and thinking.  
 
 
 

 
 

[1] <Stand here and restrain the men in front of the gates  
as you go around everywhere> (Il. 6.80-1).  

[2] The trope is combination: let the one stand, he says, but let the other go 
around everywhere and hold back the crowd. [3] He orders the one to stand in 
front of the gates, not to give way and flee, but the other to go around and give 
encouragement. [4] Or “stand” <means> “cease from flight.”  [5] But others 
invert them like “after she put fragrant clothes [on him] and bathed [him]” 
(Od. 5.264). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Some are puzzled at the desertion of Hector into the city (Il. 6.113); with 
all the weight of circumstances being so much on the side of the Hellenes, 
although Hector could have sent someone else to his mother, so that she pray 
and summon the others for this, he does not do this but goes away himself. [2] 
Some say that the poet arranged this in order that [Hector] speak with his wife. 
[3] Others say that this follows in another way and that by taking the lead he 
sees that it is a sensible demand. [4] They say that being present Hector was of 
no service at all, but departing after what the seer said, he found a release for 
the present circumstances by making the deity well disposed. [5] They also 
claimed that for the deity it is of no small concern whether the worship is per-
formed by any chance person or the leader of the affairs, since obtaining wor-
ship from a household slave is not the same as from a son, brother or wife. [6] 
For when the gods are honored by the best people, it is likely that they rejoice 
more than [when they are honored] by commoners. 
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[7] Therefore one must not question why Hector departs obeying the seer and 
fulfills the order after he hears from him, as he decided that it is proper to 
complete things that are ordered with regard to the gods. [8] But with regard to 
the seer, if at all, one ought to question for what reason he diverts this man. [9] 
He would have said that quite all that is proper for the gods does not accord 
with the opinions of the multitude, but just as it appeared necessary to pray 
(and as regards gods, not to another but to Athena), to dedicate the “most at-
tractive and largest robe” (Il. 6.90), to promise a sacrifice of oxen and that the 
prayers be given by elderly, esteemed women and the priestesses, thus he also 
[would have said] that it appeared preferable in every respect that the business 
be handled by Hector, a man of the first rank and noteworthy, since he had a 
greater comprehension of what was advantageous than the others without his 
stature.  
[10] The wrath of the gods is often dissolved in a peculiar way by a certain 
character, by this victim rather than that one, and with these persons present 
rather than those. [11] Apart from these [considerations] he did not leave the 
army deprived of a leader, but his many brothers, Aeneas, the Antenoridae and 
Poulydamas were present, who had a reputation for fighting and great thought. 
[12] So he must take more account of the need that has been said, and discover 
other things likely to help his own people, [one] of which is the leading out of 
Alexander who is hiding and passing time at home; as the Trojans are vexed at 
this man, it is reasonable that they are playing the coward in the war. [13] He 
would not have readily have made this public by sending others to him. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] How, they say, does Diomedes say  
 would not fight with heavenly gods; 

For indeed not even Lycurgus, mighty son of Dryas, 
who quarreled with heavenly gods, lived for long,  
who once chased the nurses of raging Dionysus 
through divine Nysaeum, and simultaneously they all  
shed stalks on the ground under man-slaying Lycurgus (Il. 6.129-34) 

and the following? [2] For how, saying that he rejects fighting with gods, does 
he say that he himself has wounded two gods already, and that Dionysus rag-
ing among them was frightened and fled into the sea?  [3] For it is out of place 
that in disproving [that he fights with gods], Diomedes is both a liar and blas-
phemous. 
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[4] To the contrary, the fact that he wounded gods was not by his choosing but 
in the service of another goddess and at her bidding [it is said] that he chased 
down gods, after she said that he must set himself against two gods only, and 
on account of them she removed the mist and took away the obscurity from 
them only and added “don’t you fight opposite the other immortal gods” (Il. 
5.130), and with Diomedes having said: 

but I still remember your orders, which you ordered. 
You forbade me to fight opposite the other  
blessed gods (Il. 5.818-20) 

and with Glaucus having spoken more boldly, he is beware that it is some god, 
and he gathers the commands into memory, saying “  would not fight with 
heavenly gods”.  
[5] Dionysus has been called “raging” not blasphemously but in a way indica-
tive of the onrush of the god in a frenzy, blazing mightily and thriving vigor-
ously in a state of dancing, in the same way as “he raged as when Ares with a 
long spear or destructive fire” (Il. 15.605). [6] Even in customary speech we 
say “he rages” for those who overshoot the mark in their deeds with manly 
spirit, calling the inspired action madness. [7] Plato separating instances of 
madness also shows that some are good and divine (Phaedr. 244a-245c4). [8] 
Diomedes did not condemn Dionysus for fleeing, and Homer interpreting [the 
characters] by means of the stories that were told and had been current, has 
entrusted them to the heroes for use at the right moment. [9] The myth of Ly-
curgus was appropriate for Diomedes to know; for Oeneus his grandfather is 
said to have been a bedfellow with Dionysus. [10] So plausibly he knows the 
folklore of Dionysus and what sort of end Lycurgus met, the one who fought 
against him. [11] Vividly, in few [words],70 and using ordinary speech, he 
relates a dance of Bacchants. [12] For Lycurgus is seen having lifted up the 
axe—for this is the ox-goad, and the [Bacchants are seen] fleeing down the 
mountain, the thyrsoi lying on the ground, Dionysus entering the wave on 
account of fear as if he were still a child, and Thetis receiving him in her folds 
as though he were still an infant child. [13] The fact that he says that fright-
ened on account of the threat of manslayer Lycurgus brandishing the axe and 
the fact that they shed down but do not cast down the stalks will put in one’s 
mind the softness of Dionysus and his Bacchants. 

_____________ 
70  LSJ s.v.  IV, 3.b.  
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[1] <“May you die, Proetus, or kill Bellerophon”> (Il. 6.164): for it is not, as 
some have taken it, “you will be dead killed by the treacherous man unless you 
kill him sooner”. [2] The phrase is expressive of character, as she means “it is 
noble for you to die, Proetus, unless you take vengeance on the one who in-
sulted you because of his desire to have sex with me against my will”, <or> 
“may you die, Proetus, unless you were to avenge me”, as she says in the man-
ner of a curse. [3] He has disclosed the shameful acts briefly, “to have sex with 
me against my will” (Il. 6.165), but not like Hesiod who fully went over the 
story of Peleus and the wife of Acastus in minute detail (fr. 208 Merkelbach et 
West)  
[4] These three are the modes of intercourse:71 for either some man desires an 
unwilling woman, as Anteia slandered Bellerophon, or an unwilling man is 
with a willing woman, like Odysseus unwilling with willing Calypso, or a 
willing man with a willing woman, like Aegisthus and Clytemnestra. [5] For 
indeed “willing he led her willing to his home” (Od. 3.272). [6] For a fourth 
type does not exist: for in deed an unwilling man does not have intercourse 
with an unwilling woman.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

[1] What is the cause, they say, of Bellerophon having become hated by the 
gods and shunning the intercourse of men, to what does  

but when that man became hated by all the gods 
he wandered alone over the Aleion plain (Il. 6.200-1) 

_____________ 
71  Cf. Eust. Il. 2, 270.19-24:      ,    
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refer, and how does Glaucus not foolishly denounce the ancestor of himself, 
from whom he was going to establish a friendship of hospitality? 
[2] One must say that not yet having become acquainted with Diomedes, Glau-
cus is liable to explain the story of his grandfather simply and truthfully rather 
than charmingly, since he had an ancestral friendship with him, as though in 
the beginning human vicissitudes broke up the insolence of Diomedes and 
destroyed it: 

Greathearted son of Tydeus, why do ask of my lineage? 
As the race of leaves [is] so too [the race] of men; 
wind sheds the leaves to the ground, 
as the race of a man grows and ends (Il. 6.145-49),  

thus he destroys it by means of suitable models. [3] Or perhaps, with the gen-
eral musings said before, the change concerning his ancestor, having come 
after so much excellence and prosperity, [was] proof, and again, that which 
was fitting for the descendant  he did not conceal that the misfortune had 
happened.  
[4] So perhaps, as we say, “but when that man” [has] a reference to what is 
generally said about mankind, how it both flourishes and reversely withers—so 
that one too, when he was about to experience human suffering and to be sub-
ject to the fortunes of mankind, has undergone a change--, since they are ac-
customed to refer instances of good fortune to divine affection, and instances 
of ill-fortune to divine hatred, he has plausibly attributed the change for the 
worse of Bellerophon to the enmity of gods. [5] The misfortunes he lists make 
clear that the change was something of great consequence for him. [6] For 
Ares killed his son Isander fighting against the Solymoi, and angered golden-
reined Artemis killed Laodameia his daughter. [7] So having suffered greatly 
at the death of his children it is not improbable that he became a recluse and 
that while he grieved he invoked the gods again and again since he had be-
come god-hated. [8] It would be likely for his descendant to know that the 
misfortunes that man sentenced against himself were passed on to his progeny. 
[9] For it is better to say that the greatness of his grief was on account of his 
children than to attribute the cause to the sickness of the melancholy, who 
become recluse and avoid the highways grieving at nothing worthy of grief. 
[10] Antimachus in the Lyde [says] that he killed the Solymoi, being dear gods. 
On this account they say that he was hated by the gods. [11] Leo in the Chry-
saorics says it written that he was hated by all gods  unjustly slandered to 
Proetus by his wife, and from letters to Iobates or Amphianax; “avoiding the 
path of men” is consistent with this. [12] They say that those who were later 
called Pisians had been called Solymoi before.  
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[1] “Then, however, Zeus son of Cronus robbed Glaucus of his wits” (Il. 
6.234).72 [2] Why was Glaucus led to the munificence73 of exchanging his 
weapons made of gold with Diomedes, but the poet censures [him] on the 
ground that it is not right, even if he should be a friend, to give away what is 
worth more?  
[3] After he heard Diomedes explain the munificence of their forefathers, 
Glaucus thought he ought not to fall short of this: 

For once upon a time godly Oineus hosted blameless Bellerophon 
detaining him in his halls for twenty days. 
They also provided beautiful gifts of guest-friendship to one another: 
Oineus gave a warrior’s belt bright with purple, 
but Bellerophon gave a golden double-handled cup (Il. 6.216-20). 

[4] So after he heard this, Glaucus was led to ancestral munificence. [5] For 
just as Bellerophon deemed it not unworthy to give a golden cup in exchange 
for a warrior’s belt, and generally speaking, a golden object has been given by 
the guest, thus, he too was induced to give the gold which he had about him-
self, and having heard from the most frightening of the men of that time: 

Thus now I am your dear guest-friend in the middle of Argos 
and you [are mine] in Lycia whenever I reach the land of them  
(Il. 6.224-25), 

and furthermore with Diomedes saying: 
let us exchange weapons with one another, that these men here 
also perceive that we profess to be ancestral guest-friends (Il. 6.230-31). 

[6] For it would have been a sign of pettiness for him to be responsive to the 
other [questions] which he was asked, but voiced opposition with regard to the 
gifts.   
[7] “But the poet”, says Aristotle, “censures him, not because he gave up what 
was worth more, but because he gave up [the armor] even though he was using 
it in combat. [8] For nothing is worse, just as if he had thrown away his armor. 
[9] Therefore he censures him because he gave up what was superior, not in 
regard to price, but in regard to usefulness. [10] One must make this clear 
when one speaks of its value.” 
[11] Some say that he does not censure [Glaucus] in the assertion, “Zeus, son 
of Cronus, removed (exeleto) his wits from him” (Il. 6.234).  

_____________ 
72  Cf. Eust. (Il.) II 297.24-27:          

,    .   ’        
.      “ ’     ” (Il. 

6.234),    ,    .  
73  See LSJ s.v.  A.4.  
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[12] For “to remove” (exelein) also means “to extol greatly and magnify”, as in 
the line “the maiden whom, as it happens, the sons of the Achaeans selected 
(exelon) for me as a gift of honor” (Il. 16.56). [13] For he means “the one 
whom they distributed giving [her] as a reward to honor me and increasing my 
privilege”. [14] For “they reserved” (exelon) a prize, making it given as a spe-
cial honor (exaireton). [15] But for the most part they are accustomed to offer 
up the yield to the gods.  
[16] However the line “let us avoid the spears of one another through the 
crowd too” (Il. 6.226), is an equivalent of “in the sight of all so that they know 
that we are guest-friends of one another”, or “let not only us but also our 
crowds spare one another”. [17] Well these men made peace with one another 
on account of ancestral friendship. [18] But Sarpedon and Tlepolemos, on the 
other hand, though related and recognizing this when they met in battle, were 
separated by death, the one dead, the other wounded (Il. 6.628-62). [19] Thus 
their spoken kinship in no way contributed to friendship. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] It is inquired how in the world the poet says self-contradictions. For before 
having said, “for a weary man wine increases strength greatly” (Il. 2.261), now 
he supplies “that you not deprive me of strength and I forget valor” (Il. 2.265). 
[2] So the solution to the question adduced by many is like this, that the char-
acter of Hecabe saying that wine is useful and that of Hector refusing it are 
different, and it is no wonder if in the poet contrary things are said by different 
voices. [3] For all that he said himself from his own persona, this must be 
consistent and not mutually contradictory; but all that he assigns to characters 
is not perceived to be his but of those who are speaking it, from which he ad-
mits inconsistency frequently, just as in this. [4] For Hecabe not knowing the 
weariness of the men is of this opinion, but Hector knowing [this] above all 
speaks in opposition. [5] And then she was an old woman, and her age itself 
delights in wine—for being warm and wet wine is beneficial for her being cold 
and dry and invigorates her—, but Hector was young and at his prime.  
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[6] But it is better to say and point out that each of the statements sticks to a 
reason, and what is said about wine is not contradictory, if one investigates, 
since for every matter the time and the measure vary greatly. [7] So too in this 
case: for one having labored moderately, wine is fitting with regard to strength, 
but for the weary it trips him up, which happened to Hector, not only from the 
war but also from the run to the city. 
[8] In another way too he had not tasted any food; for nourishment with wine 
contributes the most to power, just as the poet says somewhere else “of food 
and wine, for this is strength and valor (Il. 9.706), and again, 

a man who is satisfied with wine and food  
fights with enemy men all day long (Il. 19.167-68) 

and the rest. 
[9] But there is also another solution to the question, with some explaining it 
by hyperbaton in this way: “Please do not raise sweet wine, Lady mother, but I 
shrink from making a libation of dark wine to Zeus with unwashed hands, nor 
is it in any way possible for me splattered with blood and filth to pray to the 
dark-clouded son of Cronus “that you not deprive me of strength and I forget 
valor” (Il. 2.265), so that he refuses to make a libation to the gods as though 
impure with respect to his hands, and he does not receive any anger from the 
gods on account of this. [10] The question under discussion is also solved in 
this way, since strength is found in two senses, with reference to passion and 
anger and with reference to power. [11] So Hecuba says that by nature wine 
increases the power of the drinker, but he says that the heart and anger of the 
drinker are withered the wine, with the result that they do not lie in contradic-
tion.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

[1] How, although the statue of Pallas is standing, does [Hector] exhort [his 
mother] to place the robe on its knees? “Place this on the kness of fair-haired 
Athena” (Il. 6.273). [2] Now then, some say that many of the statues of Pallas 
are seated. [3] Others [say that] from a part [he means] the whole body, as in 
“well-greaved Achaeans” (Il. 1.17 etc.).  
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[4] Others [say] that “knees” also means supplications. [5] For he says “but 
truly this lies on the knees of the gods” (Il. 17.514 etc.), i.e. in the supplication 
and entreaty of the gods. [6] So to place [it] “on the knees of Athena” (Il. 
6.273) means “to dedicate the robe in addition to the supplication and en-
treaty”.  
[7] Others [say] that [Homer] is accustomed to use “upon” (epi) instead of 
“beside” (para), as in “acting as a shepherd beside (epi) the sheep she mingled 
in love” (Il. 6.25), as an equivalent of “beside (para) the sheep”, and “she sat 
beside (epi) the hearth” (Od. 6.52) as an equivalent of “beside (para) the 
hearth”. [8] In this way “upon (epi) the knees” is an equivalent of “beside 
(para) the knees”.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Some have inquired how the poet here calls fate (moira) “unalterable” (Il. 
6.488-89), but in the Odyssey it can be overcome when he says:  

just as even now Aegisthus in violation of fate 
married the wife of the son of Atreus (Od. 1.35-6).   

[2] This is solved from showing that fate (moira) is said in three ways in 
Homer: “destiny”, “portion”, “propriety”. [3] For when he says “after dividing 
destinies (moiras) they had a splendid feast” (Od. 3.66), he means “portions”. 
[4] But when he says “onrushing death and mighty moira took [him]” (Il. 
5.83), he means “destiny”. [5] When he says with reference to the fleeing Tro-
jans, “they were crossing back  over the ditch not in accordance with fate moi-
ra” (Il. 16.367), he means not according to propriety, but shamefully. [6] So 
with reference to the instances mentioned above, in the line “I affirm that no 
man has escaped fate (moira)” (Il. 6.488), he means “destiny”, and when [he 
says] “just as even now Aegisthus in violation of moros” (Il. 1.35), the signi-
fier means, not “destiny”, but “in violation of propriety”.  
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[7] For it is not fitting or proper to seduce women who have lawfully been 
given in marriage to others, and besides, the speeches are not from the poet, 
but from different characters that have been used for a representation. [8] For 
at the one time Hector speaks to Andromache, but at the other [it is] Zeus [who 
speaks]. [9] It is not at all unreasonable that different characters are inconsis-
tent with one another [sc. in their use of the word]. [10] Similarly, in the case 
of the Hellenes, when he says “then a return home in violation of moros would 
have occurred” (Il. 2.155), we shall understand “contrary to propriety”. [11] 
However Homer conceives of moira in accordance with destiny as unalterable 
where he says: 

It is destined for you too, godlike Achilles, 
to die under the wall of the well-born Trojans (Il. 23.80-81). 

[12] Again: “but destiny led him to act as an ally among Priam and his sons” 
(Il. 5.613-14). [13] It is shown not only to control humans but also gods, just as 
somewhere even Ares says:  

if indeed it is destined for me, struck by Zeus’ lightning bolt, 
to lie together with the corpses (Il. 15.117-18), 

[14] and Poseidon [says] to Iris: 
but this dread grief reaches my heart and soul 
when he wishes to upbraid [me] with angry words though  
I have equal share and am fated to a common destiny (Il. 15.208-10),  

from which it is clear that he perceives that destiny even prevails over the gods 
themselves. [15] Therefore [he says] that even Zeus, the highest of the gods, 
also yields to it, and did not consent “to set free from death bringer of woe” (Il. 
18.442) “a man being mortal, long ago fated by a destiny” (Il. 16.441) and 
believed [to be] his son, but rather: 

he shed bloody drops to the ground 
honoring his dear son (Il. 16.459-60). 

[16] Therefore Patroclus too: “but deadly Destiny ( oira) and the son of Leto 
killed me” (Il. 16.849). [17] Thus he also says concerning Heracles: 

For nor even the strength of Heracles escaped death, 
who was dearest to lord Zeus, son of Cronus, 
but moira overcame him and the vexatious anger of Hera (Il. 16.328-29). 
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[18] Elsewhere [he says]: 
but Zeus does not fulfill all the intentions of men; 
for it is fated that we both stain the same land (Il. 18.328-29). 

[19] Further Hephaestus too promises to give the weapons,74 but refuses to 
avert moira: 

Would that I could thus conceal him away from  
death bringer of woe, when dread destiny (moros) reaches him  
(Il. 18.464-65).  

[20] There are also countless others from which Homer is proven to call the 
destiny of death unalterable. 

 
 
 

 
 

[1] Wool on the distaff ( lakata) differs from distaff ( lakat ). [2] Here’s the 
difference: for distaff means the piece of wood onto which spinners wind 
wool, but lakata is the wool itself that is rolled around the distaff.  
[3] Now then, he has shown the meaning of distaff by this, just as in the Odys-
sey: “the distaff laid stretched out holding dark purple wool” (Od. 4.135). [4] 
He said that it “laid stretched out” because it is long and smooth. [5] But wool 
on the distaff: “spinning the sea-purple wool (elakata), a marvel to behold” 
(Od. 6.306), and furthermore “beside [her] spin the wool (elakata)” (Od. 
18.315). [6] [Homer] also speaks of a distaff that is golden: 

Separately, in turn, his wife gave beautiful gifts to Helen: 
she bestowed a golden distaff and a basket running on wheels  
which a handmaiden Phylo brought and set beside her 
stuffed full of spun work (Od. 4.130-311, 4.133-34). 

[7] Artemis, who has a golden bow, is called “with the golden distaff” because 
of its likeness to the form of the distaff ( lakat ): 

against Hera stood she with the golden distaff, noisy  
Artemis, pourer of arrows (Il. 20.70-71).  

_____________ 
74  For the progressive use of , see Denniston GP p. 21 (9). 
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[1] Why has Ajax disclosed Achilles’ wrath to Hector (Il. 7.229-30)?75  [2] For 
there was no need, nor is it characteristic of a prudent man to betray the ills in 
his camp to the enemy. [3] Either because the Trojans perceived that the wrath 
of Achilles secretly showed in all ways. [4] For Apollo disclosed this to them 
where he says: 

Indeed, Achilles is not even fighting, [son] of fair-haired Thetis, 
but by the ships he broods over his heart-grieving anger (Il. 4.512-13).  

[5] If, on the other hand, the Trojans are ignorant of the wrath, so too there is 
need for the explanation, in order that they not suppose that he died in the 
plague.  
[6] Aristotle [says] so that [Hector] supposes that Achilles has taken to playing 
the coward, and further76 that both he [i.e. Hector] and others are stronger than 
him [i.e. Achilles]. [7] Then when [Ajax] says: 

now you will clearly know man to man 
what sort of champions are also among the Danaans, 
even after Achilles, breaker of armed ranks, lion-hearted (Il. 4.512-13), 

in order to terrify [Hector] by reminding him of the excellence of Achilles, 
whom  [Hector] believed had become afraid, reasonably <he revealed77 what> 
Achilles felt.  
[8] For it is ambiguous whether “after Achilles” is “after the death of him”, or 
“after him in excellence” or “just as that man was others also are”. [9] There-
fore it is necessary to disclose what Achilles felt and that he is absent nursing 
his wrath, but not dead or having sailed away, but rather nursing his wrath “on 
the curved seafaring ships” (Il. 7.229-30). [10] But anger is easily resolved 
among good men. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

[1] And it has been said in how many ways “dawn” ( s) (Il. 8.1) is said in him 
[i.e. Homer].78 [2] It is clear that “saffron-robed” and “rosy-fingered” are said 
in the case of the deity. [3] Since the epithets have been taken from the condi-
tion of the day with respect to what is seen, it is explained from what kind of 
perception “saffron-robed” and “rosy-fingered” [stem].  

_____________ 
75  See Il. 8.229-30:  ...   ... |   . 
76  For progressive , see Denniston GP p. 21-22. 
77  For the supplement, cf. above         

 and below    .   
78  See HQ I 61.15-63.14. It is characteristic of HQ I to refer to earlier z t mata, e.g. 

9.15, 20.13, 122.7. 
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[4] Now then, I say that by the color of saffron he means a little light of day 
mixed with much darkness of night. [5] But when he says “while early-born, 
rosy-fingered Dawn appeared” (Il. 1.477 etc.), by the color of the rose, he 
means a little darkness of night tinged with much light of day. [6] That he 
means this shall be clear  from that passage [i.e. Il.  23.226]: for after [Homer] 
mentions the Morning-star, he adds “saffron-robed” Dawn on the ground that 
it rises while it is still night:  

while the Morning-star goes searching over the earth  
after which saffron-robed Dawn spreads over the sea (Il. 23.226-27).  

[7] But after he produced the morning from the “saffron-robed” [dawn] (Il. 
24.695), he adds “rosy-fingered”: “while early-born, rosy-fingered Dawn ap-
peared” (Il. 24.788). [8] In “saffron-robed Dawn spread over every land” (Il. 
8.1)—with “to spread” meaning “to disperse”, as in the phrase “they dispersed 
through” the army (Il. 1.487) he was intimating two points worthy of obser-
vation. [9] One is that he said “was spreading over every land”, which has 
continuation, not completion, like “it spread”. [10] Since, as the universe and 
the earth are spherical, the sun does not rise simultaneously in all places at the 
same time, nor does the day rise up at the same hour, he said “was spreading” 
with good reason, presenting the onset and course of the day as a continuum at 
different times with regard to different places. [11] Second, I noticed again that 
he wants the guardian of what is being produced to be with the product too.79  
[12] For the goddess is saffron-robed like a sensible, animate and corporeal 
entity, but the light from her keeps on spreading around the earth. [13] Having 
taken the corporeal goddess in the [epithet] “saffron-robed”, he connects her 
with the light spreading from her, saying that she, but not the light from her, 
keeps spreading: “saffron-robed Dawn spread over every land” (Il. 8.1). [14] 
For surely not the corporeal one had traveled, but the light of day from her. 
[15] But he knows that where there is a product, there too is the producer. [16] 
That he is also aware of the maker and what is being produced with regard to 
other things, understand80 first as referring to the night: the product: “already 
night comes into being, and it is good to obey night” (Il. 7.282, 293); “here is 
awful night” (Od. 15.392); “winds from night are difficult” (Od. 12.286); the 
governess:  

unless Night tamer of gods and men had saved [me], 
whom I reached as I fled (Il. 14.259-60), 

and “for he would shrink from doing swift Night a disfavor” (Il. 14. 261).  

_____________ 
79  See H Q  447.20.  
80  For the imperative, cf.    ,     

  (HQ I 20.13-15);     ,   
     (HQ I 103.13).   
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[17] So too youth is a result and a patron goddess of this: 
[gods] who bear a grudge at us staying beside one another 
to enjoy youth and to reach the threshold of old age (Od. 23.211), 

[i.e.] youth and the vigor that swells in youth: “while I trust in youth and my 
hands” (Od. 8.181), “nor is he lacking at all in youth” (Od. 8.136-37). [18] For 
with regard to all [the above], the products [of youth] are meant. [19] But with 
regard to the goddess: “among them Lady Hebe was pouring nectar” (Il. 4.2-
3), “Hebe bathed him” (Il. 5.905). [20] For among gods who are ageless and 
forever in the prime of youth, he made Hebe a cupbearer and servant.  
[21] From these you will solve81 how he calls Amphitrite “much groaning” 
when he says: 

and in the hope that somewhere she may catch a greater sea-monster,  
which much groaning Amphitrite feeds in countless numbers  
(Od. 12.96-97). 

[22] Contrarily, she is “famed” where he says:  
or a deity sets upon me some great monster  
from the sea such as <famed Amphitrite> often rears (Od. 5.421-22). 

[23] For the goddess, the great deity, is “famed”, but the sea is “much groan-
ing”. [24] The goddess: “let them know this, Gaia and wide Uranus above” (Il. 
15.36) and “Earth, Sun, and Erinyes” (Il. 19.259). [25] So too he says “water 
of Styx”, the deity, called “Stygian” from her, and “water of Styx flowing 
down” (Il. 15.37), just as he also calls a river a deity, <e.g.> Alpheius, Axius, 
Spercheius, from whom he says that there is a lineage,82 and eddying Xanthus. 
[26] When [Homer] does not say the name of the god, he depicts the praying 
[character] as saying: “hear me, lord, whoever you are” (Od. 5.445). [27] [O-
dysseus] prays to the river, as though each one should have a deity. [28] He is 
also aware of goddesses in the fountains, whom he calls “Nymphs”: “Nymphs 
of the fountain, daughters of Zeus” (Od. 17.240), and others are “Nymphs of 
the mountain, daughters of Zeus” (Il. 6.420). [29] Thus Homer believed that 
everything was filled with divine powers.83 

_____________ 
81  Cf. HQ I 5.13, 11.15-16, 14.17-18, 64.12-17, 90.7-9. 
82  See Il. 16.174-76, 21.141-42, 23.141-42, 23.157; Od. 3.489, 15.187. 
83  Cf. Plat  Leges X 899b:          

. For Aristotle’s objections, see De anima A 5, 411a:      
 [i.e. ]  ,         

.     . Following Aristotle, the doxographical tradition 
ascribed this notion to Thales. See Diogenes Laertius 1.27:     

 ,       ; Cicero De legi-
bus II 11, 25-26: Thales...homines [sc. dicit] existimare oportere omnia, quae cer-
nerent, deorum esse plena; Aëtius De placitis reliquiae 301, 3:    

  ,        . 
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[1] “      ” (Il. 8.2). [2]   
   ,   “     ” (Il. 9.13), 

      ,   “      | 
” (Il. 15.283-84),   , “     

” (Il. 1.54). [3]   “  ” (Il. 8.2),  ,  
   ,    “       
” (Il. 2.144). [4]      ,   “  

 ” (Il. 15.428 etc.),  . [5]      
“ ”     ,    “ ”, 
“  ” (Il. 11.770)  “   ,    

 ” (Il. 2.52). [6]    “ ” (Il. 1.57 etc.), 
   “   ” (Il. 1.57 etc.). [7]    

“ ”     ,   “ ”   
      . [8]    

      “    
   ” (Il. 1.58). [9]      

“ ”  “    ” ,   
   “ ”, “      

”,  “  ” (Il. 23.169)   “ ”   
“ ” (Il. 11.12, 14.152) “ ” (Il. 1.395 etc.)    

. [10]   “ ”    “    
   ” (Od. 2.15),   ,  “   

   ” (Il. 5.274). [11] “ ”   
“ ”    ,  “  ” (Od. 2.41),    

,  “   ” (Il. 5.510),     
“     ’ (Il. 5.188), “   ” (Il. 5.208)  

 . 
 
fontes: *B f. 255R, *F f. 66R ( .) 
[1]   om. *F     [2]  *B:  *F      :   *B*F     [4] : 

 *F     [6]  om. *F     [8]  :  *B*F     [9]       [11]  
*F:        

 2 
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[1] “Zeus delighting in thunder made an assembly (agor ) of gods” (Il. 8.2). 
[2] An assembly is the place where they speak, just as “being sorrowful they 
sat in the assembly” (Il. 9.13), and agor  is also public speaking and speech, 
just as “in public speaking (agor i) few of the Achaeans surpassed him” (Il. 
15.283-84), and “assembly”: “on the tenth day he summoned [the men] to an 
assembly” (Il. 1.54). [3] But now “an assembling of gods” (Il. 8.22), a crowd 
of gods, an “assembling” and “gathering”, as in the verse “the crowd moved 
like the tall waves of the sea” (Il. 2.144). [4] He sometimes calls a gathering an 
assembly (ag n), “in an assembly (ag n) of ships” (Il. 15.428 etc.), in the 
gathering. [5] “Assembly” (agor ) meaning a “gathering” has been made, not 
from “to speak” (agoreuein), but from “to assemble” (ageiresthai): “gathering 
together (ageirontes) the men” (Il. 11.770) and “they were making an an-
nouncement, and they assembled ( geironto) quite quickly” (Il. 2.52). [6] Be-
ing crowded together, “they assembled” ( gerthen) (Il. 1.57), and when they 

are in the same place, “they became assembled” (hom gerees t’ egenonto) (Il. 
1.57). [7] But “they were assembling” ( gerethonto) (Il. 2.304 etc.) means 
coming together one by one, but “assembled” (hom gerees) that after they 
have been gathered, they are all individually in the same place. [8] Therefore, 
when those who were gathered one by one have become crowded together in 
the same place “standing up swift-footed Achilles spoke among them” (Il. 
1.58). [9] Not unconvincing <are> those who explained terpikeraunon, not “he 
who delights in thunder”, but changing the position of the rho trepikeraunon, 
“he who turns the enemy with thunder”, on the ground that [Homer] called 
skinned (darta) [ani-mals] “drata bodies” (Il. 23.169) and heart (kardian) (Il. 
11.12, 14.152) kradi n (Il. 1.395 etc.) changing the position of the rho. [10] 
And yet, agoreuein signifies “to make a public speech”: “then hero Aegyptius 
began to make a public speech (agoreuein) to them” (Od. 2.15) and “to con-
verse”, just as “they were saying things like this with one another” (Il. 5.274). 
[11] But “to gather together” (ageirein) and “I gathered together” ( geira) 
refer to “crowding together”, just as “I gathered ( geira) the men” (Od. 2.41), 
and “to incite”,84 as “to incite (ageirai) the Trojans” spirit” (Il. 5.510), and by 
an omission “for already I discharged a missile at him” (Il. 5. 188), “but I 
roused [them] more” (Il. 5. 208), as an equivalent of “I incited”. 

_____________ 
84  By contrast at HQ I 75.14 P. cites the same verse with , “to rouse”.  
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[1]        “  ,    
  ” (Il. 8.5),        

    ,     (Il. 8.133)   
    ,  ,      
         ,   

    ,     
            

  . [2]   ’     
  “        ”,    

  “         ”.    
  . [3]        

        { }  
 ,        ; [4] 

   , ,      
.   

[5]     ,     [6]    
 

       
    , 

’   (Il. 4.166-8).  
          
     . [7]      

         
  . [8]        

   ,         
(Il. 8.130 ff.),    “  ’ ’,    

” (Il. 21.25). [9]    .    
.  

[10]      
’   ’,  

     (Il. 8.8-9) 
  , [11]    ,    

, ’   . [12]       
,        . 

     “   | ,    
  ” (Il. 2.3-4)  

 
fons: *B f. 103R 
[1] post  paucae litterae detritae      ci. Schr.      Vill.:  *B      

 Bekk.     [3]  :  *B     { }        *B:  ci. Roemer     [6] 
 :  *B      *B:  Kamm.      
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[1] In the public speech of Zeus which is thus, “hear me, all gods and all god-
desses” (Il. 8.5), how was it assumed fit for Zeus to need an assembly on ac-
count of the excellence of the Achaeans, but in the following  (Il. 8.133-34) 
< > of rains and thunder bolts so that they are defeated have been well said, 
and elsewhere he wants to bar Hera and Athena from their alliance, whom he 
knew to oppose his judgment the most, but he makes his speech general con-
cerning all the gods, even those defending Trojans so that he does not seem to 
act only against them. [2] On this account he mostly aims the speech to the 
females “hear me, all gods and all goddesses” (Il. 8.5), and he begins from the 
females “let neither any female god, nor any male” (Il. 8.7). Surely that is well 
solved. [3] But how did Zeus, having promised support for the Trojans, not 
immediately make them winners in accordance with the beginning of the Iliad, 
but now after defeat and so much murdering of the Trojans? [4] For, they say, 
he ought to have punished them first in return for the violation of the oath.   
[5] For what the poet intended, he depicts someone saying. [6] For Agamem-
non says  

Zeus, son of Cronus, high-yoked, dwelling in aether, 
himself will shake the dark aegis at them all, 
bitter at this deceit (Il. 4.166-8).  

As soon as he showed the Hellenes more stalwart, then he wanted to bring on 
the help from Zeus to the Trojans. [7] He was on guard against uniformity; for 
it would be uniform to bring defeated Hellenes in battle against Trojans; for he 
wants to employ variation. [8] Hence in the first battle he depicted the gods 
helping both sides, but here only Zeus [helping] the barbarians (Il. 8.130 ff.), 
and then to the contrary he will say “help both sides, to whichever each one’s 
mind is [favorable] (Il. 21.25). [9] Thus he sought after variety. So this has 
been said.   
[10] But what  

but approve all together, 
so that I accomplish these deeds with all speed (Il. 8.8-9) 

is supposed to mean, he by no means showed. [11] For what deeds will he 
accomplish, Zeus did not show, but he left in obscurity. [12] He says: what I 
alone want to do, against which he exhorts none of the gods to act, and he 
wanted to do it to completion, “so that he honors Achilles, | and destroys many 
of the Achaeans by the ships” (Il. 2.3-4).  

 5 
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[13]   “     ’  | ’ 
,     ” (Il. 1.526-27). [14]   

 “     ” (Il. 8.9),   .   
 “  ’ ,  ’ ” (Soph. fr. Tyr., 583b 

Dind.),  “     ”. [15]   
     ,     “  

’      ” (Il. 8.10)   . [16] 
     “  ’  ” (Il. 8.10), ’  

  , ’   “ ’,     
” (Il. 8.9),        “  ’   

   ” (Il. 8.10). [17]     
  “ ”    “  ’     

 ”. [18]    , ’    “  
’          ”. 

 
[13]  Bekk. 
 
 
 
 

[1]         
 ,      (Il. 8.39-40, 22.183-4).  

  ,     . [2]     
 “ ”,         

“ ”  “     ”. [3]    , 
  “ ”    “ ” ,    “  

  ” (Il. 24.734)   “  ”,    
“       ” (Il. 8.57)   “  

  ”  . [4]     “  
’  ’        
  ”. [5]   “ ”       

“ ” .  
[6]        

         ’ 
   ,      , 

. 
 
fontes: *B f. 296R, *F f. 190R ( .), Le f. 457V ( .) 
[1]  ante   Le      [3] 1 usque ad 2 om. Le       ante 

1  *F      ante 2      [4]  post  om. Le      
[6]  *F Le:  *B 

 39-40 
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[13] <For> he said “for my [word] is not reversible, nor deceptive, nor unful-
filled, whatever I assent to with my head (Il. 1.526-27). [14] So he said this: 
“so that I accomplish these deeds very quickly, bring them to conclusion” (Il. 
8.9). And the proverb “do not speak greatly yet, before you see him dying” 
(Soph. fr. 583b Dind.), i.e. “do not marvel at the one professing loudly”. [15] 
But purposely leaving unclear what he said he would accomplish with all 
speed, speaking clearly he supplies “whomever of the gods I see apart want-
ing” (Il. 8.10) and the following. [16] Hence “whomever I” (Il. 8.10) is not 
superfluous, nor does he begin the speech from there, but from “approve, so 
that with all speed I may accomplish these deeds” (Il. 8.9); following this, as 
though clarifying his intention, is “whomever of the gods I see apart wanting” 
(Il. 8.10). [17] They say that here “wanting” is superfluous; for he ought [to 
have said] “whomever I see coming to help the Trojans”. [18] It is not super-
fluous, but rather the thought is “whomever I see either wishing to help the 
Trojans or going to help the Danaans”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
[1] Take heart Tritogeneia dear child; in no way with an eager 
heart do I speak, but I want to be gentle to you (Il. 8.39-40, 22.183-4). 

The sense is vague, misunderstanding which they reject the lines as spurious. 
[2] The vagueness is from “eager”, for they explained it as if the poet clarifies 
[it] by means of “eager”: “not hastily do I say this”. [3] But this is not [the 
case], but rather he uses “for” as a substitute for “on behalf of” according to 
common usage, as in “contending for an implacable lord” (Il. 24.734) he in-
tends to say [sc. “for”] as a substitute for “on behalf of a lord”, and in “by 
needy necessity for their children and their wives” (Il. 8.57) as a substitute for 
“on behalf of his children and women”. [4] So here too he says “not arrogantly 
nor as a tyrant I say this; for I wish to be mild and gentle”. [5] So “I’ll have 
you know” is an expletive and has not been used as a substitute for “for you”.  
[6] Therefore the thought is fitting for a ruler who wants to show kingly gen-
tleness and not tyrannical savagery; for the speeches spoken threateningly 
showed a haughty spirit, which elsewhere he also called headstrong.  
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[1]         
  ,     (Il. 8.53-54). 

[2] “ ”      ,     
 ,     ,       

“       ” (Il. 11.86),   
“ ”  “    ,  ” (Od. 
16.2). [3]      “    ” (Il. 
8.54),   ,   “   ”,  

 “    ”. [4]     , 
     .   

 
fontes: *B f. 104R, *F f. 68R ( .), Le f. 163R ( .) 
[1]   ante    *FLe        Le:    *F     [2]  ante 
“ ”      *B:  *FLe        om. Le      *B*F:  Le     [2-4]  

 usque ad  om. Le             :  codd.     
 :  codd.     [3]   *BLe:   *F 

 
 
 
 
[1] “    ,    ” (Il. 8.58). [2]   

     ,         
,         . [3] 

     “          
” (Il. 8.60). [4]        

 ,    ,    . [5]  
  “   |  ” (Il. 8.62-

63). [6]   ,        
,       .  

 
fontes: *B f. 104R, *F f. 68R ( .), Le f. 164R ( .) 
[1]   ante  . *FLe     [3]  *BLe:  *F      *BLe:  *F     [4]      
[6]        add. Janko   
 

 53-54  

 58 
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[1] Then the longhaired Achaeans took a meal (deipnon) speedily 
throughout the huts, and thence they armed themselves (Il. 8.53-54). 

[2] Both the breakfast at earliest dawn, just as now in the preceding [quota-
tion], although called ariston by us, and <dinner> just as in “when a woodcut-
ter prepares an evening meal” (Il. 11.86) are called deipnon, and contrariwise 
breakfast [is called] ariston “they were preparing breakfast at dawn, kindling a 
fire” (Od. 16.2). [3] In the [quotation] set forth, “and thence they armed them-
selves” (Il. 8.54), there is no transposition, as some [read] “and there they took 
off their armor”, but he says: “following the meal they armed themselves”. [4] 
The phrase is more prosaic, and on this account the sense escapes notice.85  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

[1] “All gates were being opened, and the host rushed out” (Il. 8.58). [2] He is 
speaking not only about the gates in Ilium but also those in the naval camp of 
the Hellenes, and not only about the Trojan but also the Hellenic army. [3] For 
“when they arrived coming together into one place” (Il. 8.60) is consistent with 
this. [4] Then he adds  that they were altogether joining shields with shields, 
spears with spears, forces with forces. [5] And he resumes it: “embossed 
shields | came into contact with one another” (Il. 8.62-63). [6] For they touched 
one another, i.e. those of the Trojans [touched] those of the Hellenes <and 
those of the Hellenes [touched] those of the Trojans> . 

 

_____________ 
85  Cf. the preface of HQ I:       ,   

  (1.28-30).  
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[1] “       ” (Il. 8.70)   . [2] 
    (TGrF 3, 374-76)   “ ” 

         ,   
     ,        

,    “ ”. [3]     ,    
“  ”         .  
[4]         “     

” (Il. 8.72). [5]     “      ” 
  “     ” (Il. 8.72).  

[6]           ,  
    . [7]    “    ” 

(Il. 8.73),    “ ”    ,    
    . [8]   “  ”     

 ,        . [9] 
         ,   

   . [10]    ,   
 . [11]           

       
,       (Il. 8.73-74), 

  “ ”        
     . [12]     ,   
 “ ”,  “   ” (Il. 4.146)    

   . [13]     ,   
“ ”  “ ”  “ ”. [14] “ ”    

,   “ ” (Il. 2.1)   .   
 
fontes: *B f. 104R, *F f. 67V ( .), Le f. 164R ( .) 
[4]   om. Le     [9]  om. Le     [11-12]  usque ad  om. Le     [13] 

 *B*F:  Le     [14]     *F post  
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[1] “Thereon he placed two fates (k re) of death that brings long woe” (Il. 
8.70) and the following. [2] Against Aeschylus, who wrote the Psychostasia 
(TGrF 3.374-76) and understood k r as being meant not for “fate” but “heart”, 
since k r means “fate” when it is feminine but “heart” when it is neuter and 
has a circumflex accent (k r), which divides into kear. [3] If he had meant 
“heart”, he would not have said “two k re” with an epsilon but “two k ra” 
with an alpha.  
[4] He himself explained86 what k r is by saying: “the destined day of the 
Achaeans was turning the scale” (Il. 8.72). [5] For as an equivalent of saying 
“the fate of the Achaeans”, making a substitution he said: “the destined day of 
the Achaeans was turning the scale” (Il. 8.72).   
[6] Fate has been understood as one, not of each, but of all of the Hellenes, nor 
as one of each but of all the Trojans. [7] Therefore he supplies: “the fates of 
the Achaeans” (Il. 8.73), just as the “horse” of the enemy signifies a multitude 
thus the fates of the Hellenes were the “fate”. [8] The fact that the one sat on 
the ground87 indicates that it sank towards the earth, but the fact that the other 
was lifted,88 that it was higher. [9] Symbolically he takes what sinks towards 
the nether world as deadly, but what [rises] towards heaven as full of life. [10] 
For what is heavenly brings life, but what is nether-worldly brings death. [11] 
Not understanding this, some rejected the verses where he says  

The fates of the Achaeans sat upon the very fertile earth, 
But [those] of the Trojans were lifted towards wide heaven (Il. 8.73-74), 

believing that “they sat” (ezesth n) is dual, since some agree that he places 
fates on the scale in two’s. [12] But “they sat” (ezesth n) does not signify [the 
dual]; for it is a substitute for “they were sitting” (ezonto), just as “his thighs 
were stained (mianth n) with blood” (Il. 4.146) is used for the plural as a sub-
stitute of mianth nsan. [13] For if it were for a dual [subject], he would have 
said “the two were stained” (mianth n), just as “the two reclined” (klinth t n) 
(Il. 10.350) and “the two enjoyed themselves” (h sth t n). [14] So “the two 
sat” (ezesth n) is an equivalent of “they sat” (ezesth san), just as “the two 
were marshaled (kosm then) Il. 3.1) is an equivalent of “they were marshaled” 
(kosm th san). 

_____________ 
86  Cf. HQ I 1.12-14, 12.18-19, 15.20, 56.4-5, 63.14-15, 98.8, 132.8-9.  
87  See Il. 8.73-74:        | . 
88  See Il. 8.74:      . 
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[1] “   |  ” (Il. 8.75-76). [2]     
 ,  ; [3]      , 

         . 
[4]   “      ” (Il. 8.75),    
“  ”,          

   .     
 
Cf.  Il.  75-6 
fontes: *B f. 104V, *F f. 68R ( .), 
[1]   ante  *F     [3]  *F:  *B     [4]  Schr.: 

 *F     [4]  usque ad  om. *B    
 
 
 
 

[1]    ,     . 
      , 
       

  ,    
   ,    , 

       ,  
        , 

   ,      (Il. 8.322-29). 
       ,    

            
 . [2]          

   ,         
  ,     ,     
  ,     ,      

    .  
[3]    “ ”     “  ’’,  

   “ ’’    “  ,   
 |    ” (Il. 8.325-26). [4]      

      ,      
       . [5]      

 
fontes: *B f. 255R, *F f. 66R ( .), Le f. 171R ( .) 
[1]  usque ad        *B:  *FLe     [2]  *B*F:  Le     

      ante  lac. pos. Schr.      :  Erbse       Le: 
 *B*F     [3]  om. Le      *BLe:   *F           
*BLe:   *F     [4]  *FLe:  *B      :  codd.:  

Schr.      

 75-76 
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[1] “[Zeus] sent a burning flame” (Il. 8.75-76). [2] How did he call the thun-
derbolt a blazing (daiomenon) flame, i.e. burning? [3] For the shining forth of 
a light is a flame, but when it is set on fire and burnt to ashes, it becomes a 
thunderbolt and not only a flash of lightning. [4] Saying beforehand “he him-
self was thundering loudly from Ida” (Il. 8.75) and adding “of the thunder-
bolt”, he indicated that the thunder precedes the flash of lightning through 
which the flame shines forth. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[1]<He went straight for Teucer, and his heart bids him to strike. 
Verily he removed a bitter arrow from his quiver, 
and put it on the bowstring. However, as he drew it back to his shoulder,  
where the clavicle divides the neck and breast, and it is especially fatal,  
there Hector of the bronze helmet struck him with the rough stone 
as he hurried against him, and he broke his bowstring; his hand went numb  
at the wrist, he stood falling to his knees, and the bow fell out of his hand>  
(Il. 8.322-29). 

In these lines spoken about Teucer, they inquire in which89 hand Teucer has 
been wounded and whether he draws the string toward his shoulder like the 
Scythians. [2] For Neoteles, who wrote a whole book about archery among the 
heroes, supposed this, claiming that Cretans draw the bowstring to the breast 
but make the extension [of the bow] round, whereas the Scythians draw [the 
bowstring] not to the breast, but to the shoulder, <so that>90 the right side of 
the archer does not project beyond the left side.  
[3] But one must say that “drawing back” must not construe with “beside his 
shoulder”, but if one punctuates91 at “drawing back”, the grammatical se-
quence means “beside his shoulder where the collar-bone divides the neck and 
chest” (Il. 8.325-26). [4] For this does not accord with the claim that he draws 
the string to the shoulder but very much accords with one who wants to indi-
cate how and where [Hector struck] the blow. [5] For alongside the shoulder is  

_____________ 
89  For  = , see LSJ s.v.  V. 
90  For the infinitive of consequence with , see Goulet-Cazé 1992, 97 (5): Alors 

qu’en langue classique et même encore à l’ époque des Ptolémée, cet infinitif est 
introduit par , les infinitifs de conséquence dans notre texte suivent le plus 
souvent un .  

91  Cf.      “   ’       | 
’   ’    ” (Il. 18.514-15)   
  “ ”,     . (HQ I 31.25-32.7) 
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        . [6]  , 
,  .  

[7]          . [8]   
          

        , 
   ,      (Il. 8.328-29), 

       . [9]     
     ,    . [10] 

          ,    
  . [11]    ,     

        , 
         ,   

    ,      
 . [12]        

.  
 
[8]  om. Le      ins. Bekk.      *B*F:   Le     [9]  om. *B     [10] 

 :    *B*F:   Le     [11]  add. Janko      :   
*B*F 
 
 
 
 

[1]           
  (Il. 8.555-56).   

[2]     . [3]      “ ” 
    ; [4]        

“ ”     ,    ,    
“       ” (Od. 6.74),  “   

    ” (Il. 21.218),     
“ ”   . [5]    ,   

  ,       ,   , 
       .   

 
fontes: *B f. 114R, *F f. 73R ( .), Le f. 178V ( .)    
[1]  *FLe:  *B      post  *B     [2]  Le:  *B*F     

 *B*F:  Le     [4]  ante  Le      *B*F:  Le      add. 
Janko       *B*F:  Le      usque ad  del. Kamm.      Janko     

 om. *FLe        codd.:         [5]  
*B*F:  Le      *B:  Le:  *F 
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the collarbone which divides the chest from the neck. [6] This, I believe, is 
solved in this way.   
[7] We say that the stone landed by his left shoulder. [8] He shows [this], not 
from the aforementioned verses, but from what he adds: 

He broke his bowstring; the hand upon his wrist grew numb, and 
he stood falling on his knee, and the bow fell from his hand (Il. 8.328-29), 

not, by Zeus, from his right hand, but from the left. [9] It happened that this 
grew numb in accord with to its connection with the shoulder, which [Hector] 
happened to have struck. [10] For what is on the right side of the region above 
the right hand is connected with it, but what is on the opposite side is linked 
with the left hand. [11] As his left hand which was controlling the bow grew 
numb and on this account dropped the bow, the right shoulder could not have 
been struck more than the [shoulder] of the left hand which was affected, since 
they shoot the bow by jutting forward the left shoulder but drawing the right 
shoulder towards themselves. [12] What has been made to project is more 
liable to receive a blow than what is being concealed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[1] “As when a star in heaven appears conspicuous around the bright 
moon” (Il. 8.555-56).  

[2] This is based on impossibility. [3] For how is it possible that the stars are 
conspicuous around the bright moon? [4] The solution is on the basis of the 
diction: “bright” <is said> not in regard to the [moon] at that time but to the 
[moon] by nature, as in this example: “the maiden was bringing the bright 
garment from the chamber” (Od. 6.74), and “for my lovely streams are full of 
corpses” (Il. 21.218), <so> one must construe “around the bright moon” by its 
nature. [5] For when that is bright, the stars are by no means conspicuous, but 
[they are] when [the moon] does not appear, or appears, but is not truly bright 
but somehow dim and without a glow, overshadowed for some reason.  
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[1] Dorotheus of Ascalon92 needed a whole book for an explanation of “ser-
vants’ quarters” (klision) in Homer. [2] He says that three things are question 
concerning it: concerning the meaning, if the same thing is meant as in Attic;93 
second, on account of the orthography, whether the first [syllable is spelled] 
with a diphthong [i.e. kleis-] or with an iota [i.e. klis-]; third, concerning the 
prosody, whether it is paroxytone or proparoxytone.  
[3] Now, as to the meaning, [he says] that there is not need of much investiga-
tion either in the poet or in Attic. [4] For Homer says that it is a large house 
constructed among the outbuildings; in it a fire burns, and the workers sleep 
with their wives and children.   
[5] He named it a “servants’ quarters” analogously to “hut” (klisi ), which is 
an impromptu military tent. [6] For it is from “I lean” (klin ), from which 
come “couch” klint r (“couch”) and klismos (“couch”). [7] Those with a sup-
port for the shoulders are couches; the others are seats, and in Attic a small 
couch is called a “mini-couch” (klint rion). [8] Now they would call what 
holds many couches and seats a “place for leaning” (klision), just as we call [it] 
a “place for lying [i.e. bedroom]” (koit n). [9] Attic writers used to call a 
“mini-house” (d mation) [what is called] a “bedroom” (koit n) by us, but 
Homer [calls it] a “chamber” (thalamos).  
[10] “But it seems to me”, says Dorotheus, “that it has been named from “be-
ing in a state of being enclosed”, as this signifies “to have encompassed and 
contain”.94  [11] Aristarchus explains it differently. For [he says] that “ser-
vants’ quarters ran around on every side” (Od. 24.208) means that, with beds 
of straw built in a circle around the house, against which seats were placed so 
that they dine sitting on them, they sleep on the beds of straw, so that it is not a 
different house of Laertes. [12] But “servants’ quarters” is different. For he 
says that the building of the mattresses and positioning of seats in a circle has 
been said [to be] in the house of Laertes. [13] He indicates that the room of 
Laertes [is] on the interior surrounded by the place for leaning, but of the oth-
ers, in the outer place for leaning that surrounds it. [14] Likewise, in the house 
of Odysseus, the bedroom of Telemachus was also built high up in the middle, 
surrounded by the courtyard: 

Telemachus where his bedroom had been built high up in a place  
seen all around <within the exceedingly beautiful courtyard> (Od. 1.425). 

_____________ 
92  Cf. Deipnosophistae 7.138.20-21:  ’       

     “ ” . See also ibid. 14.76.29 and 
A ad Il. 10.252a:       . 

93  I.e. , “outhouse, shed”.  
94  Cf. Pollux 9.50. 
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[15] For he says that this bedroom lay in the middle of the courtyard.  There-
fore he also named it <peri>skepton, “seen all around”, as it were, on account 
of being enclosed on every side. [16] Likewise, [he says] that the house of 
Laertes is surrounded from every side by the place for leaning, since it is built 
in the middle [of it]. [17] For “to run around” indicates this, just as Ar-
chilochus shows too, who wrote the verse: “such a hedge runs around the 
courtyard” (fr. 37 West).   
[18] For the place for leaning has an analogy with [words] such as these: 
porch, reception area, seated arcade. [19] For the porch, the vestibule and the 
reception area were built in front of any dwelling, as the name also indicates: 
“another in the reception area, in front of the doors of the chamber” (Il. 9.473). 
[20] Also somewhat like this is the seated arcade, which is constructed outside 
the whole house beside the entrance itself. [21] In like fashion the place for 
leaning is also outside the dwelling place.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] When it is night, it befits the hero [Achilles] to practice music rather than 
to stay up all night celebrating. [2] For this assuages his anger and grief. [3] He 
is young and fond of music, he has the cithara as war booty, and he does not 
sing effeminate songs, but the “glories of men” (Il. 9.186).  
[4] Or suspecting that they would come, he gives himself airs. [5] It is right 
that he sings in the absence of his beloved, so that he might not appear to be 
having a party. [6] Or, <he sings> since he is concerned for the safety of the 
Hellenes, but pretends to despise them. [7] At any rate he says: “noble son of 
Menoetius, | now I think the Achaeans will stand around my knees” (Il. 
11.608-9). [8] And again:  

rise up, Patroclus, sprung from Zeus, driver of horses, 
I see an onrush of hostile fire by the ships (Il. 16.126-7). 
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[9] Though idle in body, he was unwilling to be idle also in spirit, but rather 
was getting it ready for actions. In time of peace, he practices warfare, just like 
the Myrmidons.95  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] What does “twenty gleaming cauldrons” mean (Il. 9.265), and are they the 
same as ones “not placed on fire” when he says a “fireless cauldron” (Il. 
23.267, 885)? [2] Well, I say that some of the tripods and cauldrons were suit-
able for service on the fire, but others were non-functional and made for view-
ing and the enjoyment of their appearance. [3] He distinguishes [them] from 
one another by their epithets, by calling some “gleaming” (Il. 9.265) and 
“made for standing in fire” (Il. 23.702), but others, which were made solely for 
decoration, “fireless” (Il. 23.267, 885) and “adorned with flowers” (Il. 23.885, 
Od. 3.440).96  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

[1] “In the lot of a Carian” (Il. 9.378) from the Carians, whom the poet always 
subjects to verbal abuse,97 e.g. in the lot of Carian, as if a slave. [2] Alcaeus, 
the epigrammatist, understood “brain”,98 from the fact that it is in the head 
(Anth. Gr. 9. 519.3). [3] For long ago some old women used to throw away the 
brain. Therefore he says “I value him as having the worth of a brain”, i.e. “I 
value him as much as women [value] the brain”.  

_____________ 
95  Cf. Il. 2.773-9:      |    

  |  ’    ’    |  
    |   ’    

 |    ’    |     
   .  

96  Cf. HQ I 47.19:   .    
97  E.g. Il. 2.867:     .   
98  See        |    

 (Anthologia Graeca 9. 519.3). Cf. Plutarch Quaestiones Convivales 
733e8.  
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[4] But Archilochus (fr. 216 West),99 [i.e.] “I estimate him as having the worth 
of a mercenary or any random soldier”. 
[5] Lysanias of Cyrene,100 Aristophanes, and Aristarchus say that Dorically 
changing the eta to alpha the poet means “in the destiny of death” (Il. 9.378). 
[6] Nessus of Chios even lengthens the alpha, in no way thinking of the meter. 
[7] Heraclides says that the transfer from eta to short alpha is Ionic, not a 
Dorian contraction.  
[8] However,  in contrast to “in the lot of a Carian” (Il. 9.378),  the poet says “if 
Atrides is hated more in your heart (k rothi)” (Il. 9.300) and “by them he was 
hated like black death (k ri)” (Il. 3.454). [9] So Achilles: “that man is detest-
able to me like the gates of Hades” (Il. 9.312). [10] It is like “by all he was 
hated like black death (k ri)” (Il. 3.454).     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[1] This is hundred-gated, and through each 200 
men go forth with horses and chariots> (Il. 9.382-83).  

[2] It is questioned whether he means to indicate the size of the city as if it 
could contain 100 gates, or the size of the gates, as if from the ability of 200 
chariots to enter through each, or the size of forces, which in fact he means. [3] 
For if 200 men enter through each, the 200 multiplied by 100 would be 20,000, 
and it is nothing big if 20,000 men inhabit the city.   
[4] It must be said that he indicates the size of the city and the size of its power 
but not of the gates. [5] For he has not shown that 200 men enter simultane-
ously, but only 200, who could have followed one another, enter through each. 
[6] “Hundred-gated” indicates the size of the city, and that the size of their 
power of chariots and charioteers was so much. [7] For he does not simply 
posit that the number of inhabitants was this large but of those who kept char-
iot horses.  

_____________ 
99  See  ad Plato Laches 187b (p. 117 Greene): “      ” 

,       .   
  ,       ... 
     “      ”.   

100  Q.v. Schrader 1880, 440.   
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[8] But it is ambiguous whether [there are] 200 men with 200 chariots or 100 
men with 100 chariots, so that101 the 200 is the men and the chariots combined. 
[9] But even if there are 200 men, it is ambiguous whether each man has one 
chariot, and thus, since there are 200, there will be 400 horses, or 200 men 
have chariots, with a charioteer and a combatant being on each chariot,102 so 
that there are 100 chariots, and there are 200 horses and 200 men, and in all 
there are 10,000 chariots and 20,000 horses. [10] For with the former there are 
200 chariots, but there are 40,000 horses and 20,000 charioteers all together. 
[11] Either way the power seems large, whether 40,000 horses are reared or 
20,000. 
[12] There was in antiquity a kingdom of Egypt, and Egyptians, Libyans, 
Ethiopians and other peoples used to bring many tributes. [13] What was 
Thebes in ancient times is now called Diospolis, and they say that traces of 
many gates are shown around Diospolis. [14] As Castor records,103 the great 
Diospolis, before it was obliterated by the Persians, contained 33,300 villages, 
7,000,000 men and was adorned at intervals with 100 gates. [15] King Osiris 
fortified this [city].  Some of the priests [say] that it had 100 gates, and 10,000 
hoplites and 1,000 cavalry used to march out of each one. [16] Thebes is na-
med by Hellenes from Thebe, the daughter of Nile. [17] Some called her 
[daughter] of Epaphus, others [daughter] of Proteus, the son of Poseidon, and 
others [daughter] of Libys son of Epirus [i.e. “mainland”.] 

_____________ 
101  P. prefers the simple  with the infinitive instead of the normal Attic construction 

with . See Goulet-Cazé 1992, 97 (5).  
102  Cf. HQ I 3.3-18.  
103  According to the Suda, Castor of Rhodes wrote a   , a source for 

Plutarch’s De Iside et Osisde (ch. 31 p. 363 B).  
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[1] Why did Peleus send Phoenix, who had so erred as to sleep with his fa-
ther’s concubine and plot against his father, nevertheless send him with his son 
as an instructor (Il. 9.446)? [2] Since just as the best doctors were not those 
who had not been unwell, nor those who had been unwell but were ignorant of 
their mistakes and their causes, but rather those who had both, so too the best 
advisers were not those inexperienced in mistakes, nor those who had become 
experienced but did not think they had erred, but rather the experienced, which 
was [true] for Phoenix. 
[3] For he had erred in judgement, and upon erring he recognized that he erred, 
and after recognizing that he erred, he punished himself with voluntary exile. 
[4] Therefore a person like this would be the best teacher for those who need 
education. 
[5] The mention of an offense concerning a concubine was not ill-timed in 
regard to Achilles, who wronged the Hellenes because of a concubine, and 
<with Phoenix> bringing Achilles a model of a paternal action. [6] For just as 
Peleus did not refuse to take in [Phoenix], who had committed an offense 
against his father in regard to a concubine, confessed the wrong, supplicated, 
and kept atoning for his father’s wrath with exile, so it did not seem to be out 
of place to accept Agamemnon, who supplicated in return for his offense in 
regard to the concubine. [7] Therefore to act as an ambassador on his behalf 
would [seem to be out of place] neither to Achilles nor to Phoenix.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] In the Museum at Alexandria, it was a custom to propound questions and 
record the solutions that were being given. [2] So it was put forth [for conside-
ration] how, after Achilles has given this refusal to the ambassadors who came 
to him, 
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For I shall not think of bloody war before 
the son of fiery-minded Priam, godlike Hector, 
reaches the huts and ships of the Myrmidons (Il. 9.650-52), 
Know well, around my hut and black ship, 
I suspect that Hector, though eager for battle, will hold back (Il. 9.654-55), 

Odysseus, asked about the embassy, does not say this but: 
he himself threatened when dawn appears 
to drag the well-benched curved ships to the sea (Il. 9.682-83). 

[3] For not to report the truth is a mark of a false embassy.   
[4] In reply to this, the solver claimed that Odysseus reports the truth not say-
ing what he has said to others, but what he said to himself and he heard from 
Achilles. [5] [This] was said to him:  

Tomorrow, once I have performed sacrifices to Zeus and all the gods, 
after I have thoroughly loaded up the ships, when I draw [them] down to 
the sea, you will see, if you are willing and this is an object of you care, 
my ships sailing quite early in the morning over the fishy Hellespont,  
and in them [you will see] men eager to row (Il. 9.356-61). 

[6] When he says that he will make the voyage “tomorrow” (Il. 9.357), but 
Odysseus says “at dawn” (Il. 9.682), he could be [read as] having reported the 
truth. [7] However, he did not simply say that Achilles said this but that he 
“threatened” it (Il. 9.682), rendering the matter as a threat and not a deed, on 
account of what he heard him say to others: to Phoenix: “we consider whether 
we shall return to our homeland or stay” (Il. 9.619), and to Ajax, that he will 
not go out to battle “before the son of Priam comes to his hut (Il. 9.650-54).  
[8] So why ought he to have said what was said to the others, but not select 
only what was said to himself? [9] Threats were [based] on what he said after-
ward to the others. [10] But if he had preempted what was said to Ajax in the 
same way, it would have been an insult to Ajax, since he would not be able to 
say what he heard. [11] Therefore he added “these men too” (Il. 9.688) can 
report what was said to them. 
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[1] Make an utterance wherever you go and bid [them] stay awake, 
naming each man from his father on the basis of his lineage 
glorifying [them] all, nor grudge this in your heart (Il. 10.67-69).   

[2] One must notice how suitable this is to explain a reason why heroes talk 
with each another in this way: “Sprung from Zeus, son of Laertes, much-
devising Odysseus” (Il. 10.144). [3] For [one must say] that such a mode of 
address is [characteristic] of those who show graciousness. [4] So the naming 
by his father is at “son of Laertes” (Il. 10.144) and by lineage from the begin-
ning, e.g. “sprung from Zeus” (Il. 10.144). [5] for “sprung from Zeus” is taken 
from the founder of the lineage. [6] To name the summoned in this way is 
[characteristic] of one who glorifies.   
[7] Why then “nor be too proud in spirit” (Il. 10.69)?  For it does not signify as 
the grammarians [say], “do not regard such a matter and such an address of 
great importance”, but rather “do not magnify your spirit”, from which “do not 
become haughty nor deem the glorification of another unworthy of yourself” is 
signified. [8] For he says this same thing elsewhere too: “but you, check the 
proud spirit in your chest” (Il. 9.255-56). [9] For “check the proud spirit in 
your chest” (Il. 9.255-56) is equal in force to “nor be too proud in spirit” (Il. 
10.69), to which he adds: “for kindness is better” (Il. 9.256). [10] So it is the 
same as “glorifying all” (Il. 10.69). [11] Penelope too says: “for not at all I am 
too proud nor do I make light of you” (Od. 23.174), “I am not arrogant like 
some proud [woman], nor do I dishonor you like an insignificant and unworthy 
[person]”. [12] For to make light of, from chaff that is being separated, [is] “to 
separate and dishonor as if being worth nothing”, just as one who separates 
chaff from the harvest:  [13] “never were those men making light of me” (Il. 
1.261), [i.e.] “never were they deeming me as if chaff”. [14] “To make light 
of” is the same as “to regard something as to be rejected” [e.g.]: “your word 
will not be rejected” (Il. 2.361), to which he will oppose104  

he sent forth the best men to supplicate [you] 
after he selected [us] through the Achaean host (Il. 9.520-21) 

and “all nine selected umpires stood up” (Od. 8.258). [15] Explaining “to make 
light of”, he says: “I do not spurn nor make light of any of the others” (Od. 
8.212). [16] “I spurn” means “I do not praise”, wherefore it would be equiva-
lent to “to glorify all”. [17] “Not fruitless” (Il. 4.498 etc.) is also equivalent to 
“to not make light of, not worthy of throwing away <into> the sea”.  

_____________ 
104  For the explanation of a word by opposition, cf. HQ I 50.17, 101.7;  197.4. 
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[18] For “to make light of” is from the separated chaff, but “fruitless” [derives] 
from what is thrown into the sea, like the [verse] “a fruitless word I cast out on 
that day” (Il. 18.324). [19] So, “to not be too proud in spirit” signifies “to not 
behave arrogantly on account of contempt”. [20] With respect to arrogant 
behavior itself, he says: 

yielding to your proud heart, 
a quite capable man, whom immortals honor, 
you dishonored (Il. 9.109-11),         

which means “you made light of”. [21] Again: “[sc. others], who previously | 
stood aloof doing as they liked” (Il. 14.131-32), feeling contempt and arro-
gance on account of pleasing themselves, just as somewhere he says:  

behaving arrogantly at this, bronze-tunicked Epeians 
were devising wicked acts as they maltreated us (Il. 11.694-95). 

[22] However those who give way and desist from their contempt: “thus he 
warded off an evil day for the Aetolians | by giving way to his heart” (Il. 
9.597-98).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] <”You are unmanageable old man”> (Il. 10.167) For “unmanageable” is 
one against whom not even old age could contrive anything, hence it is under-
stood as “invincible”. [2] So too in regard to Hera, “truly quite cleverly-
crafted, unmanageable one, is your guile, Hera” (Il. 15.14), that is “unconquer-
able”, against whom one can contrive nothing.  
[3] But the trope [sc. of taking two words] in common (apo koinou) is in him 
also in [examples] such as these: “for never yet have they driven off my oxen, 
nor horses” (Il. 1.154); for “nor have they driven off my horses” is [under-
stood] in common. [4] “Thus they armed themselves beside the curved ships, 
and in turn the Trojans from the other side on the ground rising from the plain.  
For “armed” is in common.  

[5] Then all night long the longhaired Achaeans 
feasted, and the Trojans and comrades in arms through the city (Il. 8.476-
77);  

clearly, [the Trojans] were feasting.  
[6] Much his brothers and lordly mother supplicated this one, 
but he refused more, and much his companions (Il. 9.584-85); 

 167 
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[7] “Good is the assuagement of a companion” (Il. 11.793), [i.e.] of a good 
one; for not all persuasion is good, but [that] of the good [companion], so that 
the adjective “good” [must be understood] in common in the masculine applied 
to “companion” [8] Again: “they armed themselves around Idomeneus. 
Idomeneus among the champions similar to a boar in might” (Il. 4.252-53); for 
we supply the verb “armed himself” from “armed themselves”. [9] “The 
champions withdrew and brilliant Hector” (Il. 16.588). The verb “he with-
drew” [is understood] in common.  

[10] He found the son of Peteos, Menestheus, driver of horses, standing 
still. Around the Athenians authors of the battle din (Il. 4.327-28)  

“stood” [is understood] in common from “standing still”. [11] “ here he leapt 
on, and at the same time other chiefs of the Panachaeans” (Il. 11.149); clearly 
they “leapt on”.  

[12] So that we honor the son of Peleus, who is far best  
of the Argives beside the ships, and his attendants fighting hand to hand 
(Il. 16.271-72);  

from “best” his attendants will also be understood [as] “best”.  
[13] “Nor was she about | to sit on a chair, though there were many through the 
house” (Od. 4.716-17), with “chairs” [understood] in common.  

[14] “With fatigue and sweat both his knees and shins ... kept on quivering 
ever incessantly” (Il. 17.386-87),  

as one must take “they kept on quivering” in common. With reference to the 
knees, it had been said properly, but with reference to the shins, one must 
understand it.  

[16] “From the city you shall swiftly take oxen and robust sheep, drink 
wine which is sweet to the mind, and food from the store houses” (Il. 
8.505-07).  

[17] For neither “drink” nor “you shall take” [is left out], but “carry off” or 
“take”. [18] Again: “Thereafter they sat in rows, where each [man’s] wind 
footed horses and intricately wrought arms were sitting” (Il. 3.326). For the 
horses were not sitting, but rather we understand “they were standing” or “they 
were”, like “where his martial weapons were lying, where his horses” (Il. 
10.407). [19] For we understand “they were” or “they were standing”.   

[20] Surely not without fame our kings,  
rule over Lycia, and they eat plump sheep  
and exquisite wine (Il. 12.318-20);  

clearly “they drink”.  
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[21] Whoever observes such [examples] will solve many of the questions in 
almost the same way. [22] For similar to these is “but long before let us con-
sider how we may stop [them], and also may they stop on their own. For this is 
truly preferable for them” (Od. 2.167-69). [23] For one must take “may they 
stop” in common and assume that it goes properly with the following, so that it 
is: “for it is also preferable for them if they stop forthwith and quickly, before 
Odysseus comes”. [24] For previously it had been said: “but perhaps if [Odys-
seus] is already close, he is sowing murder and death for all these men here” 
(Od. 2.164-66). [25] “We too have hands for defense” (Il. 13.814) is said in 
hyperbaton, <so that it is> “since we also have hands so as to defend ourselves 
forthwith”.   

[26] Would that Odysseus and the mighty Diomedes  
immediately drive hither single-hoofed horses from the Trojans (Il. 
10.536-37): 

clearly “quickly”. [27] From “quickly” the saying that “he has acted suddenly 
(apharei)”, [i.e.] “hastily and disorderly”, seems to be in the everyday speech 
of the Alexandrians. [28] And from “quickly” Homer created “faster” (aphar-
teroi): “there are faster horses than these” (Il. 23.311), i.e. “faster”.  
[29] Often the poet says the full expression in one passage, but the elliptical in 
another, and [we] must supply [the full expression] learning  from him what 
was left out, e.g. somewhere he said:  

even so, when I saw that, I was amazed in spirit in just the same way  
woman, as I both admire, marvel, and dreadfully fear you (Od. 6.166-68).  

[30] So he says “in the same way as”, which is also said in everyday speech: 
“you are wronging me in the same way as [you] often [do]”. [31] Therefore too 
when he says: “even so we quarrel with words” (Il. 2.342) we shall say that he 
leaves out “so”, so that [the sense] is: “for in the same way we quarrel only 
with words, but cannot find a solution for the sake of which we had come”. 
[32] Also similar is “but just so I have wandered back through the wide-gated 
home of Hades” (Il. 23.74), i.e. “in the same way that I descended and from 
where I descended, I have likewise wandered”. [33] Thus we shall also under-
stand “not yet do they say to eat it and drink just so” (Od. 16.143) [as] “in the 
same way and likewise”. [34] “He will kill me when I am unarmed just like a 
woman” (Il. 22.124), “in the same way as a woman”. [35] “Just neither a dear 
son of a goddess nor a god” (Il. 10.50), “in just the same way neither a dear 
son of a goddess sacrificed nor a god”.105    

_____________ 
105  seems to have crept into the paraphrase either from the preceding or follow-

ing verse of the poem: ’       | ,  
    . |  ’ ’     (Il. 

10.49-51) 
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[1] Aristotle questioned why he depicted the champions deliberating outside 
the wall in a nocturnal assembly (Il. 10.194-97), it being possible [to do] 
within the wall in safety.  He says:  

[2] First, it would not be likely that the Trojans jeopardize themselves nor 
make an attack at night.106 For it would not be [characteristic] of those 
who were succeeding to jeopardize themselves. [3] Second, it was a cus-
tom to deliberate about matters of such importance in solitude and tran-
quility; and it would have been odd if they had seen fit that some men pro-
ceed against the Trojans, but they themselves did not dare to come forward 
even a little. [4] Furthermore, it would be the task of generals to be on 
guard for disturbances in the night, but the fact that they deliberate on the 
campaign by coming together in the night <would have> kept on inducing 
fear since it created a suspicion of subversion.  
[5] At the same time, their purpose was to watch the garrisons, in whose 
hands was the salvation of those who slept. [6] But finding themselves in 
this situation, after they had withdrawn a little further from them [i.e. the 
guards], they deliberated quietly and secretly, not intermingling with 
guards, but in safety. For they were near the guards. At the same time, it 
was possible  to implement their decisions quickly.  

[7] his place, where they were sitting, was full of bodies that lay unburied, 
with a little [space] clear of corpses while the whole place around the ditch 
was full of the slain. [8] Justifying why they were unburied, he adds that the 
retreat of the enemy had occurred in the night (Il. 10.200).107 The moment did 
not afford free time for funeral rites, since night had taken hold, and everyone 
turned from the defeat to sleep because of their weariness. [9] For he says: 

so that they may not lie exhausted by toil and sleep, 
and be entirely oblivious of guard-duty (Il. 10.98-99)   

and “whence again turned away warlike Hector” (Il. 10.200) and the follow-
ing. 

_____________ 
106 For the concern about a night attack from the Trojans, see Il. 10.100-101: 

 ’       |      
 .  

107  For  with an abstract noun, cf.:   ...  (Plot. 20.3-4);  
  (De abst. 1.30.20);    (De abst. 2.27.29);  

  (De abst. 2.38.4);  ...   (HQ Z 113.1);  
    (HQ  252-3.1).  
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[1] The collection of questions is already in the works of others. [2] But we, 
taking the problems from those who have made inquiries, consider the solu-
tions that they proposed for the problems. [3] Some of them we approve, some 
we deny, others we invent ourselves, and others we attempt to revise and work 
out, as will be clear to the reader.108 
[4] For example such has been agreed to be from the old questions, in which 
he says: 

the stars have proceeded, and more night has gone by 
than two parts, and a third part still remains (Il. 10.252-53), 

[5] For how, if these two parts and yet more than them have expired, is the 
third part left, but not a portion of the third? [6] On account of this some add-
ing a sigma thought fit to read “part of a third was still left”, so that some part 
of the third remains, but not the whole third.  
[7] Metrodorus says that “more” (pleion) has two meanings in Homer.109 [8] 
For [it has] both the customary meaning [sc. “the majority”], when [Homer] 
says, “after he cut away from the chine, and “more” was left” (Od. 8.475), and 
“but my hands carry on “more” of impetuous war” (Il. 1.165-66), <but that it> 
also means “full”, as in “your cup is always “full” (Il. 1.262-63), and in “your 
huts are “full” of bronze” (Il. 2.226). [9] So now pleion has been said as an 
equivalent of “full”.  For having become full of two parts, the night has passed 
by, and a third was still left over. [10] He divided it into three parts, as if the 
night contained three watches. 
[11] But Chrysippus says (SVF fr. 772): “just as if someone, speaking about 
three days, says on the third day that one still remains, even if he does not say 
[this] around dawn, [so too, even though more than two parts had passed, 
Odysseus says that the third was left, since each part of the night, which is 
tripartite, is taken as a unit, so that even if this one is wanting and incomplete, 
it is still counted as a third insofar as it has the third position in the order of the 
parts. [12] For so too [he says] that a man who has been amputated with regard 
to his foot still gets the appellative of a whole [man]”.  

_____________ 
108  On the placement of this zetema in the original, see Dindorf (p. xii-xiii) and Van 

der Valk (1963, p. 104 n. 75). 
109  N. Richardson (1975, 68) assigns the fragment to Metrodorus of Lampsacus, the 

student Anaxagoras. A well-known passage from Plato’s Ion alludes to his ability 
to speak beautifully about Homer:      , 

           
            

     (Ion 530 c). Metrodorus of Lampsacus was known 
principally as an allegorist (D-K II 61.3-4).  ee J. Hammerstaedt 1998, 28-32 and 
D. J. Califf 2003, 21-36. On the confusion of Metrodorus of Chios and Metrodorus 
of Lampsacus, as well as the younger the Metrodorus of Lampsacus, the friend of 
Epicurus, see Janko 1997, 77-79.  
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[13] Others say that poets have a custom of using a rounded number, some-
times by cancelling the remainders in the numbers for the sake of using a 
whole and rounded one, when <one> might say “a thousand-shipped fleet” of 
the Hellenes,110 but there were 1186 ships; furthermore: “twenty columns111 to 
a single expedition, eleven to infantry, twelve to ships” (Trag. Adesp. fr. 432a* 
Snell-Kannicht), instead of twenty-three. [14] At other times they cancel the 
preceding [digit] satisfied with the remainder, for example “he slew twelve 
dear children blooming with youth, and him third” (Pindar fr. 171 Snell-
Maehler), as a substitute for “thirteenth”. [15] “He himself was subdued 
fourth”, says Pindar (fr. 135 Snell-Maehler), as a substitute for “fourteenth”; 
[16] “The woman should mature to her fourth year, and in the fifth she should 
marry” (Hesiod Op. 698), as a substitute for “in the fourteenth and fifteenth”.  
[17] And Eupolis in A Golden Age:  

twelfth is the blind man, third is the one who has the hump,  
the tattooed culprit is fourth over ten,  
fifth is the redhead, sixth is the squinter:112  
these men are sixteen up to Archestratus, 
but up to the baldheaded man, seventeen.  Hey, hold on!  
Eighth is the one who has the threadbare cloak (fr. 298 Kassel-Austin).   

[18] Sometimes they add from without to express a round number, e.g. al-
though Homer says “I had nineteen from a single belly” (Il. 24.496). [19] Si-
monides says: “you, mother of twenty children, make atonement” (PMG fr. 
559). [20] Also, although women have childbirth in the tenth month, Homer 
says:  

[21] take pleasure in love, woman,  
and when a year goes around, you will bear splendid children  
(Od. 11.248-49).  

[22] And “others who were dwelling around hundred-citied Crete” (Il. 2.649), 
“many countless [men] and ninety cities” (Od. 19.174). [23] For either he adds 
with regard to the one or subtracts with regard to the other. [24] Likewise 
“they feasted all day long until sunset” (Il. 1.601-2), although they did not 
begin to drink at dawn; and “all day they fought around the Scaean gate” (Il. 
18.453), although little time passed over the battle. [25] And though the Olym-
pic games are celebrated alternately between fifty months and forty-nine, the 
poets call the festival “fifty-monthed”. [26] So then nothing prevents [him], 
even though the third part fell short, from calling it an incomplete third part.  

_____________ 
110  E.g. Euripides Orestes 351-52.  
111  For  as a division of an army, see LSJ s.v. II. 
112  See Kassell-Austin ad loc.:  ‘strabo’, cf. Ar. Equ. 175, Av. 177, fr. 

126. 
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[27] But Aristotle saw fit to solve it thus, where he says:113  
[28] division into two can result in an equal [division] in these circum-
stances: [29] since what is more than half is undefined, whenever it has 
been multiplied so much that a third of the whole is left, it would be [char-
acteristic] of a precise person to define this and reveal how much is the 
remainder, to clarify how much of the whole the half has been increased. 
[30] For example, half of six is three. If six were to be divided into two 
equal parts, [half] will be three. [31] But if one part is increased, [it is] un-
clear whether by a portion of a number or by a whole unit.  
[32] Now, if it is more by a whole unit, the part that remains will be a third 
of the whole, so that the one who said <that> the one of the two parts 
which is greater has left a third part has also shown that the larger has been 
increased by a unit, with the three having become four and two left, which 
would be one third of six. [33] So since the twelve parts of night can di-
vided into two equal parts into six, one part has been increased and be-
come more, but it is unclear by how many hours--for indeed, the increase 
can be by one, two, three or more--the poet, defining how much is the un-
defined [amount] of the larger [half] and that it was increased by two 
hours, adds that a third part is left, since eight hours were gone, but four 
were left, which is a third of the whole. [34] So too if it were of eighteen 
parts, since [eighteen] divides by two into nine, and [if] you said that more 
of the <divided> into two parts has passed, and the third part remains, you 
will make clear from the fact that he says the third is left, which is six, that 
you mean that twelve have been taken away. [35] Let the same investiga-
tion be made in the case of the hours of a night-day cycle.  Let someone 
say that some [quantity] more than the hours that are divided into two 
parts is gone, and the third part remains, not having defined the quantity, 
and let him add that the third part of the whole is left. [36] It becomes 
clear that with the division into two resulting in twelve and twelve, and 
with a third of the whole left, which is eight, the one part has the more by 
four, so that sixteen hours in total have gone by and eight remain. [37] So 
where there is a division into two equal parts and into three, if someone 
leaves behind a third of the division into three exceeding [a half of the di-
vision] into two, he defines by how much more there was an increase. [38] 
So wisely the poet has shown how much the undefined third of the increa-
se of the half was, that [it was] by two hours and the eighth hour had 
passed, on account of his saying: “and a third part still remains” (Il. 
10.253).  

_____________ 
113  Cf. Aristotle Poetics 1461a 25.   
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[39] For anyone knowing that all the hours of the night are twelve, the di-
vision of which into two parts makes six and six, and the division into 
three parts makes four, four and four, and having heard that something 
more than the division into two parts was gone, then having observed that 
one third of the division into three remains, which is four hours, immedi-
ately he realizes that two hours had passed from the turn of midnight. 

[40] But Autochthon says that as two parts had been fulfilled, and a third were 
left, reasonably he says that night, being of two parts, had gone by for the most 
part; for the two [parts] of night are a larger share, since two are more than 
one. [41] So [he says] “has passed by” (Il. 10.252), since, as the two parts pass 
by, the night has passed by for the most part. [42] For indeed in this way there 
will not be an error in “more” (ple ) (Il. 10.252), which some who understand 
it as a feminine say has been mistaken for “the majority” (h  plei n). [43] For 
in large part the night has passed by, that is in the larger and greater part it has 
transpired, since two parts have gone by. 
[44] But Apion says that the larger part of the two has been used up, so that 
there is also a remnant of the second, and of these the majority has passed by, 
but one third remains. [45] For Agamemnon, having arisen around midnight, 
wakes Nestor and with him some of the champions; they advance to the ditch 
and dispatch the scouts. [46] [Homer] suggests the time of night and the multi-
tude of their actions. [47] For after the scouts have equipped themselves, once 
the omen is seen by them, and they pray to Athena, they go onward. [48] En-
countering Dolon they spent no little time on questions; killing him thereafter 
they go to the Thracians, and as they delay around the murder of these men, 
Athena exhorts them to get away to the ships. [49] After they return, they 
bathe and make breakfast, and then daybreak arrives.  Odysseus says, “Dawn 
is near” (Il. 10.251) hastening their escape. [50] For indeed it is not reasonable 
to have scouts dispatched when dawn approaches, but very risky.  
[51] “More” (Il. 10.252) can also be taken as neuter plural, “the majority of the 
two parts has passed by”, or “more beyond the two parts”, as Thucydides says 
somewhere: “but already using the sea more, they came together for this cam-
paign” (I 3.5). [52] But it can also be an accusative case feminine singular, 
“the night went past the larger part of its two segments”.  
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[53] Plausibly he depicted no one other than Odysseus watching the passage of 
the stars, preëstablishing it for the Odyssey. [54] For there his voyage is ac-
complished “as he gazes at the Pleiades and late setting Boötes” (Od. 5.572).  
 
 
 

 
 
 

[1] Zoilus the so-called “Scourge of Homer” was Amphipolitan by descent and 
from the school of Isocrates; he wrote Against Homer for practice, as public 
speakers were also accustomed to practice on the poets. [2] He condemned 
Homer for many things, including the heron, which Athena sent to Odysseus 
and Diomedes114 in the “Waking at Night”, which “they did not see with eyes 
but heard when it screeched” (Il. 10.276). [3] For how does he say “Odysseus 
rejoiced at the omen” (Il. 10.277)? For it was plausible to assume that they 
would be surrounded by shouts and cries. [4] For sound is a sign thwarting 
those who prefer to be unobserved. [5] But Megaclides [says] that he did this 
prophetically; for he shows that they heard the voice only. [6] Therefore the 
future turned out in the following way; for they themselves were not seen by 
the enemy, but they heard their plans and tactics when Dolon betrayed them. 
[7] So how could an omen be clearer?  
[8] In his third book On Animals Alexander of Myndos questioned why, when 
Odysseus and his party moved forward for reconnaissance, Athena sent them 
not the owl, her own bird, and a nocturnal bird at that, to give a sign with its 
voice, but the heron, [the bird] of Poseidon and some other gods. [9] Well, 
solving this, they say that, since the place was marshy and these creatures for 
the most part feed at night in the swamps and rivers, on account of this she 
wanted to indicate something to the scouts with this bird and not with the one 
that hates water and marshy ground, since it feeds and dwells in rocks and 
walls. [10] Second, this bird is also wont to be active by day and night, and it 
is amphibious, so that even in water it provides itself with sustinence, and both 
in their ships and on land these champions were pillaging the enemy’s prop-
erty, and obviously on that occasion, too, they were busy with warfare through 
the night.  

_____________ 
114  For the phrase   + acc. nominis indicating a pair, see Radt 1980, 49-50: Ein 

besonderer Fall ... ist der wohl erst nachklassische Gebrauch für ein Paar, desen 
zweiter Partner sich ohne weiteres aus dem Zusammenhang ergibt. 
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[11] Since they were going to act immediately, he says “near the road” (Il. 
10.274); for signs that are near are everywhere. [12] The screeching was in a 
place to the right of them, since the place on the right was enemy territory, 
where there was going to be suffering for the enemy, but for those who heard it 
a joy and a safeguard. [13] For this heron for the most part screeches115 when it 
is doing well and feels cheerful on account of prey.  
[14] Again the heron is said to weep blood for the sake of love, and to drop its 
eyes out and to die, so that since it was seen in the alien territory on the right, it 
was showing that aliens and enemies would die for the sake of marriage-
unions. 
[15] And Hermo116  of Delos writes:117  

†the dusky heron appearing on a plain† 
[16] it is [the bird] of the lord of the earth, Poseidon,  
[17] suited to war and for fighting in ships; 
[18] [it is] also good for infantry and best for cavalry battling on a plain, 
[19] but when it appears on a mountain, [it is] worse. 
[20] However, it is quite a victory bringing omen. 
[21] [It is] suited for someone setting out on a cattle-raid or for plunder; 
[22] a man-at-arms could return homeward leading [sc. booty]  
(Coll. Alex. 251).  

[23] Thus they even see fit to read, not “Pallas Athena” (Il. 10.275), but 
“dusky” (pellon).  
[24] Hence in the fourth book of his Founding of Miletus, Zopyrus writes: [25] 
Though the poet said “Athena [sent] a dusky (pellon) [heron]” in the “Waking 
at Night”, some, being won over by the epithet (Pallas) but not keeping step 
with the truth, change the reading and say “Pallas Athena”.  
[26] There are three types of herons differing from each other in color and 
being different in action and voice. [27] One kind of heron is the so called 
pygargos, which is the worst to meet of all in regard to wedlock. For in the act 
of copulating it suffers a painful death; for it loses its eyes and haemorrages. 
[28] Another is the heron which they call the aphrodisium. This one is harmo-
nious in copulation, and is the most auspicious in regard to wedlock and har-
mony of life.  

_____________ 
115  For the rare word , cf. P.’s De abst. 3.3. 
116  See Deipnosophistae III 81f, VI 267c. The longer name Hermonax appears at 

Deipnosophistae II 53c, III 76e, XI 502b (Epitome), although Gudeman (RE VIII.1 
s.v. Hermonax [2]) doubts that the same man is meant at II 53c. His dates are un-
certain; also see, Collectanea Alexandrina p. 252. 

117  Cf. bT ad  274-75:      ,   
. 
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[29] Third is the pellus, the dark colored, and it is the best of all in regard to 
stealthy action. [30] So with there being three birds and each of them brings its 
own affair, the poet was not going to use the commonest of the birds in refe-
rence to all equally, neglecting the one signifying the present course. 
[31] But in his On Birds Callimachus says that it is not the pygargos that 
bleeds from its eyes during impregnation, but the pellus, writing thus: [32] 
“Asterias: the same is called an ocnus; this one does nothing. [33] Pellus: this 
one screeches when it mates and discharges blood from its eyes, and the fe-
males give birth in pain. [34] Leucus: this one escapes painlessly in both” (fr. 
427 Pfeiffer). 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

[1] “I shall speak truly” (Il. 10.413).  “I shall speak” (katalex ) is not simply “I 
shall speak”, but “I shall reach the end of the speech and I shall stop”. [2] For 
it is the same as “you did not reach the end of your speech” (Il. 9.56) and as 
“when he spoke the boundaries of each to his son” (Il. 23.350). [3] So [it is] 
the act of going through the speech in detail until he comes to the end.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] How, although [Diomedes] said: 
but when he reached the king, 

him the thirteenth he robbed of honey-sweet life (Il. 10.494-95), 
again describing what happened he says: “for the thirteenth we took a scout” 
(Il. 10.561)? [2] For counted with the thirteen of the Thracians, Dolon would 
be the fourteenth. [3] Clearly removing Rhesus and the twelve companions of 
Rhesus, he reasonably counted Dolon thirteenth with the companions of 
Rhesus.  

 413 
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[4] For why does he say: 
These newly come horses, old man, about which you ask, 
[are] Thracian, and their master good Diomedes  
slew (Il. 10.558-60)? 

[5] Having distinguished this one in his own rank he called him by name, then 
adds “and twelve companions over and above” (Il. 10.560), among whom, not 
including the king, “we killed a scout for the thirteenth” (Il. 10.561). [6] He 
himself indicated that he counts the companions over and above Rhesus and 
does not reckon the others with him.  
[7] For he said: 

their master good Diomedes  
killed, and twelve companions over and above (Il. 10.558-60), 

twelve companions, and the scout thirteenth. [8] Making himself a partner in 
the capturing of the scout, he did not say “we killed” but “we seized”, since 
Diomedes killed the others, but Odysseus assisted Diomedes in capturing the 
scout. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] “Hector swiftly ran back immeasurably (apelethron)” (Il. 11.354), i.e. 
“immense, what is impossible to measure with a meter or even a hundred feet.”  
[2] So too “huge” (amaimaketon),118 “with which it is impossible to compare a 
length (m kos)”, “an unfathomable mast” (Od. 14.311), [3] which elsewhere119 
he called “very tall” (perim keton), “exceedingly large”. [4] Therefore “huge 
Chimaera” (Il. 6.179, Od. 16.328-29) signifies the “large”, with which it is not 
possible to compare a size of similar things. [5] For relative terms120 relate to 
things of the same kind: “she was a divine offspring but not of men” (Il. 
6.180).  

_____________ 
118 Cf. LSJ s.v.,  “irresistible”, derived from intensive alpha + , 

“furious  
119 In Homer the epithet , “very tall”, is applied to Mt. Taÿgetus (Od. 

6.103) and a fir tree on Mt. Ida (Il. 14.287), but not . Penelope’s loom (Od. 
2.95; 19.139-40; 24.129-30) is modified by , “very large” and the stone 
looms in the cave of the Nymphs (Od.13.107), by the adjective , “very 
tall”. The mistake suggests that P. cited from memory. 

120 For  , see Aristotle Categories 6a26ff. See especially 11b17-19:   
   ,     ,    ,   

  ,     . Also see P. In Aristotelis cate-
gorias expositio per interrogationem et responsionem IV 1, 108, 5ff. 
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[1] a bronze basin, and on [the table] an onion as a relish for the drink 
and greenish yellow honey, and alongside meal from holy barley  
(Il. 11.630-31). 

[2] This whole passage is questioned as having been composed contrary to 
medical science. [3] Those who solve it on the ground that heroes were accus-
tomed to be treated in other ways because doctors using the same regimens [as 
now] were not prevalent, defend it from the custom. [4] But those who refute 
that the combination of all utterly changes the power [of each] by itself, at-
tempt [to solve] from the diction. [5] Those proving 121 that the wound is not 
severe and the drink is not administered for treatment, but by a common cus-
tom not only Machaon but also Nestor drink the draught prepared for the pa-
tients—for even Circe offers such to those who land beside her (Od. 10.234) 
—solve it from the time. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

[1] “The old man Nestor raised [the cup] effortlessly” (Il. 11.637).  Why has he 
depicted only Nestor raising the cup?  For it is not likely that [Nestor] raises it 
more easily than younger men.122  [2] Now then Stesimbrotus says, in order 
that plausibly he may seem to have lived for many years.  For if his strength 
remains and he has not been withered by old age, it is also reasonable that his 
extended lifetime is in accordance. [3] Antisthenes [says] “He is not speaking 
about the weight in his hand, but means that he was not getting drunk; he was 
easily bearing the wine”. [4] Glaucon123 [says] that he took the handles along 
the diameter, and everything is easy to carry from the middle.  

_____________ 
121 Lehrs emended   to , “proving, establishing”. See LSJ s.v. 

 A IV.  But the accusative and infinitive constructions need of a govern-
ing verb. I tentatively read . 

122  For questions concerning Nestor’s cup, see Atheneaus Deipnosophistae XI 488b ff.   
123  For the emendation , see Heitz 1865, 260. Cf. Plato Ion 530c-d,   

    ,      
           

           , 
and Aristotle Poetics 1461a-b,       . Q.v. 
Hiller RhM 41 (1886) 435 n. 1; Schrader 1888, 385-386; Schmid-Stälin 1929, 131 
n. 3; Erbse 1960, 39; Lanata 1963, 271-81; Richardson 1975, 76-77; Janko 1997, 
75-76.  
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[5]    “   ”     
   “ ” (Il. 11.636), ’  “     

 ,  ’    ”. [6]  
  ’     . 

 
[5]  usque ad  om. *B    
 
 
 
 
[1]  “  ,     ” (Il. 11.786)  

  “     ”, ’  ,   
  . [2]     “    ” 

(Il. 11.787); [3] ’   ,     
  ,     

    
,   ’   ,  

   (Il. 10.237-39),  
  “ ’   ” (Il. 10.239). [4]    

“  ”    “  ” (Il. 23.81)  
“  ” (Il. 11.427),    “       

   ” (Il. 14.126). 
 
fontes: *B f. 157V, *F f. 103R ( .), Le f. 249V ( .) 
[1]  om. *F       om. *B      om. Le     [3]  Vill.:  codd.     

 *B:  *FLe      *B :  Le      *BLe:  
*F     [4]        *B*FLe:        *B:  Le      
ante  habet *F 
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[5] Aristotle said that one must understand “the old man Nestor” jointly with 
“another” (Il. 11.636), so that it is “another old man could hardly move it away 
from the table, but the old man Nestor raised it effortlessly”. [6] For the com-
parison is in regard to those who are similar in age.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] “My child by birth Achilles is superior” (Il. 11.786) does not mean “by his 
birth he is above you”, so that he is older, as some of the tragedians under-
stood.124 [2] For why would he have added “but you are older” (Il. 11.787)? [3] 
But rather he means a superior birth, prevailing not in time but the dignity of 
his lineage, as he said somewhere:  

leave behind the one who is better  
and take an inferior as a companion, yielding to reverence,  
looking to  birth (Il. 10.237-39),  

and he adds: “not even if he is more regal” (Il. 10.239). [4] He says the phrase 
“superior by birth” <in another way>125 elsewhere: “of well-born Trojans” (Il. 
23.81) and “well-born Socus” (Il. 11.427),126 and the opposite: “therefore not 
calling me bad and weak with respect to lineage” (Il. 14.126). 

 
 

_____________ 
124  Pl. Symp.180a 4:       ,   

   ,      ,   
,   ,   .   

125  Something has been lost. The point is that Homer expresses the same idea in a 
different way elsewhere. Cf. HQ I 132.8-10:      

   . The sentence also needs a connector. So  . 
Cf. HQ I 133.7-13:  ”    “     ” 
(Od. 24.208),   “     ” (Il. 6.320),   “   

 |  ”    ” (Il. 23.454-55).   
       .  

126  The MSS. of the Iliad read “wealthy” ( ). P.’s argument requires the 
adjective “well-born” ( ).  
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[1]       ’ , 
     , 

        (Il. 12.10-12). 
[2]      ,       

  . [3]        
 ’        ,    
   ,        
    . [4]     

    ,     
,          

   . [5]       
     (Il. 12.397-99),      
    ,       . 

[6]      
 ’ ’      

’,  ’   ,   
 ,     (Il. 12.397-99), 

[7]     
      ,   

       (Il. 12.453-54). 
  ’      , 

 ,      , 
 ’ ’       

,  ’   , ’ ’  
,      

  .  ’ ’    (Il. 12.457-62), 
  ,  ’ , 

   ’   
 ’    ,   ’   
   (Il. 12. 67-70), 

 
Cf. HQ ept. ad Il. 12.10 
fontes: A f. 154V, *B f. 158V, *F f. 104R ( .), Le f. 251V ( .) 
[1]   ante  *FLe      usque ad  om. A     [2]  om. Le     

 *B*FLe:  A      usque ad  post  A     [3]   
usque ad  om. A       *B*F:   Le:   

 A     [3]  *B:  *FLe:  A     [4]   *B*FLe: 
  A       A*FLe:  *B      *B:  *FLe: 

 A     [5]    om. A     [6-9] om. A     [7]  *B:  
supra script.  Le     ’ ’ *B: ’  *FLe      *B*F:  Le      
*B*F:  Le      *B: ,  e  factum Le      *B:  Le      
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[1] While Hector was alive and Achilles was nursed his wrath, 
and the city of lord Priam was not sacked, 
the great wall of the Achaeans was also firm set (Il. 12.10-12). 

[2] These verses, which the poet has states about the wall of the Achaeans, 
have plausibly caused difficulty. [3] For the wall of the Achaeans did not re-
main firm set for as long as Hector was alive, Achilles nursed his wrath, and 
the city of Priam remained impregnable, but after the capture of Ilium and the 
sailing away of the Trojans, then it fell. [4] For while the war still continued 
and Achilles nursed his wrath and Hector survived and showed the highest 
valor, the wall of the Achaeans was overthrown by the Trojans and became 
passable for the enemy. [5] For Sarpedon struck down its battlements and 
some part of it, Hector broke through its bolts and gates, and Apollo nearly 
destroyed the whole thing.127 [6] For he says with reference to Sarpedon: 

Then Sarpedon grasped the battlement with his strong hands, 
and pulled, and the whole thing followed right through, moreover  
the wall above was laid bare, and he made a path for many (Il. 12.397-99),  

[7] and with reference to Hector: 
Thus Hector raised and hurled a stone against the doors, 
which protected the close, strongly fitted gates (Il. 12.453-54). 
He went quite close and stood, and taking a firm stand he struck the mid-
dle, standing with his legs well apart, lest his strike be too weak, 
and he broke away both hinges; a stone fell inside  
by its weight, and all around the gates bellowed lowdly, nor did the  
bolts hold, but the doors broke to pieces in different directions 
from the force of the stone. Then glorious Hector leapt in (Il. 12.457-62). 
He was calling the Trojans, as he turned through the crowd, 
to go over the wall; they heard him spurring them on; 
immediately some went over the wall, others streamed in 
through the well made gates (Il. 12.67-70). 

_____________ 
127  Note the loss of distinction in post-Classical Greek between the perfect ( -

) and the aorist ( - ).  
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[8]        
 ’   ,  ’     

’  ,     
 ’,         

 ’      
      .  
  ,  ,     

  (Il. 15.360-66). 
[9]         

    ,   
      , 

 ’       (Il. 14.55-57). 
[10]             

   ,         
      .  

[11] {  }          
 “ ” (Il. 12. 12)         
. [12]   ,  ,    , ’  

 ’ .   ,      
 ,     ’ ,  ,  

’    , ’     
  .  

[13] ’   “ ”        
 “   ”,     “    |  
’ ” (Il. 10.93-94)   “  ’ ’  ,   

 ” (Il. 23.641),    ,  “ ”  
   ,     “    
   ”.  

 
[8]  *B: ,  ex  factum Le     ’ *B:  *FLe     

 *B*F:  Le      *B:  *FLe      *B*F:  Le      ’ 
   :  codd.     [9]  :  codd.      *B*F: 

 Le     [10]  *B*F:  ALe      A*FLe:  *B     [11] 
{  }        *B*FLe:   A      A*B:  *FLe     [12] 

’   *B:    A*F Le     ’  *B:   
A*FLe      A*BLe:   *F      ’   *B: ’   

 *FLe: ’    A     ’ A*BLe:   *F     [13]  
“ ”  *B:  “ ”  A*FLe  *B*FLe:  A       

:   A:   *B*FLe      A*B:  *FLe      
usque ad  om. A      Le:  *B:  *F      A*B*F: 

 Le      A*BLe:  *F      *B*FLe:  A      
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[8] and with reference to Apollo and the Trojans: 
There these men streamed forward in phalanxes, and Apollo [went] in 
 front holding the very honored aegis, and he dashed down the wall of  
the Achaeans quite easily, as when some child near the sea, 
after he makes playthings in a childish fashion, 
demolishes the sand [castles] playing with his feet and hands. 
Thus you, Pheobus, brought to naught much toil and misery 
of the Achaeans (Il. 15.360-66). 

[9] The Panhellenes bearing witness to the events say in agreement:128  
For indeed the wall has fallen, which we had trusted 
would be an unbreakable shelter for the ships and them, 
and they have a battle that cannot be turned aside by the swift ships  

[10] So it is impossible to say that the wall, overthrown not only by men but 
also gods during the time of his wrath, had remained safe and closely joined 
until the sacking of Troy.  
[11] Now the grammarians thought fit to say “firm set”concerning the largest 
part [of the wall]; for [they say] that the [part] shaken by the Trojans was 
small. [12] But they fail to understand that, even if it suffers in part, some of it 
is neither stable nor closely joined.  A perforated jar, even if nearly all the 
container is unbroken, is no longer a jar but a potsherd, and a wall, which 
could no longer protect those who built it, would no longer be a stable wall but 
a heap of stones.  
[13] So perhaps now “firm set” (empedon) has not been used metaphorically as 
an equivalent of “safe and closely joined”, nor is it similar to “nor is my heart | 
steady but I am in anguish” (Il. 10.93-94), nor to “they were twins, the one 
steadily held the reins” (Il. 23.641), but now has been expressed literally, the 
word having “ground” (pedon) in its formation so that it would signify “lying 
on the plain and not covered with water”.  

_____________ 
128  These words are not said by “all the Hellenes” but Nestor alone. The most plausi-

ble explanation for the slip is that P. misquoted the text from memory.    
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[14]    “ ” (Il. 12.12)  “ ” (Il. 12.26),  
“   ”   “   ”. [15]    
“         ”, ’ “ ” 
(Il. 12.12),   “     ” (Il. 12. 9). [16]  

  ;   ,  
 ’   , 

 ’      ’    
,      .   

 ’     
’,  ’     ,  

  ,    , 
 ’  ’   (Il. 12.24-30).  

[17]       , ’       
      ’     

. [18]         
, ’    ’ . [19]    

 ’ ,    “ ”,      
  . [20]    ’     

      ,     
. 

 
[14]  *B*FLe:  A     [15]  A*B*F:  Le     [16]  A*B: 

 *FLe      *FLe:  A*B      *B:  *F:  A:  Le     
 A*B:  *FLe     ’  A*B:  (sic)   *F:   

 Le     [17]  A*B*F:  Le        *B:    
ALe:    *F     [18]  :  *BLe:  A*F     

 *BLe:  (ultima littera omissa) *F:  A     [19]   
A*B*F:  Le      *B*F:  ALe     [20]   *FLe: ’  
A*B      om. A       *B:   A*FLe      *B:  A*FLe  
 
 
 
 
[1]          ,      

   ; [2]     { } 
    ,   ,   

 ,   .  
 
HQ ept. ad Il. 12.25 
fons: *B f. 159v.  
[1]  :  *B     [2] { }del. Vill.      Bekk.:  *B      

 25 
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[14] For he contrasted “firm set” (Il. 12.12) with “covered with water” (halip-
lo i) (Il. 12.26), “on the plain” in comparison with “afterwards becoming cov-
ered with water”. [15] For he did not say “for this long the big wall was un-
sacked and unbroken”, but “on the ground” (Il. 12.12), and again: “not for long 
was it on the ground” (Il. 12.9). [16] So what happens to it later? Of all the 
rivers, he says,  

Phoebus Apollo turned the mouths in the same direction, 
and for nine days he sent a stream onto the wall; and Zeus rained  
continually, that he might the sooner make the walls covered with water. 
The earthshaker himself holding his trident in his hands 
was the leader, and he sent out to the waves all the foundations,  
of logs and stones, which the toiling Achaeans laid, 
and made smooth along the strong flowing Hellespont (Il. 12.24-30). 

[17] Consequently, although the wall had fallen, nevertheless the ruins and 
foundations were on the ground; later he says that the whole thing was carried 
off by water into the sea. [18] But while the city stood, none of the wall was 
covered with water, not even when Xanthus rose like the flood tide against 
Achilles. [19] Metaphorical “firm set” signifying “immoveable” is said of 
things that remain immoveable on the ground. [20] The wall just then was 
shaken; however it was not brought down from the plain into the sea, which, 
he says, happened to it later. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Why did the Achaeans make the wall in one day, but Apollo and Poseidon 
overthrew it it in nine days? [2] For it is unreasonable that the men easily did 
the more difficult [task], but the easier one, overthrowing what they built, the 
gods did with difficulty  

 25 
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[3]          , ’  
  ,         

“   ,    ” (Il. 12.29),    
   (Il. 12.30)  “  ’   ”  

(Il. 12.31). [4]           
          . [5]  

             
      . [6]     

          
.  

[7]    “  ’   ” , 
  ,   ’      

,      “     |... 
|,   ” (Il. 1.53-54).  
 
[4]      ,          

 . Kammer    [6]     
 
 
 
[1]  “   ” (Il. 12. 122)     
“ ” , ’ “   ”    

 ,  ’   . [2]   
       ,   

    ’,   
    (Il. 21.531-32). 

  ’    , 
     (Il.  534-35). 

 
Cf.  Il. 12.122-3b (Erbse)  
fontes: *B f. 161V, Le f. 256R ( .) 
[1]   Le:  *B     [2] ’ *B:  ’ Le      :  *BLe      
*BLe:  fere        *BLe:    “    ”: 

 Aristarchus 

 122 
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[3] But one must say: he has not used the nine days to overthrow [the wall], 
but for it to become covered with water, for the foundations “of logs and 
stones, which the toiling Achaeans laid” (Il. 12.29), to be brought down into 
the sea, and furthermore to make the place smooth (Il. 12.30) and “again con-
ceal the great shore with sands” (Il. 12.31).129 [4] However the details con-
nected with the overthrow [were] not for the purpose of completing the dissap-
pearance and the restoration of the shore to its original state. [5] At the same 
time the wall-making of the Achaeans did not provide the poet a subject on 
which to dwell; for it was not fitting to depict the nobles carrying stone. [6] 
But the <destruction> of the gods was magnificent.130 For they destroyed the 
wall with the rivers and the trident.  
[7] Callistratus131 thought fit132 to read “onto the wall for one day”, aspirating 
the word one (hen), since the poet has never said for nine days (henn mar) by 
itself, but always adding the tenth: “for nine days” (Il. 1.53-54). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] The phrase “Men were holding [the doors] spread open” (Il. 12.122) is not 
a substitute for “opened” only, but “having been opened, they held them back” 
to admit their friends, but shut them when the enemy pressed hard. [2] He 
himself has given the solution, establishing this more clearly in regard to 
Priam,133 where he says:  

hold the gates opened with your hands, until the people 
come fleeing to the city (Il. 21.531-32). 

However when they recover gathered within the wall, 
again put on the folding doors fitted closely (Il. 21.534-35). 

_____________ 
129  On the obliteration of the wall, cf. Strabo 13.1.36 and Aristotle fr. 162 Rose; also 

see J. Porter 2006; R. Scodel 1982, 33-50; M. L., West, 1969, 255-60; O. Tsaga-
rakis 1969, 129-35.  

130  Minuscule  is easily mistaken for alpha.  
131  See H.-L. Barth 1984; Pfeiffer 1968, 190.  
132  For , see HQ I 56.3:         

  . Also see HQ I 12.12; 28.12; 29.9; 31.10; 32.3; 
46.11; 54.9; 83.11; 132.7 etc. 

133  It is characteristic of P. to adduce examples by using  and a proper name in the 
genitive:       (HQ I 12.20-13.3),      

 (HQ I 14.10-11),      (HQ I 15.21-22),  
     (HQ I 21.12-13),      (HQ I 

22.15). 
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[1]           
    ,         ’ 

 
,    ’   , 

   ,  
   ,  , 
  ,   . 

      
,       (Il. 12.127-132).   

[2]         “  
”    (Il. 12. 131-32),  “  

   ” (Il. 12. 136),       
  

 ’    ,   
’ ,     
       

 ’      (Il. 12. 137-40), 
         ,  

    [3]   
 ’      

      
     
,       , 

      , 
   (Il. 12. 141-46), 

     
       

  (Il. 12. 150-51). 
[4]       ,     

,       .  
 
fontes: *B f.161V, *F f. 105V ( .), Le f. 256R ( .) 
[1]    *B:    *F:    Le      *B: 

 *FLe       :  codd.      :  codd.     [2]  *B*F: 
 Le       *FLe:   *B      Le: 
*B*F      *B*F:  Le       *B:  
 *FLe     *B*F:  Le      Le: *B*F     [3]   

*B*F:  (in ras.)  Le      ante  Le      *B*F:  
Le      :  *B*FLe      *B*F:  Le      *B*F:  
Le      
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[1] In the battle at the wall these verses seem to have been confused; when 
Asius attacks the wall by the gates, the poet says in regard to him and his com-
pany:  

foolish ones, at the gates they found two very brave men,      
high-spirited sons of Lapith spearmen, 
the son of Perithous, mighty Polypoetes, 
and Leontes, equal to Ares plague of man. 
These two stood in front of the high gates, 
as when high-topped oaks (Il. 12.127-32). 

[2] For saying by means of this that Leontes and Polypoetes stood before the 
gates as oaks, awaiting “great Asius as he attacked and did not flee” (Il. 
12.136), then adding in regard to Asius and his followers: 

straight towards the well-built wall, holding high  
dry ox-hide shields they went with a loud war cry  
around lord Asius, and Iamenus, and Orestes,  
and Adamas, son of Asius, and Thoön and Oenomaus (Il. 12.137-40), 

contradictorily he depicts Leontes and Polypoetes,134 whom before he said 
stood outside, being inside. [3] For he adds: 

but for a time being inside they were inciting 
the well-greaved Achaeans to act in self-defense around the ships. 
However when they perceived Trojans rushing to the wall, 
then a shout and fear arose from the Danaans, 
and the two darted out and fought in front of the gates, 
seeming like wild boars (Il. 12.141-46), 

and filling out the simile135 he supplies: 
thus their shining bronze resounded on their chests 
when they were struck face to face (Il. 12.151-52). 

[4] For confusion appears between these verses, since before they stand out-
side, but thereafter they are inside and go out.  

_____________ 
134  In the Hellenistic and Roman period, the expression   + acc. nominis either 

means “X and his followers” or simply “X”.  S. Radt shows that this idiom is espe-
cially prevalent when the preposition governs two or more names, as in this exam-
ple (1980, 51-52). For a detailed study, see S. Radt 1980, 47-58; 1988, 35-38, 108; 
2002, 46. Cf. R. Gorman 2001, 201-13; 2003, 129-144 and M. Duboisson 1977.  

135  Literally “a comparison”,  is P.’s usual term for a simile in the HQ. 
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[5]         “  ’    
 ” (Il. 12. 141), ’     

   ’   ,  
    (Il. 12. 127-28)  

 ’      
 (Il. 12. 141-42)  

[6]    ,    
   (Il. 12.143)    
,   (Il. 12.144) 

    (Il. 12.145) 
  (Il. 12.146) 

   (Il. 12.147) 
   (Il. 12.151) 

  (Il. 12.152) 
  (Il. 12.153), 

    “    ” (Il. 12.131),  
      “  ’ ” (Il. 

12.140)  “  ’  ” (Il. 12.154)   .  
[7]           

       “    ” (Il. 12.131) 
  “  ’ ” (Il. 12.140) [10]      

  “  ’     ” (Il. 12.141)   
  (Il. 12.153).  

[8]  ,        ,  , 
             

 “    ’   ” (Il. 12. 127), 
      ,   
,         , 

     ,    
    .  

 
[6]  ante   *B       *B*F:  (e corr.)      [7]   

,  ’   *B     [8]  *B*F:  Le      in ras. *B: 
 *FLe      codd.:  Bekk.        *B:   *FLe   

 *FLe:  *B 
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[5] Hence some thought fit to put these words in front, “but for a time [sc. 
being inside they incited] the well-greaved Achaeans” (Il. 12.141-42), so that 
the sequence is such: 

and at the gates they found two very brave men,      
high-spirited sons of Lapith spearmen (Il. 12.127-28);  
and for a time they incited  
the well-greaved Achaeans (Il. 12.141-42). 

[6] Then adjoining the following, of which the beginning is  
however when to the wall (Il. 12.143) 
Trojans, however from the Danaans . (Il. 12.144) 
and out the two darted (Il. 12.145) 
[like] wild boars (Il. 12.146) 
of men and dogs (Il. 12.147) 
thus their [bronze] resounded (Il. 12.151) 
when they were struck face to face (Il. 12.152) 
on the people above (Il. 12.151-53), 

then they return to “these two [stood] in front” (Il. 12.131), and going down 
ten lines to “and Adamas, son of Asius” (Il. 12.140), they add “and they with 
large stones” (Il. 12.154) and the following.  
[7] Hephaestion136 said that the reading is double, and one must either cancel 
the ten lines from “these two [stood] in front” (Il. 12.131) up to “and Adamas, 
son of Asius” (Il. 12.140) or the thirteen lines from “and for a time they [were 
inciting] the well-greaved Achaeans” (Il. 12.141) up to “[relying] on the peo-
ple above” (Il. 12.153).  
[8] But perhaps, even if the reading and the order remain thus, nothing is out of 
place, since the poet says earlier that Polypoetes and Leontes137 were around 
the gates, “and at the gates they found two very brave men” (Il. 12.127), and 
remarks that they also found them standing outside (Il. 12.131-32), [12] then 
he jumps back [and says] that while they kept around the gates, they incited 
those within (Il. 12.141-42), and when they saw Asius and his followers attack 
(Il. 1 2.143), running out in front by themselves (Il. 12.145), they stood138 
outside and awaited Asius (Il. 12.131-36).139  
_____________ 
136  The Alexandrian grammarian (2nd cent. CE), known primarily for his metrical 

handbook. Cassius Longinus, P.’s teacher in Athens, wrote a commentary on 
Hephaestion’s Encheiridion. See Consbruch 1906 (repr. 1971), 81-9 and 
Männlein-Robert 2001, 551-79.  The Suda ascribes to Hephaestion    

  (659 Adler), at which  [1] and  [4] may hint.   
137  For    indicating two (or more) specific people, see S. Radt 1980, 47-58; 

1988, 35-38. The quote that follows, “and at the gates they found two very brave 
men” (Il. 12.127), shows that P. means Polypoetes and Leontes. 

138  For the conjecture , cf.    |  (Il. 
12.127) and P.’s paraphrases      “  

”  [2],    [2],    [8]. Minuscule 
pi and ligatured sigma + tau are easily confused. See Young 1970, 99. 

139  For  ...  joining elements that are not syntactically parallel, see LSJ s.v.  A, 
II, 4.  
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[9]      ,     
         .   

      .  
[10]    ’       

    ,       
  ’     ’ . [11]    
   

        
    ,   , 
      

 (Il. 1.9-12), 
       . [12]    

,              
    ,     
,       “    

 ”, ,         
  ,  “    ” (Il. 

12.145). [13]        
     ,    , 

    . 
 
[9]   *FLe:   *B       *B:   *F     

 *B*F:  Le (corr. Bekk.)     del. Kamm.      ss. 
Le      codd.:  Bekk.       Bekk.:   *BLe:  

 *F       :   *B:   Le     [11]  om. *B     
 *B:  *F:  Le      *B*F:  Le      [12]  
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    , “    ” (Il. 
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.  

 
Cf.  Il. 12..258c (Erbse), Et. Mag. 540.40-46 
fontes: *B f.161V, *F f. 107R ( .), Le f. 260R ( .) 
[1]          inc. *F       *BLe: 

 ss. *F      *B: *F:  Le     2  
codd.: 2        *F      del. Kamm.       usque ad 

 del. Kamm.      
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[9] For indeed this is one manner of explanation, after starting from what is 
later, to jump back to the beginning and connect this back to what is later. This 
manner of explanation is customary for the poet.  
[10] For thus right from the start after speaking summarily of all the evils that 
the wrath caused for the Hellenes (Il. 1.1-5), he jumps back to what was re-
sponsible for this (Il. 1.5-7), and investigates its consequences through the 
whole poem. [11] So too, after speaking about the plague: 

the son of Leto and Zeus; for angered at the king he 
made an evil plague arise through the army, and people were dying, 
since the son of Atreus dishonored  
the priest Chryses (Il. 1.9-12),  

next he goes through in detail how the plague came to pass (Il. 1.13-52). [12] 
Therefore here too after saying that Leontes and Polypoetes kept around the 
gates and standing in front of the gates awaited Asius as he attacked, he jumps 
back and explains the particulars, that for a time they were inside urging on the 
Achaeans “to act in self-defense around the ships” (Il. 12.141-42), then, when 
they saw that Asius and his men were attacking and the Hellenes had fled, they 
“darted out and fought in front of the gates” (Il. 12.143-45). [13] So summaries 
are accustomed to anticipate the conclusion, and if they have an explanation of 
many [details], after jumping back to the beginning, they return to the outcome 
in this way.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Aristarchus, understanding “arranged in rows” (prokrossas) (Il. 14.35) as 
referring to ladders and explaining it as referring to the ships arranged like 
ladders,140 “therefore they drew up [the ships] like ladders” (Il. 12.258),141 
explains “they were dragging from the fortifications” (pyrg n eryon) (Il. 
12.258) “they dragged up [sc. ladders] toward the fortifications”, explaining 
“they dragged” [eryon] as “they dragged up”, 142 as if the ladders could be 
closed and folded up.  
_____________ 
140  See A 14.35a:        

        .  
141  Aristarchus changed his opinion about the meaning of :    

 ,       .    
        ( A 12.258a). For the monograph  

 , see A 10.53b, 258b, and 15.449-51a. 
142  Aristarchus’ rendering of  as “ladders” requires that  be taken as a 

verb of aiming with the genitive .  

 258 
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[2]      “  ” (Il. 12. 258)  
  “    ”    

    
       

  (Il. 4.333-5),  
      [3]    “  ” (Il. 
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[4]      ,       
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[2]   *B:  *FLe       om. *FLe      *B*F: 

 Le      *B*F:  Le     [3]  usque ad  : dixit Schr. 
“inclusa melius post  collocari possunt, nisi forte plane aliena sunt”       
om. *F       om. *FLe      *BLe:  :  *F      [5]  
*BLe:  *F      *B:  *F:  Le        *B:  

  *F:    Le     [6]  Le:  *B: 
  *F      post  Le       *BLe:   *F       

*BLe:   *F      *BLe:  Le     Kamm. ultima ita consituit: 
        . quae sequuntur ex alio scholio 

influxisse existimavit      Schr.       *BLe:   *F      : 
 codd.  

 
 
 
 
[1]    , 

 ’       
  ’  ,  

 ’  ,   ’  (Il. 13.358-603), 
 
fontes: *B f.176R, *F f. 115V ( .), Le f. 280R ( .) 
[1]  ’ *B:  *FLe      *B:  *FLe      *BC:  
Le  Bekk.:  *B*FLe       *F (et ci. Bekk.): 

 *BLe      *B:  *FLe     - *B: - Le     
 *BLe:  *F      *B*F:  Le      
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[2] He excuses143 this from Homer by explaining “they were dragging from the 
fortifications” as an equivalent of “they were dragging them up to the fortifica-
tions” from this:  

waiting  
they stood until another column of Achaeans attacked 
and rushed headlong at the Trojans (Tr n) (Il. 4.333-35),  

as a substitute for “they rushed toward the Trojans”. [3] So too “they were 
dragging from the fortifications” (Il. 12.258) as a substitute for “they were 
dragging them up to the fortifications”, and “he hurled a javelin at Idomeneus 
[Idomen os]” (Il. 13.502).  
[4] Stepped copings of parapets (krossai) are not ladders, but rather the pro-
jecting rock in the fortifications, which they construct for hindering the blows 
of the battering rams. [5] So too we call projecting threads of cloths tassels 
(krossous). [6] And “arranged in rows” (prokrossai) are the ships that are not 
drawn up in an even line but stand out, with reference to which, on account of 
not all having an equal number  “they were prying out the upright beams” 
(Il. 12.259), the so-called “battlements” (promach nas). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] In the lines said thus 
The rope of mighty strife and equal war 
they tied and stretched taut at both ends, 
unbreakable and not to be loosened, that loosened the knees of many  
(Il. 13.358-603),  

_____________ 
143  For  = “excuse”, see Strabo 13, 1, 64. Cf. HQ I 56.3-4:  ...  

   . For the maxim Homeron ex Homero, see Pfeif-
fer 1968, 225-27; Wilson, 1971, 172 and 1976, 123; Lee 1975, 63-64; Schäublin 
1977, 221-27; Dyck 1987, 131 n. 8; Porter 1992, 70-80.   

 358-603 
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[1]       ,   
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      “ ”  “  ’ ” 
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     ,     , 
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     ,    

  .  
 
fontes: *B f.178R, *F f. 116V ( .), Le f. 283R ( .), Vict. f. 245R ( .) 
[2]      coll. Vict. post       codd.:  

       *B:   *FLe     [3]   *BLeVict.:   *F     
 *FLeVict.:  *B      LeVict.:  *B*F      

*BLeVict.:  *F      *BVict.:  *FLe      *BVict.: 
 *FLe      *B*FLe:  Vict.      dittographia post 

 *F      *BLe:  *FVict.      *BLe:  Vict.      
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with the upmost ability and daring he has employed a metaphor from those 
who fit ropes to boundaries,144 tie the boundaries into a bond, and then stretch 
[the ropes] taut, by saying “tying and binding the rope of strife and war, they 
strained against one another, binding strife to war so strongly that the binding 
is unbreakable and not to be undone by them, but undid the knees of many.  
[2] Consider whether unaffectedly145 he called the binding “unbreakable and 
not to be loosened, but undid the knees of many”, but elsewhere he did not say 
“unbreakable” (arrh kton) but “on them they break loose (rh gnunto) burden-
some strife” (Il. 20.55)  and elsewhere .146 

 
 
 
 

 
 

[1] Some confuse “to skip” (skairein) and “to gasp” (spairein), believing that 
they mean the same thing, though Homer distinguishes between them. [2] For 
he says “to gasp” with an  according to Attic practice, [i.e.] aspairein: “and 
thereupon gasping (Od. 12.254), and “having taking it gasping” (Od. 19.229), 
and “which gasping even made the bottom of the spear quiver” (Il. 13.443), 
and “he gasped as when an ox” (Il. 13.571), but “to gasp” not with an : “with 
dancing and shouts of joy they followed gasping on their feet” (Il. 18.572). [3] 
So the difference is that spairein and aspairein mean some inelegant motion 
which appears in fish (Od. 12.254) and the ox which according to the poet has 
been bound (Il. 13.571-72), but “to skip” [means] elegant motion, dance-like 
and rhythmical. I indeed think that also among fish the sparon and the skaron 
have been named according to different concepts, since the motion of each is 
not the same.  

_____________ 
144  In Aristophanes Pax 36-37,     means “those who twist 

[i.e produce] ropes”, “presumably by means of a crank over which the worker bent, 
turning his arms about in front of him” (Olson 1998, 74).  

145  For , see Luc.Salt. 82, Demetr. Eloc.189, Diog. Laert.1.38, ps.-Longin. 
3.4, and ps.-Hermog. Inv. 4.12.  Note that  appears from the same kind 
of problems that P. solves in the HQ:        

               
         (Inv. 4.12, Rabe).  

146  In HQ I the prepositional phrase   always precedes a new quotation (HQ I 
3.7, 9.20, 10.5, 16.7, 18.7, 19.9, 22.24, 37.6, 56.6, 59.18, 64.8, 92.23, 94.5, 94.15, 
97.13, 126.4).  
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[4]     , ’    “ ” 
    (Il. 2.814)   ,  , 

 “ ”  (Il. 13.31). [5]        
      . 

 
[4]    *B*FLe:    Vict.      post  sequitur in *B, 
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Cf. B Il. 1.13 f. 1V :      “    
”,   . 

fontes: *B f. 190V  
[1]  *B:       ’ ’ post       add. Kamm.      
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[4] “To skip” (skair ) [indicates] rather swift [motions]; hence the poet called 
Myrine, one of the Amazons, as they say, “much springing” (polyskarthmon) 
(Il. 2.814)147 and horses “swift-skipping” (euskarthmous) (Il. 13.31). [5] From 
the same stem, in customary speech it has been said that eyes leap (skirta ) 
and blink (skardamyktein).   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

[1] One must understand “braggart” (bougaion) on account of the fact that he 
has an immense shield, as if he were to say, “the one exulting in his shield”, 
just as “exulting in glory” (Il. 1.405). [2] And with reference to Irus “now, 
braggart, would you were neither alive nor had been born” (Od. 18.79), one 
must understand him jesting on account of his size, as though he held an im-
mense shield. [3] He says “would that you were neither large nor had been 
born large, similar to which is “truly Irus un-Irused”, “passing on messages 
whenever someone bade (Od. 18.7). [4] Similar to this is  

for thus fame and excellence would be mine  
among men both now and hereafter (Od. 14.402-3), 

the same as “may it be and may it become”. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

[1] How does Homer, often calling the earth “boundless” (apeiros) with the 
following, “these bore her over wet, boundless earth” (Od. 1.97-8), and again 
“boundless earth” (Il. 20.58), contradictorily <say> by the mouth of Hera “for I 
shall go to see the boundaries (peirata) of bountiful earth” (Il. 14.200)? [2] For 
it is contradictory that it is declared both finite and infinite.  

_____________ 
147 Cf. Strabo Geographica 12.8.6:         “   

  , |      ” 
(Il. 2.813-14),          

           
      .      

 .   

 824 
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[3] If the sound of apeiros were to contain one sense, “inexhaustible and infi-
nitely large in magnitude”, there would be a contradiction; for how could the 
infinitely large earth have boundaries? [4] But since apeiron is said in many 
ways, it would be out of place, there being more senses, to go fixed upon one, 
and this one being contradictory. [5] So one must show in what sense it is 
possible to call the finite [earth] infinite.148  
[6] Well then, the sound of apeiron is applied with respect to magnitude. But 
this is twofold, either in size or in number:  [7] in size, when we inquire into 
whether the universe is infinite, [8] in number, when [we inquire into] whether 
the cosmos are infinite, being limited in size, but inexhaustible in number. [9] 
Apeiron also signifies “finite” in its nature but for us incomprehensible, a 
meaning which Homer uses when he says:  

There is a Cretan land in the middle of the wine-dark sea, 
beautiful and rich, sea-girt, and on it are  
many countless (apeiresioi) men (Od. 19.172-4),  

[10] and also in regard to Chryses, when he brings the ransom on behalf of his 
daughter, he says “countless ransom” (Il. 1.13), which is many in number. [11] 
So these three senses from the sound of apeiron with respect to magnitude 
have been shown.  
[12] But it also has a sense applied to what is excellent and exceedingly beauti-
ful in appearence, e.g. in Hesiod in the Catalogue of Women in reference to the 
daughter of Antenor:  

[13] Demodoce, whom very many of earth-dwelling men  
wooed and strong kings named many splendid gifts,  
apeiresion in appearance (fr. 22.5-7 M-W). 

[14] For in this apeiresion has been applied to what is excellent and exceed-
ingly bueautiful. [15] It is also possible that the ransom brought by Chryses be 
called apeiresion in this way, that is to say, exceedingly fair and extremely 
beautiful. 
[16] Apeiron is said in another sense, too, applied to what is circular and 
spherical in figure;149  
[17] for, in the class of finites, some are said to be finite at marked   bounda-
ries, but others are not.  [18] Thus the circumference of rectilinear [figures],150 
or e.g. the square, is [marked] at boundaries away from something and toward 
something; [19] for when there are two boundaries, one is a beginning from 
which, the other an end into which; for it possesses direction from which 
<and> to which.  

_____________ 
148  Cf. Aristotle:          ,  

       (Poetics 1461a, 31-33) 
149  See LSJ s.v.  (B) #3. 
150  The MS reading  is nonsensical, and the adjective  or  is needed 

with . It is clear that P. is contrasting the “finite” circumference of recti-
linears with the “infinite” circumference of the circle. I supplement  

 and emend   to .    
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[20] But in the whole circumference of the circle, <***> no longer [is this the 
case]; for every point that anyone thinks of is a beginning and an end; for be-
ginning and end are common on the circumference of a circle according to 
Heraclitus (fr. 103 D-K). [21] Therefore, although a circle is finite in circum-
ference, and not151 infinite in exhaustibility, it could not itself be said to be 
finite at boundaries. [22] But according to the fact that it does not have distinct 
boundaries from somewhere to somewhere and every point taken is a begin-
ning and an end, they called the circle “infinite”; [23] and likewise [they 
called] the sphere “infinite” too, being infinite and inexhaustible neither in size 
nor number, but according to the fact that it is not defined by distinct boundaries.  
[24]  since along with “without”, the sound also signifies “much” in 
compound words; [25] for thus “achanes sea”,152 “the quite large”, and the 
“aph t r god in Delphi” (Il. 9.404),153 “the one saying much and uttering many 
sayings”, not “the one [saying] nothing”, and “axulos wooded”,154 “the much-
wooded”, [26] so too an apeiros circle [is] “the much-bounded”; for wherever 
one goes, this itself is the boundary; [27] since - also signifies “equal”‚ just as 
arrhepes, “equal inclining”, and atalanton, “equal in weight”, it is possible that 
apeir n is “equal-bounded” too, since it is the same at every point with respect 
to its boundaries. [28] Among shapes only the circle and sphere possess equal-
ity;  for these are the same from every quarter on account of the fact that the 
distance from the middle to the boundary is equal at every point. [29] On this 
account the circumference of the circle and the surface of the sphere are also of 
like parts.  Equality at every point is spoken of only with reference to these 
figures.  
[30] So reasonably, the ancients were persuaded to call the circle and the 
sphere   infinite. [31] So too Aristophanes says <in the> Danaids “bearing an 
infinite bronze ring” (fr. 250 Edmonds); the infinite ring is also the ring made  
in one piece and does not show a limit, [i.e.] a beginning and end; [32] for the 
ones which have hoops, into which stones or gems are set, are not infinite: for 
it is not of like parts. [33] Similarly Aeschylus says the women standing in a 
circle stand in an infinite figure: “you stand around this altar and gleam of fire 
in a circle and pray in an infinite company” (fr. 379 Radt). [34] This is in an 
orderly manner in a circle; for the company is a corps, since the commander of 
a company is also the commander of a corps. [35] And Euripides with refer-
ence to the tunic stitched together everywhere and, in this respect, the same, 
which Clytemnestra put around Agamemnon: “clothing her husband with an 
infinite woven robe” (Orestes 25),  

_____________ 
151  The participle cannot be conditional, despite the negative . The use of  where 

Attic requires  is regular in Hellenistic Greek.  See Moulton p. 229. 
152  The phrase is not in the Iliad or Odyssey but is cited several times by ancient com-

mentators on Homer. See Herodian Schematismi Homerici (fr. 5 Egenolff) and 
Apollonius Sophistus Lexicon Homericum 1, 4; 3, 8; 37, 8. Also see Plutarch De 
latentur vivendo 1130e4.  

153  See Il. 9.404. 
154  See Îl. 11.155. 
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[36] and saying with reference to the upper air being circular: “you see this 
infinite upper air on high” (fr. 941 Nauck), he added why he said infinite, be-
cause “it surrounds the earth with watery arms” (fr. 941 Nauck). 
[37] Perhaps  when Homer says “would that thrice so many infinite bonds 
surround [me]” (Od. 8.340), the infinite bonds do not signify a number but 
strong ones, which are circular and ringed; [38] for the answer to the question 
will be in accord with the way its meaning was expressed; for he asked him 
whether he would be willing to sleep beside Aphrodite weighed down by 
mighty shackles. [39] He responds “may I sleep bound by shackles many times 
as much”, an equivalent to “multiplied many times” and besides this “infinite”, 
which he means in the same [sense] as “strong ones”; [40] for he asked this, 
“would you be willing to sleep weighed down in mighty shackles (Od. 8.336); 
[41] by the sound of “infinite” he means “by strong ones”, referring to the 
circular and, thus, hard to loosen ones. [42] For just as he called shackles “un-
breakable un-releasable, in this way here he calls the “un-releasable” shackles 
“infinite” on account of surrounding [things] in a circle. [43] For if we were to 
understand “infinite” as infinite in number, the assertion, to call “thrice so 
many and infinite in number”, will be absurd. For “thrice so many” is a multi-
ple, and a multiple by however much is not infinite. [44] Consequently the 
shackles could <not> simultaneously be “infinite” in number. For the shackle, 
implying continuity and binding, has been divorced from the [meaning] “infi-
nite in number”. [45] In short, his question does not concern number but 
power; for he asks whether he wanted to sleep weighed down “by mighty” 
shackles, not “by many”. [46] It is absurd to respond to “many”, but say noth-
ing to “mighty”.  
[47] So one could call “thrice so many” “multiple times”, and “infinite” 
“mighty”. [48] {Consequently “infinite” is even applied in reference to a finite 
figure according to Homer, and it is a property of the circular and spherical, if 
he himself says “bounds of earth” and “infinite earth”, and it is impossible that 
a boundary be reckoned with what is inexhaustible in size or quantity, but it is 
possible with reference to the circular}. [49] Consequently, it is concluded that 
even though the earth, which was called “finite”, was contradictorily called 
“infinite”, it was called “infinite”, not because it is inexhaustible in size, but 
because it is spherical, and it was conceived of by Homer as such in shape.155   

_____________ 
155  Cf. Heraclitus: Homeric Problems 46.1-7. 
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 ,   ’    . [53]   
“ ”    , ’      

 ,     ’   
 .  

 

[50]      *B:      aut    
  ci. Kamm.  

 
 
 
 
[1]  ,       (Il. 14.238), 

,      (Il. 14.275);   
  “  ”; [2]      , 

        ,    
        . [3]   
   ’  ’      

  ,      (Il. 14.249-62). [4]  
      ,     

  ,    ,    
. [5]       .  

 
fontes: *B f. 192R, *F f. 123R ( .), Le 304V  ( .)      
[1] in marg.:   *F:  Le     [2]  in marg. Le       post  codd.      

 *B: ord. inv. codd. 
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[50] If “infinite” were understood as large and incomprehensible for our know-
ing, not even thus does it conflict with its condition in regard to anything; [51] 
for much [is] inhabited of our contemporary mainland and much sea, and much 
land on the other side of this separated by the stream of Ocean  

for in the middle are great rivers and terrible streams,  
Ocean first, which not yet is possible to cross (Od. 11.157).  

[52] If one should look over the magnitudes of the inhabited land as a whole 
and part-by-part, and the high seas and bays, large and small, of the sea, one 
would need a long time for the narrative. [53] However even if it is called 
infinite on account of beauty, not even thus does the sense conflict with its 
nature, just as is clear to those who prefer to diagram it.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Why, after Hera promises to give a chair to Sleep (Il. 14.238), does he 
decline and demand one of the younger Graces?   And what does a “younger 
Grace” mean? [2] One must say:  Sleep declines the chair because he does not 
need a chair; for such a thing is [an attribute] of Death, but Sleep is a condition 
wandering to and fro and of those who approach and go away.156 [3] He de-
mands a Grace, not for the beginning, but in requital; for he thinks fit to re-
ceive repayment for what he is kindly doing, not as a result of what he began 
before (Il. 14.249-62).157 [4] Now the Graces who began before would be 
older, and the ones who are in repayment yet younger; for the second is later 
than the first, and on this account younger.158 [5] Therefore he says that he 
demands one of the younger Graces.159  

_____________ 
156  Cf. HQ I 73.18-21:    ”      ,   

         . 
157  See Il. 14.249-62. 
158  Cf. Philo 1.487:  ,   ,     

       ,   
 ,      

. 
159  Cf. HQ  447.20:    ,      

       , 
”       ,    ”  

 , 
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[1]    ,          (Il. 1.423-
4),       ,    {  } 

     (Il. 14.304-6); [2]    
’           

 (Il. 14.305-6).  
[3]         , ’   

  “      ” (Il. 
14.300),  

 ’     
’,  ’       (Il. 14.307-8).     

[4]     ,  ’      
.  

[5]       ,     
   ,          

           .  
[6] ’     ’   ,   

    ,      
 “     ’  ” (Il. 1.423) 

  . [7]          
 . 

[8]    ,      
   ’   (Il. 1.194). [9]  ,   

  ,   ’    (Il. 1.424);    
      ,  ’   
,            

 ;  
 
fontes: *B f. 192V , *F f. 123V ( .), Le 306V  ( .); inde a [9]    *B f. 8V (= 
*B1), *F f. 9V ( .) (= *F1), Le 8V  ( .) (= Le1); Li f. 56 V       
[1]    codd., quam dittographiam e  et  ortam 
esse liquet:  vel    Düntzer, Zenod. p. 197      *B*F: 

 Le      *B:  *FLe      [3]  :  codd.      *B*F:  Le     
 *B*F:  Le     [4]  om. *FLe      *B:  *F Le     [6] ’ 

 Bekk.:   codd.     [7]   nov.  inc. Le     [8]   nov.  
inc. Le     [9]  *B*F:  Le        inc. *B1*F1 Le1Li     

 *B:  *B1*F*F1LeLe1Li      *B1*F*F1LeLi:  
Le1      
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[1] Why did Hera, when she departed with Zeus to Ocean (Il.1.195), not rec-
oncile Tethys and Ocean, but fifteen days later she attempted to go for this 
purpose (Il. 14.304-6)? [2] For indeed they did not quarrel between those 
[days]: she says that long ago they abstained from bed and sex (Il. 14.305-6).  
[3] The poet surely does not say that she went for this purpose, but rather that 
she put on airs and pretended this: “wily-minded Lady Hera addressed him” 
(Il. 14.300) and  

Horses stand at the foot of Ida with many springs 
who will bring me over dry land and wet (Il. 14.307-8).   

[4] But the horses were nowhere, so that in reality a journey has not been pre-
pared for this. [5] Second, the Ethiopians dwell along Ocean, but Ocean is both 
the water and the deity, and one who meets with the water running circularly 
around the whole earth does not also meet with the deity in every part of the 
water. [6] Nor after coming with Zeus would she have gone away for other 
business, deeming both as secondary matters and abandoning the leader whom 
all the other gods followed: “for Zeus [went] to Ocean among the blameless 
Ethiopians” (Il. 1.423) etc. [7] Allowing for her to have gone away with Zeus 
we thus solve [the problem].  
[8] But the statement that Athena had been sent by Hera when she comes be-
side wrathful Achilles shows that she had not gone away (Il. 1.194-95). [9] So 
how, if they had not gone away themselves, has “all the gods followed along” 
(Il. 1.424) been said, and why, after saying that all the gods had gone to Ethio-
pia, “all the gods followed along”, does he say that Athena came out of heaven 
from Hera to Achilles?  
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[10]         . [11]  
         —  
       (Il. 10.1)—  

      —    
    (Il. 10.25)—,      
       [12]     
    . 

 
[10]  *B1*F*F1LeLi:   Le1       :  codd.     [11]  
*B1*F*F1LeLi:  Le1       *B*F1LeLi:  *F:  *B1Le1      

 *B1*F:  *B*F1LeLe1Li        om. Le1      [12]   
   *B *FLe:      

*B1Li:      Le1*F1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[1]  “   ” (Il. 15.128)      “  

”  ’   “ ,” ’    “  
 ,”   “   , †  †”. [2]   

    “ ” (Il. 15.128) “     ’ 
 ” (Il. 15.129),    “   , ” (Il. 

15.128), “  ’   ” (Il. 15.129). [3]     
“ ”     ,     

  ,  “ ” ,  “ ”. [4]   “ ”  
        ,   

. 
 
Cf.  Il. 15.128b2 (Erbse) 
fontes: *B f. 200R (inc. a [2] ), *F f. 128V ( .), Le f. 318R, T Il. 15.128b1 (Erbse)       
[1]   om. T       ante   T      *FLe:   T     T : 

 *FLe     , 3 Vict.: ord. inv. *FLe       usque ad  om. *FLe     
[2]  ante  T     *BVict.:   *FLe       *B*FLe:   T     

 *B*F T :  Le       *B*F:   schT :  Le      om. schT     
 om. T     post 3  pergit T :     ,     

    .    ,        
 .    ,    ,    .   
     .      *B:  *F:  Le     

[3]  “ ” *B:  *FLe       ante   add. Schr.     [4] 
  usque ad  Schr. e B Il. 15.128 
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[10] Perhaps “all” has been said collectively as a substitute for “most”. [11] 
For just as when he refers to the leaders of the Achaeans, after saying that they 
were all asleep, “by the ships the other champions of the Pan-Achaeans | slept 
all night” (Il. 10.1-2), he nevertheless depicts Agamemnon and Menelaus 
awake: “for sleep did not fall upon his eyelids” (Il. 10.25), thus he has said that 
“all the gods had followed Zeus” instead of “most”.160 [12] For indeed heaven 
would not be left without gods.161   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] One must not punctuate “foolish one in your wits you have lost your wits” 
(phrenas le diephthoras) (Il. 15.128) at “foolish one in your wits” (phrenas 
le) and then say you have lost your wits (diephthoras) (Il. 15.128-9) by itself, 

but connect “wits foolish one you have lost” as a whole, so that [the sense] is 
“you have lost your wits, foolish one”. [2] For “raging” (mainomene) (Il. 
15.28), he himself s pplies “truly it is a fact that your ears hear in vain” (Il. 
15.129), and for “you have lost your wits” (Il. 15.128), “your mind and shame 
have gone” (Il. 15.129). [3] So in regard to “raging” (Il. 15.128), she brought 
the accusation that his wits had been lost, but in regard to light and infirm, 
“foolish”, “witless”. [4] There is either apocope or syncope of “foolish one” 
( lee). It derives from “wandering,” so that [the sense] is “you who have 
erred.” 

_____________ 
160  See LSJ s.v.  I, 3: “to denote change or succession.”  
161  Cf. Pl. Lg. 908c. 
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[1]     “  ” (Il. 15.189)  “  ’ 
  ” (Il. 15.193)         

. [2]  ’      “ ”  , 
   “   ” (Il. 24.232).     

    “ ,”   ; [3]    
“ ”        “   

         .”  
[4]             

,         ,    
         .  

     ,         
. [5]     ,     

 ,          
          .  

     . [6]       , 
          . 

 
Cf. HQ ept. ad Il. 15.189, Eust. (Il.) 3, 717 
fontes: *B f. 201R, *F f. 129R ( .), Li f. 238V, Vict. f. 277R      
[1] ’  Li:  *B:   Vict.             om. Vict.     [2]  pro 

 Vict.      post  Li         “ ” transposui: post  codd.     
[3] post  Li add.:   ,   ,      

 
 
 
 
 
[1]      “ ” ’    , 

    ’  ,   
     

,      (Il. 16.67-68).  
[2]           

.  
 
fontes: *B f. 214V et f. 292R (= *B1 ad Il. 22.3), *F f. 137V ( .) et f. 187 R (= *F1 ad Il. 
22.3), Le f. 341R ( .) et f. 454R (= Le1 ad Il. 22.3)      
[1]       , inc. *FLe      *B*B1*F*F1:  a 
man. rec. corr. e  Le1:  Le     post  *B1*F1Le1 habent    

     |    ’    (om. 
*B1) |      |    ’  

 (om. *B1Le1)       ,  ’   
   .     “     ” 

(Il. 16.67-68).           
.   “  ’ ”       *B:    *F:   Le     

*B:  *F:  Le    [2]  *B*F:  Le      

 189 
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[1] “Earth was still common to all” (Il. 15.193), seems to contradict “every-
thing <has been divided>” (Il. 15.189). For not yet has everything been di-
vided if this has not been divided.   
[2] It could be solved by diction, for “all” is assuredly redundant, just as [it is] 
applied “ten talents in all” (Il. 24.232). If we take it as excessive or as an 
equivalent of “most,” what has already been divided? [3] For frequently “all” 
is found in the case of one who is exaggerating, as if he were to say: “the ma-
jority has been divided except earth and sky; for these are still common.” 
[4] Their disposition is natural: the one who provides life (z n) has been named 
Zeus, the one who provides liquid substance Poseidon, from drinking (posis), 
death Hades from the darkness and invisibility (aeid s) of the destruction of 
mankind, and earth is common to all the elements, inasmuch as the remaining 
three elements are found in it. [5] For water has been rounded with it, erup-
tions of fire arise around it, just as at Aetna in Sicily, the kraters of Hephaes-
tus, the Kragus of Lycia, and all such [places], and air is also around it. [6] 
Rightly he calls Olympus common since even the sky has its origin from the 
four elements.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] The majority is ignorant of the fact that in Homer “bending” (klisis) signi-
fies containment, and all the words formed from it, e.g. 

on the sea’s edge 
they reclined (kekliatai), still having a little portion of space (Il. 16.68). 

[2] For he means that surrounded by the Trojans, they were driven together on 
the sea’s edge.  

 189 
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[3]      
         

   ’   ,  
      

  , ’   (Il. 22.1-4). 
[4]       ,  ’    

  . [5]    
   ’     

,  ’    ’  (Il. 5.355-6)  
  [6]   “ ’    ” 

(Od. 13.235),  . [7]      
 ’        

  (Il. 5.708)  
 . [8]    
    ,   ,  

  (Il. 3.134-5)  
     . [9]       
    

   
’   (Il. 12.120-21). 

[10]  ’      
’        

    (Il. 15.739-40),  
     . 

 
[3]  *F:  *BLe      *BLe:  *F      om. *B     [5]  
*B1*F*F1LeLe1 :  *B     [6]   *B1 :    *B*F*F1LeLe1      
*B*B1*FLe:  *F1Le1      ante  * B1*F1Le1      [7]  ante  
* B1*F1Le1        om. * B1*F1Le1       *B*B1*F1Le1:  *FLe     ’  
*B*FLe:   * B1*F1Le1      *F*F1*B1LeLe1:  *B      [8]  usque ad 

 om. *B1*F1Le1       *B*F*F1LeLe1:  * B1        om. 
*F*F1LeLe1     [9]      *B:      *F*F1LeLe1 : 

     *B1      ’ * B1*F1Le1 :  *B*FLe     [9-10]  usque 
ad  om. * B1     [10]  *BLeLe1:  *B1 *F1       om. 
*F*F1LeLe1 
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[3] Thus you will also solve  
Thus having fled through the town like fawns,  
they dried their sweat, drank, and cured their thirst, 
reclined (keklimenoi) on the beautiful battlements. However the Achaeans 
went closer to the wall, resting their shields on their shoulders (Il. 22.1-4).  

[4] For he says: the Trojans being contained by the wall, but the Achaeans 
containing their shields on their shoulders. [5] And  

then he found impetuous Ares to the left of the battle  
sitting, and in air his spear was reclined (ekeklito) and two swift horses  
(Il. 5.355-56)  

means they were contained; [6] and “[a shore] of fertile mainland lies reclined 
(keklimen ) on the sea” (Od. 13.235) [means] it lies contained. [7] Again in the 
same way 

who dwelled in Hyle greatly concerned for wealth 
reclined (keklimenos) in a marsh (Il. 5.708)   

[means] being contained. [8] And  
War has ceased, and now they sit in silence, 
reclined (keklimenoi) on their shields (Il. 3.134-5) 

as an equivalent of “contained by their shields”. [9] It has come into being 
from “I shut, close, bar” (klei ), for that which is shut away is contained  

nor at the gates 
did he find the folding doors closed (epikeklimenas) (Il. 12.120-21).   

[10] The [following] represents the same thing 
but [all for naught,] for in the plain of the Trojans armed with stout cuirass  
far away we sit reclined in sea (Il. 15.739-40), 

as an equivalent of contained by the sea.  
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[1]   
     

    (Il. 16.161-62). 
[2]       , ’        

  ,        
’ ,    . [3]     

    ,   “  ” (Il. 
5.535),    . 
 
fontes: *B f. 216V, *F f. 139 R ( .), Le f. 344V ( .)      
[1]  *BLe:  *F     [2]  *B*F:  Le      ante 1 *FLe     
post 1 Le:           Le:   *B     [3] 

   *B:     *FLe      *B:  
*FLe       *B:  *FLe       *B:  *F:  Le 
 
 
 
 
[1]  (Il. 17.143)     ,      

,      ,     
,  . [2]    “     

  ” (Il. 9.353),       
 . [3]     “  ’     

 ” (Il. 17.143). [4]    “     
  ” (Il. 12.247), [5]    

     
’         (Od. 1.410-11) 

       ’    
 
fontes: *B f. 234R, *F f. 149V ( .), Le f. 272R      
[1]  *B*F:  Le     [2]  *BLe:  *F     [3]  
evan. *F     ’   *B*F: ’  Le     [5]  *B:  *F:  Le     

1 *BLe: ! *F 

 
 
 

 161-2 

 143 
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[1] Unclear is 
about to lap up their thin tongues the dark water  
on the surface belching out the slaughter of blood (Il. 16.161-62). 

[2] One must punctuate after “on the surface” (akron), so that [the sense] is 
about to lap up the top of the water, which lapping up the top meant; for they 
do not draw up nor gulp down, but lap up the top. [3] “Belching out the gore of 
blood” is an equivalent of “blood of the slaughter,” like “having given way, he 
quivered” (Il. 5.535) is an equivalent of “having quivered, he gave way.”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] One who flees the troops (pheug n ilas) is cowardly (phyl xis) (Il. 17.143), 
one who fears the troops (dedi s ilas) is afraid (deilos), one who endures hos-
tility (hypomen n d iot ta) is staunch (mened ious), and one who fights volun-
tarily is good (esthlos), as if willing (ethelos). [2] The opposite is “Hector was 
not willing to rouse battle away from the wall” (Il. 10.353), as an equivalent of 
“he did not wait to fight away from the walls. [3] So too is “indeed in vain 
noble glory holds you being afraid” (Il. 17.143). [4] [Indicative] of the coward 
[is] “for your heart is not staunch nor warlike” (Il. 12.247), [5] and  

how suddenly he springs up and departs 
nor did he wait, for he was not base to look at (Od. 1.410-11) 

means he did not wait for us to know him or for him [to know] us. 
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[1]     ,      
  

 ’   
     ’    
    ’    

,  ’    ’  
      [    ]  
 (Il. 17.608-613).   

[2]   “      ” (Il. 17.613) (   
,   ); [3]        ,   

        
’ . [4]   “    ”     

, ’   .  
[5]  ’    “     ” (Il. 17.613)  

         (     
) ’   . [6]      
 ,   ’   ,  
    ’    

,  ’    ’  (Il. 17.609-11), 
     [7]  ’      

    ,  . [8]       
 ,          

 ’     
  (Il. 17.608-09). 

            
,        . [9]     
           (Il. 13.240),   

  ’           
,   ,   ,    

. [10]           . 
[11]    ,       

     ,  
       (Il. 17.613-14).   

[12]      
 ’       

(Il. 17.608-09)  
 
fons: A f. 235V      
[1] [    ] A:       [5]  Vill. (?):   A     [8]  

  in ras. A      
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[1] The logic of these [lines] is very complex, and it is among the inquiries 
bandied about outside:  

He shot at Idomeneus  
as he stood on the chariot, whom he missed by a little, 
however he hit the attendant and charioteer of Meriones, 
Coeranus, who followed him from well-founded Lyctus 
for on foot he first left the ships and came (Il. 17.608-13).   

[2] Who came on foot “and would have put great power into the hands of the 
Trojans” (Il. 17.613)? He himself was so wounded because he was on foot.  
[3] But one must perceive that some things happen to be said in the midst [of 
the action], but that others are expressed summarily later than the treatment in 
part in resumption. [4] “For on foot at first” must not be understood as refer-
ring to Coeranus but rather Idomeneus. [5] It is clear from the fact that the 
[line] “he would have [put] great power in [the hands of] the Trojans” is ad-
ded: this could not be properly applied to Coeranus (for he was not among the 
best) but rather to Idomeneus. [6] This is in the midst [of the action]: 

as he stood on the chariot, whom he missed by a little, 
however he hit the attendant and charioteer of Meriones, 
Coeranus, who followed him from well-founded Lyctus (Il. 17.609-11), 

so that the sequence of thought is: [7] he threw a javelin at Idomeneus, son of 
Deucalion, standing on a chariot; for he, Idomeneus, first left the ships on foot 
and came. [8] The poet is accustomed to arrange some [details] in the midst [of 
the action], but one must perceive that it has only been said before in  

he threw a javelin at Idomeneus, son of Deucalion,  
as he stood on a chariot (Il. 17.608-09).  

Then he explains the reason why he was on the chariot: previously he was on 
foot, but then Coeranus presented the chariot to him (Il. 17.614). [9] Idome-
neus is represented on stage in Nu “on foot first having left the ships”,162 but 
now suddenly he has slain [him] on the chariot; for the logic is not that he 
came on foot from Crete, not using a chariot, as Odysseus who had charge of 
jagged Ithaca. [10] So he signifies that he came on foot from the ships to the 
war. [11] So putting the summary before, he later teaches how he got a chariot:  

and he would have put great power in the hands of the Trojans  
unless Coeranus had swiftly driven up swift-footed horses (Il. 17.613-14) 

[12] So he anticipated and expressed this:  
Idomeneus threw a javelin at the son of Deucalion  
as he stood on a chariot (Il. 17.613-14).   

_____________ 
162   ’      (Il. 13.240). 
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[13] ;      ,      
“       | ” (Il. 17.612-13). [14]    

; ,   ,       
  .   

 
[13]  Dind.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[1] “  ’    ”  (Il. 18.22).   

  (388 b1)   ,    
         (cf. Rep. 387 d5).  

[2]  (fr. 31 Friedl. = FGrHist 71,11)      
  (Il. 18.4)          

,        [3]    
 ,  ’     [4] 

        . [5] 
 (p.137 Pusch)       

   ,       
  

        
    ’    (Od. 4.197-98). 

 
fons:  Il. 18.22 -35a (Erbse) 
[1]  usque ad       [2]   :  vel  ci. Ribbeck Mus. Rh. 
36, p. 134     [3]  Dind.     [5]  ins. Schr.:  del. Dind.  
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[13] How?  For Coeranus drove up the horses since he himself has come on 
foot: “for he first left the ships on foot | and came” (Il. 17.612-13). [14] For 
what is the peculiarity?  Since, if indeed he had fought on foot, he would have 
perished where a rout arose against those whom Peneleos commanded.163   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Plato in the third book of Republic (388 b1) speaks against those who la-
ment, saying one must not do this on behalf of the dead as if they have suffered 
something terrible  (cf. Rep. 387 d5).  
[2] Zoilus says that it is out of place that Achilles knows now; for he should 
known before that the perils of war are common; and he should not have sup-
posed that death is terrible; [3] and grieving so excessively is woman-like; nor 
would a barbarian nurse have acted in this way; [4] and yet at the dragging of 
Hector, Hecuba is nothing like this. [5] Zenodorus defends [him], saying that 
he laments on account of the excess of what took place, and in another way 
this was customary in life at that time:  

this too is a prerogative for wretched mortals 
to cut one’s hair and shed a tear from the cheeks (Od. 4.197-98). 

_____________ 
163  Cf.      (Il. 17.597).   
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[1]        
   ’    

    (Il. 18.590-93). 
   ,      . [2] 

     “ ” (Il. 18.591)    “ ,” 
      , [3] ’   

     ,      
 . [4]         

     ,    
       ,   

 ,    . [5]      
   ,     . 

 
fontes: *B f. 259V, *F f. 165V, Le f. 410R , Vict. f. 358 V      
[1]   usque ad       [2-3]   usque ad  om. *B*FLe      [4] 

   *B*FLe:   Vict.       om. Vict.      *B*FLe: 
 Vict.         *B*FLe:    Vict.      

*B*FLe:  Vict.     *B*FVict.:  Le     [5]  *B*FVict.:  
Le 
 
 
 
 
[1]  “ ” (Il. 19.68)   “  ”. [2]  

   ,       , 
     ,      

. [3]        [4] 
  ,  . 

 
fontes: *B f. 261V, *F f. 166V, Le f. 412V ( .)  
[1]    * B     [2]  *B*F:  Le      om. *BLe     

 *B:  Le      ante  *FLe  
 
 
 
 
[1]        ;        

.   ,        ,   
,   ; [2]         

  (Il. 1.527).   
 
Cf.  ll. 19.108a (Erbse) 
fons:  ll. 19.108b (Erbse)      
[1]  Rose:  dubitanter Erbse:  cod.     [2]  Vill.:  cod.       

 cod.:         

 590-3 

 68 
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[1] On it famous Amphigyeis decorated a dancing floor 
like this which once upon time in wide Cnossus   
Deadalus wrought for fair-tressed Ariadne.  (Il. 18.590-93) 

The question here is well known, [namely] how does a deity imitate a man. [2] 
Some put a smooth breathing on “which” (hoion) and connect it with “similar,” 
making Daedalus an imitator of the deeds of Heracles, [3] so that [the sense] 
is: only Daedalus made a similar chorus, but Hephaestus clearly crafted many 
such as this. [4] Or perhaps it is possible to say that since men and women 
recently started to dance separately, the bachelors saved with Theseus from the 
labyrinth danced intermingled with the maidens, which is what the god imi-
tated, not the skill of Daedalus. [5] Perhaps the poet teaches to imitate the 
good, although it is out of cheap [materials]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] “Toughly” (askele s) (Il. 19.68) is an equivalent of “excessively harshly”. 
[2] For skellein is “to harden,” and the skeleton is withered because it does not 
have flesh, and Asclepius because of a negation (a-) with gentleness ( pios), 
the one not allowing hardening (skl ) by means of medical science. [3] Cen-
surably some explained toughly as “incessantly”.  [4] For leg-less (askeles) is 
impassable, pathless.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Why does Hera persuade Zeus to swear? Either he clearly is not doing what 
he says.  But if so, why did she not see fit to give assent but to swear? [2] The 
poet said that whatever he assents to with his head comes true (Il. 1.527).   
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[3] Well, the entire thing is legendary. [4] For indeed Homer does not say this 
himself nor does he introduce what happens but as though it has been handed 
down, he remembers about the birth of Heracles. [5] One must say that it is 
likely that the story presents Zeus swearing an oath to Hera. [6] For what all 
people fear may turn out otherwise, they try to secure safely beforehand. [7] 
Therefore since Hera is not agonizing about small matters and knows that 
when Zeus perceives that Heracles lives as a slave, he will be extremely vexed, 
she bound him by the strongest restraint. So Aristotle.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] They question the sense of these verses spoken darkly by Odysseus:  
Suddenly satiety for battle cry comes over men,  
in which bronze shed much stalk on the ground,  
but the harvest is very small, when Zeus leans the balance,  
who administers war for mankind (Il. 19.221-24). 

[2] Since the “harvest” signifies both the time in which they harvest, i.e. har-
vest-time, and also signifies the harvested yield, let us attempt to take it in both 
of the two senses and make clear the thought of the two.164 
[3] Now then, it will be clear from the sense that the multitude of the dying is 
called stalk, and the saved are the harvested yield. [4] So he says that satiety 
comes quickly for that battle in which the [number] falling is great but the 
saved are few, following which, that it is shown that in the most violent battle 
satiety is quick, and especially when someone has just become weak because 
of hunger. [5] So in any war in which, once Zeus tilts the victory and the battle 
has gone back and forth, the [number] killed is great but the [number] saved 
small, here satiety comes quickly for those who pick much stalk, but leave 
alone little harvested yield.  

_____________ 
164  For P.’s acceptance of multiple interpretations, see Pépin 1965, 231-266, Lamber-

ton 1986, 127.  
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[6] The stalk and the yield we shall understand as referring to the routed, of 
which the [number] dying is great, which has been applied to the stalk, but that 
which comes through safe is small, which has been applied to the yield; [7] 
and [we shall understand] that satiety quickly restricts those who do this and 
win, who would be equivalent to the harvesters. [8] One must not understand 
“very little harvested” as referring to the same people; [9] for the battle will no 
longer turn back and forth, nor will some be winning and others be defeated, 
but there will be much stalk from both sides equally, the yield will be little, 
and harvesters will be sought.   
[10] But even if we understand “harvest” as referring to harvest time and the 
time when they reap, “harvest” will be the first encounter of the armies before 
the routing of the other side, and the “most stalk” [will be] the number of the 
falling after the routing. [11] So Odysseus, reckoning that the Trojans could 
not endure the engagement of Achilles and would be routed forthwith, says 
that fatigue will be great for those who at once chase, strike, and kill, and sati-
ety will immediately overtake them, being famished. [12] He prefers to hint 
and speak darkly rather than get a reputation for flattery by speaking plainly. 
[13] So he means: with there being a rout of the enemy in a short time, with 
many killed from the first brief encounter, suddenly satiety comes over us, 
unless we happen to recover from the he future toil in advance by means of 
nourishment. [14] The poet has made the allegory from that comparison: 

As mowers opposite each other  
drive a furrow through the land of a blessed man 
of wheat or barley, and the handfuls fall thickly (Il. 11.67-69). 

Then there is the correspondence: 
thus the Trojans and Achaeans thrusting upon each other 
fought, nor did either side take though of destructive flight (Il. 11.70-71). 

[15] But these men, being well matched, prolonged the harvesting. [16] At 
whatever time a turning of battle comes out of a small engagement and little 
harvest, the satiety is quick for those who kill and make much straw, unless 
they happen to have prepared their strength sufficiently by means of nourish-
ment. 
[17] But perhaps “harvest” means, not the yield, but the time of activity; for 
Odysseus himself previously said this to Achilles: 
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[18] for no man straight through the day until sunset  
will be able to fight man-to-man fasting from food; 
for indeed if in his heart he is eager to fight, 
nevertheless secretly his limbs are weighed down 
and thirst and hunger overtake him 
and his limbs are disabled as he goes. 
But the man who has had his fill of wine and food 
fights all day long against enemy men; 
bold is the heart in his chest, nor at all do his limbs  
tire before driving back all from war (Il. 19.162-70). 

[19] So “very little harvest” is both the time of reaping, having much straw, 
and killing many, as Zeus has imposed a retreat on the enemy, unless the kill-
ers happen to have partaken nourishment, [20] so that his argument is: in any 
battle in which the [number] killed is great in a short time, in this [battle] sati-
ety [comes] immediately. Therefore one must further strengthen whoever 
wants to obtain victory.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] “The armor”, he says, “is light as feathers and lifted and lightened | Achil-
les, as wings [lift] birds” (Il. 19.386-7). [2] For “they lifted” [is] an equivalent 
of “they lightened”. “Nestor the old man lifted it with ease” (Il. 11.637), “ei-
ther lift me up or I you” (Il. 23.724). [3] At any rate, the expression is daring, 
as though the armor, not being carried, carries Achilles. [4] Some say that the 
universe elevated him and made him bear himself proudly. [5] Or perhaps the 
symmetry of the armor produced lightness, so that he did not seem to carry 
this, but it him. If they were larger, they would have been heavier. [6] Wings 
have great proportion. [7] The expression is an exaggeration.   
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[1] They explain “but only Achilles knew how to brandish” as an equivalent of 
“he was able”.  [2] For speaking beforehand, he said “no other of the Achaeans 
was able to brandish it” (Il. 19.389). [3] But they err; for he connects ability 
with know-how, as he says somewhere: 

since not so unskilled  
I imagine I had been born and raised in Salamis. (Il. 7.198),  

[4] and “a man, Heracles, practiced in great deeds” (Od. 18.501), i.e. ac-
quainted with and skilled in, just as “let us both make Agamemnon, son of 
Atreus, a judge” (Il. 23.486), [5] “both were eager for a judge to choose the 
verdict” (Il. 18.501), i.e. for one skilled in deciding legal matters.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

[1] The general discourse concerning the gods is fixed on what is inappropriate 
and, similarly, what is unseemly, for he says stories about the gods that are not 
seemly. [2] In regard to such an accusation, some apply a solution from dic-
tion, believing that everything about the nature of the elements has been said 
by allegory, as it were in the opposition of the gods. [3] For indeed they say 
that the dry fights with the wet, the hot with the cold, and the light with the 
heavy; furthermore, that water extinguishes fire, but fire dries water. [4] Simi-
larly, the opposition accrues to all the elements out of which the universe con-
sists to admit of destruction once in part, but to remain eternally with respect to 
the whole. [5] [They say] that he arranges battles by naming fire Apollo, He-
lios, and Hephaestus, the water Poseidon and Scamander, the moon Artemis, 
the air Hera etc. [6] Similarly, sometimes he even puts names of gods for their 
dispositions, Athena for wisdom, Ares for stupidity, Aphrodite for desire, 
Hermes for speech, and they associate [these dispositions] with them. [7] So 
this type of defense, being quite old and from Theagenes of Rhegium, who 
first wrote about Homer, is from diction.  
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[8] But some defend from custom. For such things about the gods have been 
agreed upon by the cities and lawmakers not only to sing in poetry but also to 
transmit in the mysteries, and furthermore in holy dedications to prepare things 
concordant with the stories and to raise the robe with the gigantomachy woven 
on.   
[9] But others explain it away from the time then in Hellas. [10] For with Hel-
las then acting as king both in general and in the cities, [they say] that he de-
picts the race of kings increasing, as if human nature seems to be not altogether 
far off from the divine,165 saying that concerning gods he invents what we see 
around men. [11] Such is the excessive disturbance in inappropriateness and 
unseemliness.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

[1] They accuse the poet on the ground that he says conflicting things, when at 
one time he says that Ganymede is the wine-pourer of the gods (Il. 20.232-35), 
but at another time Hebe (Il. 4.2). [2] So we shall solve by name and diction, 
since he shows that he is not the wine-pourer of the gods but of Zeus, for the 
diction is thus: “the gods seized him up to pour wine for Zeus (Il. 20.234), but 
Hebe pours wine for the gods; [3] and by character, since the one is said from 
the poet, but the other from Aeneas, for whom it plausible to extol his lineage. 
[4] And by occasion and time, since it is possible that he was seized once long 
ago for this service because he was beautiful and did not remain until the Tro-
jan War. [5] And by custom, since for many it is customary to use male and 
female wine-pourers, so that this is not out of place among the gods either. [6] 
So what is contrary is questioned in this way, and what is impossible is 
charged in this way.  

_____________ 
165  For the “race of kings”, cf. HQ  340.  
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[1] In the battle of Aeneas against Achilles, these verses presented a question,  
“and on the frightening shield he drove his mighty spear” (Il. 20.259) and the 
following up to the line right here, “one of gold, in which the ashen spear 
stopped”  (Il. 20.272). [2] For with the golden layer seeming to be first, if [that 
is to say] he put the golden [layer] first on the visible exterior for decoration, 
the two bronze [layers] under it for hardness, and the tin last for padding, how 
did the spear strike through two layers and stop in the golden layer which was 
on the outside and cut through?   
[3] Well solving the problem the majority say “it drove” was not used above as 
an equivalent of “it cut through” but as an equivalent of “it crushed”. [4] For 
[they say] that two layers, the gold and one of the bronze layers under the gold, 
were crushed and hollowed out, but not cut through, but rather with the spear 
held in the golden [layer], hollowing it out and the one under it, but not cutting 
through.166  
[5] Others hastily167 deem fit to read not “it drove” but “it crushed,” claiming 
that earlier someone erred and wrote epsilon, omitting the remaining circum-
ference of theta. [6] For being invulnerable [they say] the Hephaestus-made 
armor cannot be cut through.  
[7] But hearing him say that the spear was held in the golden layer, I am not 
able to conceive how the golden layer was neither cut through nor crushed 
from the incoming shock. [8] For how can one say that [although] two layers, 
where the golden one was, were “driven”, that is “cut through” or “crushed”, 
but that the spear was held in the golden [layer]? [9] For the fact that it is held 
in shows that the golden one does not suffer the same as the rest. [10] Others, 
however, want the first layer to suffer more than the one under it; for it would 
not have been held in the third layer unless the second suffered less than the 
first.   

_____________ 
166  Note P.’s characteristic repetitiveness:   …    …  

    …   . 
167  For “hastily,” see LSJ s.v.  II, 3. 
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[11] Therefore I say Hephaestus has used the golden [layer], not for the sake of 
adornment or delight, but elasticity. [12] Gold is more elastic than bronze. So 
in the middle he wove the layer of gold for the support of the whole shield. 
[13] For being softer and elastic, the gold lying under the bronze received the 
shock because of the elasticity in it, [and the shock was] released into the [part 
that was] invulnerable because of the resistance of the bronze. [14] But being 
first and having suffered first from the blow, the gold would have quickly 
produced a gash in <the> [layers consisting] of easily broken material. [15] 
But the fact that in the making of the armor the poet signified that he made this 
from gold and that from another material, but does not say from bronze, shows 
that bronze layers were on the outside surface and gold was in the middle be-
hind this, under which were the layers of tin, as though he worked the images 
in another layer: 

[16] And leading them were Ares and Pallas Athena,  
both golden, and they wore golden clothes (Il. 18.516-17)    

[17] For how, with the underlying surface being golden, did he call them gol-
den, unless he made them alternate with what lay underneath by encircling, 
gluing on, or working in relief? [18] And the fallow-land is golden: “it looked 
like it had been plowed | being golden” (Il. 18.548-49),  

[19] therein he put a vineyard laden with grape clusters 
beautiful, golden, and along it were bunches of dark grapes; 
and he stood them without break with silver vine-props. 
Around he drove a dark trench, and around a fence of tin (Il. 18.561-65)   

[20] and again: 
On it he made a herd of straight-horned oxen; 
And there were cows of gold and tin; 
and golden shepherds walked with the oxen (Il. 18.573-74; 577), 

[21] and again: 
the women had beautiful garlands; the men 
held golden daggers from silver straps (Il. 18.597-98). 
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[22] For among the embellishments, when he said the materials of some, he 
mentioned silver, gold, and tin, but not bronze, as if, with the bronze surface 
lying underneath, there he embellished. [23] He did not say that the armor was 
invulnerable but not easily cut by mortals.  

Nor did he perceive in his heart and soul  
That the glorious gifts of the gods are not easy 
For mortal men to master and that they do not give way (Il. 20.264-66). 

[24] So, one should not understand “he drove” as “to have been crushed,” 
which they see fit, since he said that it did not give way. [25] He himself ex-
pressly said that the shield did not break: “gold, gifts of the god, detained it, | 
but it drove through two layers” (Il. 20.268-69), and it was held in the golden 
[layer], on which account it was not completely broken.  
[26] Quite ably the wording showed the construction: “For Clubfoot beat out 
five layers” (Il. 20.270); then he says the two bronze layers first since they 
were foremost at the visible surface; then the hindmost opposite the first “and 
two of tin within” (Il. 20.271). [27] “Within” is added so that we perceive the 
bronze exterior, just as those of tin within; then the middle [layer] remaining: 
“the one of gold” (Il. 20.272). [28] So if “the ashen spear stopped there” (Il. 
20.272), the two bronze ones were shattered first since they were foremost, but 
the three remained un-shattered “for gold, gifts of the god, detained it” (Il. 
20.268).   
[29] Thus with reference to the shield of Aeneas, the bronze is under the hide, 
the softer under the dryer, and bronze is not placed on the surface for the sake 
of adornment, but it lies underneath on account of stability, just as the gold in 
the case of the [shield] of Achilles. [30] For he says with reference to the 
[shield] of Aeneas  

a second time Achilles again sent forth his long spear 
and struck the shield of Aeneas equal in all directions 
under the first rim, where very fine bronze ran, 
and the very fine hide of an ox was over it (Il. 20.273-76). 

[31] And yet, even if we understand the two bronze layers first and fifth, and 
the two tin ones of them with as the second and the fourth, even so the golden 
[layer] within is in the middle and third, with one tin [layer] broken.  
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[1] They question how the one supplicating168 Achilles said: “For beside you 
first I tasted the grain of Demeter” (Il. 21.76). [2] For to say, just as Stesimbro-
tus, that the barbarians do not eat meal but barley-cakes is a falsehood. [3] For 
he ate just as one who is a son of a king would, and in no way did the poet 
indicate this. [4] The solution is that he says that among Hellenes he had first 
been Achilles as a host. [5] For with a view to his supplication, he regarded 
this as a kind of help, as though having first obtained a table of guest-
friendship at his home.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Why, as the Scamander burned, did Achilles choke but not burn, though he 
was cut off in it as it seethed? [2] Surely since the river did not burn entirely. 
[3] So it is possible that he was not in such parts of the river. [4] For indeed if 
it had been so, Hephaestus would be his destroyer, who would not be likely to 
help him but not to see this, so that the river is not toilsome where he was. [5] 
So just as the Scamander choking Achilles [saves] the Trojans who had 
stepped into itself: “you saved them alive concealing them in eddies through 
the beautiful streams” (20.238), [6] so too Hephaestus burned the river, but 
helped Achilles fight with fire.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

[1] “So that he does not perceive that I depart [lit. “am being lifted from”] 
from the city to the plain” (Il. 23.563) has been employed as a metaphor from 
those who sail and lift up the masts. [2] “They lifted and set a mast of fir-wood 
within the hollow socket” (Od.  2.424). [3] They also say to lift up and set on 
(epairein) in this way. [4] S  too is “for Messenian men lifted sheep from 
Ithaca” (Od.  20.18), as an equivalent of “having lifted, they drove away.”    

_____________ 
168 I.e. Lycaon. 
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[1] This seems to be fit for turning one to death rather than away, and yet he 
obviously wants to persuade Hector to go inside the city wall and not wait for 
Achilles. [2] One must say that this befits a young man forced to die once and 
for all, but he awaited death out of rashness. [3] Therefore he says clarifying 
the sense: “for him, although dead, all that appears is beautiful” (Il. 22.73), 
with the implication that it is beautiful to die on behalf of one’s homeland and 
for the benefit of one’s relatives, so that [the sense] is: [4] “all maltreatment is 
beautiful for the dead man if from dying something appears beautiful and ad-
vantageous. [5] But you, he says, want to suffer this recklessly, not helping 
your people. 

 
 
 

 
 

[1] Some question how after saying that the Scamander flows from Mt. Ida 
“for divine Scamander was counted” (Il. 12.21) by the streams flowing from 
the Idaean mountains to the sea,  
[2] later he says “they reached the beautifully flowing fountains and there two 
streams spring up from eddying Scamander” (Il.  22.147-48), saying that the 
streams of the Scamander flow up to the city-wall. [3] For indeed the fact that 
the streams from the Scamander are on the plain under the wagon path con-
flicts with the [line] saying that it flows from Ida. [4] It is solved from the 
omission “of out”.  For the full [idea] is that two streams from the Scamander 
go back down the plain but not that the streams on the plain are from the Sca-
mander. 
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[1] “Why shall I beiomai” (Il. 22.431), that is, for what shall I live? [2] Bei  
from the fact that the living man walks (bain ) upon the earth “while I go to 
Ilium ” (Il. 6.113). [3] For he says that each man, inasmuch as he is alive, 
walks upon the earth: “all that breathes over land and moves” (Il. 17.447)   [4] 
He calls the life of each man a period of existence (ai n): “life (ai n) has been 
slain” (Il. 19.27), his life (ai n) has been destroyed, and “his life (ai n) was 
short-lived (Il. 4.478), [5] which in others “man, you perished from life young” 
(Il. 24.725), young from life; not having grown old in life nor did you have 
your period of existence and life for a long time. [6] And again: “you were 
deprived of dear life” (ai nos) (Il. 22.58), like “sweet life” (ai n)” (Od. 5.152), 
[7] and explaining what life is: “where life (biot ) is the easiest (Od. 4.565). 
[8] The necessities for life are a livelihood (biotos): “others devour your liveli-
hood” (Od.  4.419); [9] and with respect to life: “for his life was inextinguish-
able, to no one was it so long” (Od. 14.96).   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] How does Patroclus say: “bury me as quickly as possible, let me cross the 
gates of Hades” (Il.  23.71), and after saying that he also adds the reason why 
he wants to be buried, “souls, phantoms of the dead, keep me far away” (Il.  
23.72), [2] but in the Odyssey, when the suitors die before being buried he 
says:  

Cyllenian Hermes summoned forth to himself the souls  
of the suitors” (Od.  24.1-2), 

then he immediately takes and leads them to Hades, and there they meet Aga-
memnon and his men. [3] For if the unburied do not mingle with the other 
corpses, here they approach so that there is no opposition.   
[4] This is solved by character. For the poet denounced the suitors, and the 
truth is thus. [5] But the other things he says that Achilles imagined, whether 
he really appeared to him or he believed this in vain. 
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[1] Why does Achilles give the greatest prize in the fourth contest? For two 
talents of gold is more than a horse and a woman. [2] A sign that it was not 
small is that in Entreaties he puts forth ten talents of gold in addition to the 
great dowry (Il. 9.122). 
[3] So solving this Aristotle says that the talent then and now are neither equal 
nor use a defined weight, but it is only some kind of measure, like a bowl, a 
certain shape not having a defined weight but some kind of measure. [4] And a 
talent is also some measure, but how much is not defined. [5] And therefore 
opposite them is “over a bowl” (hyperphialon) and “not a talent” (atalantos). 
[6] For just as “over a bowl” signifies “much and without measure,” implying 
that a bowl is within measure (for what immoderately exceeds the measure of a 
bowl is over a bowl, so too “not a talent” is what has transcended the measure 
in a talent. [7] What has diverged from un-equals could be equal.  For what is 
not un-equal, this is not a talent, whatever does not have an inequality of the 
scales. Therefore it is equal. [8] For this, which elsewhere he called “equal 
[isos] to Enyalius” (Il. 22.132), he has meant in “equal [atalantos] to Ares” (Il. 
2. 627 etc.). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

[1] One could question into what he is saying in these verses,  
Teucer first obtained [it] by lot and immediately sent  
an arrow mightily (Il. 23.862-63),  

and the following up to “indeed he held the arrow for a long time as he took 
aim” (23.871). [2] Some said that Meriones hastened and dragged the bow, 
with the arrow placed on it for a long time, clearly fitted on the string.  
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[3] By this he signified that while Teucer was shooting, Meriones stood and 
controlled the ready strung bow, holding the arrow fitted on the string for a 
long time; and then he drew the string, as he aimed the arrow. [4] So either he 
means this or that there was one bow, which he was going to shoot, but there 
were two arrows, one given to each. [5] So Meriones controlled his arrow for a 
long time, while Teucer aimed and shot, having received this lot first. [6] But 
when he shot and missed, Meriones hastened and removed the bow from the 
hand of Teucer. [7] For the [following quote] portrays this, 

then Meriones hastened and snatched from his hand  
the bow, indeed he held the arrow for a long time as he aimed  
(Il. 23.870-71). 

He snatched the bow fitted with the string, as he aimed the arrow; he held it for 
a long time clearly fitted with the arrow. [8] For he logically distinguishes 
what Meriones held for a long time and what he took later; for he held the 
arrow for a long time as he aimed. [9] So how for a long time? He says for as 
much time as Teucer took aim shooting first. [10] He snatched out the bow, 
which he did not possess himself, from the hand of Teucer. [11] “Hastening” 
because he looks like one who is snatching speedily.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Why did Achilles drag Hector around the burial mound of Patroclus, acting 
on the corpse contrary to the customary rites? [2] Surely, not those who defend 
themselves in kind, but their aggressors act unlawfully.169 [3] Hector first at-
tempted to mutilate Patroclus in such a way. [4] For what is Hector’s disposi-
tion concerning Patroclus?  

Above all glorious Hector was eager  
to drag him; his heart bade him to cut his head  
from his tender neck and fix it on the palisade (Il. 18.175-77). 

_____________ 
169  For the contrast, cf. Antiphon 44.8 (      ); Is-

ocrates 16.44 (    ); Plato Gorgias 456e (  
 ). A similar question was copied in the margins of Il. 22.395-98 

(Schr. 1880, 268), defending Achilles on the same ground: “since before Hector 
devised unseemly deeds for Patroclus, as he says about him: his heart bade him to 
cut his head | from his tender neck and fix it on the palisade’ (Il. 18.176-77). Those 
who defend themselves do not act unlawfully but their aggressors.” 
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[5] Patroclus has first been dragged on account of the Trojans’ zeal around the 
corpse: 

As when a man grants to the people  
to stretch the hide of a large ox steeped with lard. 
Then receiving it they stand apart and stretch it  
in a circle, and suddenly moisture goes, and lard enters, 
with many dragging it, and it is thoroughly stretched apart: 
thus in a small space they stretched the corpse this way and that  
on both sides (Il. 17.389-95); 

[6] and again:  
After he stripped the famed armor, Hector dragged him, 
to cut his head from his shoulders (Il. 17.125-26).  

[7] So since they had violated the custom, Achilles treated them in this way. 
[8] For when the chance comer is hindered, that one has acted, but the one 
being acted upon has suffered nothing. [9] But Patroclus was first to have been 
dragged naked on the plain because of those who first took it upon themselves 
to maltreat the body, with the result that Hector seems like one who receives 
what he has done, surely one who suffers transgressions. [10] And it is more 
humane that he only suffers what he was able to do, but not everything that he 
thought of doing.   
[11] It is possible for one to solve, says Aristotle (389 Gigon), by referring to 
the fact that the existing customs were like this, and yet even now in Thessaly 
they drag [corpses] around tombs.170  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] “He maltreated (aeikizen)” (Il. 24.22) is an equivalent of “he outraged”.  
But maltreatment (aikia) is not only an “outrage” but also a “disgrace”, from 
“not to befit”, which means “to be proper”, as he says: “give a feast to the old 
men; it befits you (eoike) and in no way is a disgrace (aeikes)” (Il.9.70), as if 
he said: “it is fitting for you and this is proper”.  

_____________ 
170  In the shorter z t ma on Il. 22.397 (Schr. 1880, 268), the solution is also by cus-

tom, although it is not attributed to Aristotle: “Callimachus says that it is a heredi-
tary custom for Thessalians to drag the murderers of one’s nearest and dearest 
around the tombs of the murdered.” 
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[2] It is clear that maltreatment refers to disgrace; for after saying “Apollo kept 
all injury (aeikian) from his skin” (Il. 24.18), then interpreting injury as dis-
grace he says: “Around the burial mound of his dear companion | he drags him 
ruthlessly … | but he does not disfigure him ” (Il. 24.416-18); “for indeed he 
maltreats deaf earth as he rages” (Il. 24.54), he outrages or maltreats for things 
to which one could not yield (eixeien).  
[3] Or he makes him different than before and not befitting himself. [4] Hence 
promising not to treat injuriously he says:  

but when I have stripped you of your glorious armor, Achilles, 
I shall give your corpse back to the Achaeans. 
For I shall not maltreat you terribly (Il. 22.258-9, 256), 

in regard to which he said what [sc. he would do] without becoming unreason-
able (apeoikota): “I shall give the corpse”. [5] He says that unseemly (aeike-
lion) is contrary to what is shameful: “shamefully dragging the handmaidens” 
(Od. 16.108-9). [6] To drag about (rhystazein) is “to drag violently”: 

how now, if some stranger in our home  
sitting thus should suffer from grievous rough handling? 
for you it would be a disgrace and an outrage among men (Od. 18.223-5)    

[7] For he called the outrage rough handling metaphorically from things that 
are dragged; for he was not dragged but violated. [8] However he did say to 
drag for the purpose of violation: “He dragged”, he violated, “the famed bed-
mate of Zeus” (Od. 11.580). [9] And elsewhere [he says] in full “they will drag 
you disgracefully” (Il. 22.336).  
[10] One must be on the lookout for what is said in full in his work, so that we 
may thence supply what is presented elliptically. [11] For he said in full “how 
could these things be (Il. 11.838), but elliptically “how could [sc. these things] 
be, if one of the everlasting gods should see him sleeping ” (Il. 14.333)?  And 
yet more elliptically: “how [sc. could these things be], if some stranger in our 
home” (Od. 18.223)?  But the full [expression]: “how could these things be” 
(Il. 11.838)? 
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[12] The fact that “to maltreat or to treat injuriously” [means] “to do unseemly 
things” is clear from “but they have been disfigured” (Od. 16.290; 19.9), that is 
“but they have been made unlike”. [13] So unscathed is one who has not suf-
fered unseemly or irresistible things or has been dishonored but is perfect. [14] 
He himself explains:  

thereupon may he return to the swift ships unscathed  
with all his equipment and close-fighting companions (Il. 16.247-8).  

[15] “Unmoved” is the same as this: “as they saw him approaching alive and 
whole (atremea)” (Il. 5.515). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“I shall send (eph s )” (Il. 24.117) is not simply “I shall send” but is “after 
giving injunctions to her I shall send.”  [2] What is the injunction? “Go to the 
ships of the Achaeans and ransom my son” (Il. 24.118). [3] For an injunction is 
a “command” (ephetm ), derived from “to lay ones command upon” (ephiest-
hai), which is to command (entellesthai). [4] “Laying my command upon each 
man of you I shall say the following” (Od. 13.7), as if he said “making com-
mands.” 

 
 

 
 

[1] When Homer first says the genus and essence of some things, he is also 
accustomed to add the specific types that are included, however not by means 
of the disjunctive conjunction, which is not a unifier, but means of the copula-
tive which is referential and signifies that they all belong, [2] just as in these 
[examples]: “fetch prizes from the ships” (Il. 23.259); this is the general cate-
gory; and the specific types:      

kettles, tripods,  
horses, mules, strong heads of oxen,  
and well-girdled women and grey iron (Il. 24.259-62).  

[3] Again, after saying “he offered up many gifts” (Od. 3.274), he supplies the 
specific kind: “woven robes and gold” (Od. 3.274).  
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 221 
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[4]    “ ”   , “    ” (Od. 
9.184). [5]  “ ”  (Od. 24.246)   

 ,  ,   ,  
 ,        (Od. 24.246-47). 

[6]    “ ”   “ ”   “ ”   
“ ”   “ ,”    “ ”     
“ .”  [7]     “     ” 
(Od. 4.737).  {[8]     “     

   ” (Od. 7.119)   “    ” (Il. 
22.467)   “ .”}  ([9]      

 ,   ’   “    
   ” (Od. 7.127)    . [10]  

“  ’     ” (Od. 11.588)    
,     “      ” (Od. 

11.589). [11]   “    ” (Od. 5.238),  
 “  ’  ’  ’  ” (Od. 5.239). [12] 

  “  ’    | ” (Il. 21.37-38)   
 “  ” (Il. 21.38).  

[13]   “ ”  (Il. 10.298)      
“   ’    ” (Il. 10.298). [14]     

        . [15]   “     
    ” (Il. 19.214).  {[16]     

,   ,   
’      

    (Od. 22.375-76). 
[17]    (Il. 10.298)       

,       . [18]   “  
 ” (Il. 16.162)     . [19] 

            
.} 

 
[4]  *B:  Le      “      ” (Il. 2.494),  
“  ’     ” (Il. 2.495) post  Le     [5]  
*B:  Le      :  *BLe      [6]  *B:  Le     [8-9] del. 
Schr.      Le:  *B     [9]  *B:  Le      
add. Schr. ex Eust. Od. I, 269.26     [10-19] transp. Schr.: post  *BLe       [10] 

 om. Le     [11]  :  *B:  Le      Le     [12]  
*B:  Le      *B:  Le         [13]  *B:  Le     [14]   
*B:   (?) Le     [15]  om. *B:  ante  Le     [16-19] 
existimo ex altero Porphyrii zetemate esse interpolata     [18] verbo  *B finitur      
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[4] And again, after saying “flocks” (Od. 9.184), he supplies the specific kind: 
“sheep and goats” (Od. 9.184). [5] Again, after saying “plant” (Od. 24.246), he 
supplies:  

no fig tree, no grape vine, no olive tree,  
no pear tree, no plot in the garden without care (Od. 24.246-47) 

[6] With regard to “plant,” he explains the fig tree, the grape vine, the olive 
tree, and “pear tree,” but with regard to “garden” (k pon), these and the garden 
plot (prasian). [7] For somewhere he himself says “and for me he keeps a 
garden of many trees” (Od. 4.737). {[8] What is being blown upon is the gar-
den: “Zephyr plants some, but ripens others as she blows” (Od. 7.119); and 
“she gasped forth life” (Il. 22.467) as an equivalent of “she gave up the 
ghost.}171 ([9] garden-plot is from places planted with leeks, which they plant 
on the outskirts: “where trim garden beds [have grown] beside the outermost 
row of fruit trees” [Od. 7.127] and the following verses).172  [10] Again: “high-
leafed trees shed fruit from top to bottom” (Od. 11.88); tree is the general 
category, to which he supplies the specific kinds: “pears, pomegranates, and 
apple trees with bright fruit” (Od. 11.589). [11] And again “where tall trees 
grew” (Od. 5.238), he supplies “alder, poplar, and fir reaching to the skies” 
(Od. 5.239). [12] And after saying “he cut a fig tree with a sharp bronze” (Il. 
21.37-38), he supplies the more specific “young shoots” (Il. 21.38).  
[13] And again, after saying “amid slaughter” (Il. 10.298), he supplies the 
[specifics] of the slaughter “corpses, and through entrails and dark blood” (Il. 
10.298). [14] For indeed the corpses, the blood, and the entrails [are] from the 
slaughter. [15] And again: “but slaughter, blood and grievous groaning of 
men” (Il. 19.214).  {[16] He also calls the place where the slaughtered are a 
slaughter: 

but come out of the halls and sit outside 
out of the slaughter in the courtyard (Od. 22.375-76). 

[17] So “through slaughter” (Il. 10.298) can be understood applied to the place 
of the slaughtered, where the corpses etc. were. [18] “Belching out slaughter of 
blood” (Il. 16.162) we have understood as an equivalent of “blood of slaugh-
ter.”  [19] It is possible in an exaggerated sense to call the quantity of the blood 
from the slaughtered a slaughter.}   

_____________ 
171  This sentence seems to have been interpolated from a z t ma on  and its 

compounds.  
172  The digression on the etymology of  is consistent with the style of HQ I.  
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[20]       ,     
        

    (Od. 17.384-85).   
[21]     “       ”. [22]  

       (Od. 21.144). [23]    
   ,    
 ,    ;    

    ’    (Od. 20.351-2). 
[24]    

  ,    
  (Od. 20.355-56), 

         
 , [25]       “  ’  , 

    ” (Il. 22.213), [26]     
 

       
,       (Il. 8.73-4). 

 
[20]  *B:  Le     [20] lac. post  Schr.     [22]   *B:  

 Le       *B:   Le      [23]  ’  *B:   
 Le    [24]  Le:  *B      ante   

 
 
 
 
 
[1]     ,    .  
’    ,     .  

[2]   “  ’    ” (Il. 1.462)      
    “     ” (Il. 

9.219)  “    ” (Od. 15.97)  “   ” 
(Od. 23.51). [3]      “        ’ 

” (Il. 1.40). [4]         
{   ,     }.   
[5]      “       

 ” (Od. 22.318); [6]     
       ,  

     ,  
      (Od. 22.321-3).  

 
fontes: *B f. 15R, Li f. 62R    
[1]   *BLi     [2]   *B:    Li     [6]  e corr. Li     

 *B:  Li      
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[20] Thus the encompassing of many together, but the disjunction:  
a seer or healer of ills or a builder of beams  
or an inspired bard (Od. 17.384-85).  

[21] The same as this is “[those] who are sacrificing (thyoskooi) seers or 
priests” (Il. 24. 221). [22] It is clear that Leiodes is not a seer (Od. 21.144). 
[23] For in no way does he depict him prophesying to the suitors, as [he does] 
Theoclymenus: 

ah, wretched men, what ill are you suffering here? In night your 
heads, faces, and knees below are shrouded (Od. 20.351-2). 

[24] And he supplies: 
the forecourt is full of phantoms, and the courtyard is full 
of them hastening down to Erebus (Od. 20.355-56), 

as though the fates that attend them are already withdrawing and departing into 
Hades, [25] as he also said with reference to Hector: “he departed to Hades, 
and Phoebus Apollo left him” (Il. 22. 213), [26] and with reference to those 
who are about to die 

the fates of the Achaeans settled on the much nourishing land,  
but the Trojans’ were raised to wide heaven (Il. 8.73-4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] Some misunderstand “sacrificing” (thyoskoon) (Il. 24.221), explaining it as 
seer, but it seems to me that he explains it as a priest, from burning the sacrifi-
cial offerings.  
[2] For he says “the old man burned [them] on firewood” (Il. 1.462); so the one 
burning the flesh of the victim to the gods is sacrificing: “he bade Patroclus to 
sacrifice to the gods” (Il. 9.219), “he bad him to kindle the fire” (Od. 15.97), 
and “kindling a big fire” (Od. 23.51). [3] And Chryses says “or if ever I burnt 
fat thigh pieces or you” (Il. 1.40). [4] So consequently thyoskoos is one who 
sacrifices to the gods {from his private property, even if some other should 
want.} 
[5] So how does Leiodes say, “however I, a sacrificing priest among them, 
shall be laid low having done nothing” (Od. 22.318)? [6] To whom he replies: 

If indeed you boast to be a sacrificing priest among them, 
Often, I suppose, you are going to pray in the halls 
That the attainment of a sweet return be far from me (Od. 22.321-3). 
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[7]      ,   ,   
. [8]    “       ” (Il. 

24.221),     “ ,  ,”  “{ }   
,” ’      “ ”   . 

[9]       ,   “ ’    
      ” (Il. 1.62). [10]    

  ,           
     ,       

  ,          
  ,     ,   
  (Od. 15.529),        

      
 ,        

  (Od. 15.172).   
[11]     ,        , 

    ,        
 (Il. 1.35-41),     (Il. 1.450-56). [12]  

’     ,   
          

 (Od. 19.535-53). [13]     
       ,   

   (Il. 5.150),        
  ,          . 

[14]          “   
    ” (Il. 24.221). 

 
[8]  evan. *B     { } del. Schr.     pro  ci. Ribbeck RhM 35 (1880) 
469     ’  *B     ’  Li:  *B     [10]   evan. *B       

 evan. *B       *B:   Li      *B:  Li     
  :   *BLi     [11]  *B:  Li  

 
 
 
 
 
[1]      ,     

          (Il. 274)   
“  ’    ”        
(Il. 21.252). 
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[7] For he depicts the priests praying, just as [he depicts] Chryses, not the 
seers. [8] So when he says “or you who are sacrificing seers or priests” (Il. 
24.221), one must not join “or the priests” with sacrificing, but rather “or sac-
rificing priests,” so that sacrificing is an epithet of the priests who burn the 
flesh of the victim. [9] For the disjunctive conjunction indicates different 
kinds, like “but come let us ask some seer, a priest, or a dream interpreter” (Il. 
1.62). [10] For he spoke about three [types]: about a seer, who speaks from 
signs, either portents or omens, or from certain symbols or events, and prophe-
sies, as Calchas [divines] the wrath of Apollo from the plague, the sack of 
Ilium from the serpent and the sparrows, and Theoclymenus from omens, after 
seeing an eagle plucking a pigeon (Od. 15.529), and Helen with reference to 
the [eagle] that snatched the tame goose from the courtyard: 

hear me, moreover I shall prophesy as the immortals  
put it in my heart (Od. 15.172).   

[11] So the seer is such, but the priest prays and vows to the god whose priest-
hood he holds, as Chryses calls down curses when he does not get his daughter 
(Il. 1.35-41) and again after he gets her, he prays on their behalf (Il. 1.450-56). 
[12] But the dream interpreter is experienced in replying to dreams just as 
Penelope asks Odysseus to interpret and elucidate the geese seen in her sleep 
(Od. 19.535-53). [13] And he says that a certain Eurydamas, an old dream 
interpreter, did not reply to the dreams of his sons when they were lead to the 
war, not, by Zeus, having seen himself, from which the father was going to 
judge the future for them war (Il. 5.150). [14] It is clear that the “sacrificing 
priest” is distinguished from the seer: “of those who are seers or sacrificing 
priests” (Il. 24.221). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[1] It was questioned what sort of eagle Homer mentions here,173 the white 
rump, the one of Aphrodite,174 or the dusky [sc. heron], about which he speaks 
in Iliad Ten (Il. 10.274), and again: “having the swoops of a black eagle, the 
hunter,” about which he speaks in Iliad Twenty One. 
_____________ 
173   ’     |  ’    

 (Il. 24.315-16). 
174  The name is surely owed to Aphrodite’s role in Zeus’ seduction of Nemesis.  Zeus 

disguises himself as a swan and Aphrodite as an eagle and has her pursue him into 
Nemesis’ lap (Hyginus 2.8). 
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[2]    ,       ,   
  “         

  ’   ,     
.   ” (cf. Hist. an. IX, 32). [3]   

 “ ” ,  “ ,”   “  
.”  

[4]        ’    
            

 (D-K 22),        
 . [5] ’     ,   
 .  

[6] ’    ,  ,     
,   “  ’      ” (Il. 

21.253). [7]         “   
 ” (fr. 178 West)     ,    

     —[8] ’     
         

          
         

“ .”   
[9]    “ ” ,   “ ” 

,   (     )  [10] 
,   ,    “  ”  

   “  ,”    . [11]   
  .        (Il. 14.460) 

  (Il. 11.614)      (Il. 1.11).   
[12]   ,        (Il. 24.316), 

         ,  
     ,     ,    

,     . 
 
fontes: *B f. 328V, *F f. 210 R ( .) 
[1] post   hab. *F:     (sic)     “     

” (Il. 10.274)                  
[4]  Bekk.      ante  *F         *F     [7]  

 *B:   *F       Bergk:   codd. Archilochi     [8]  
 :  *B*F       (Lobeck Agl. II, p.1299):  *B*F     [9] 

 *B:  *F:    Dind.     2 *B:  *F     [10] 
  Bekk.:  *B*F     [11] 1 *B:  Schr.     2 *B: 

 Schr. 
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[2] But it is the same, called a morphnos by name and also being black, about 
which Aristotle says: “And another black in color, very small in size and very 
strong; it inhabits mountains and forests, and it is called ‘a black eagle’ and ‘a 
hare murderer,’ and it is quick-striking” (cf. Hist. an. 9, 32).175  [3] Therefore 
since he said “eagle” in general, he added “black,” then confirming [what he 
means he says] “the hunter.”  
[4] Others falsely condemn Homer on the ground that he said “black-boned” in 
one [word] (melanostou),  <as> Orestes (Orestou), on account of the fact that 
Democritus states with reference to the eagle that its bones are black (D-K 22), 
giving a false account of the truth; for black bone is found in no animal. [5] 
Nor would the poet have said ostoun [sc. in two syllables], as he is accustomed 
to say osteon trisyllabically 
[6] But rather this is the black one, the hunter, which Aristotle called strongest 
and Homer [says] “which at once is strongest and fasted of winged ones” (Il. 
21.253). [7] Archilochus is accustomed to call this a black-bottom: “take care 
not to meet any black-bottom” (178 West); for the white-bottom is one [eagle], 
but the all black is another, and on this account [it is called] a black-bottom—
[8] but not referring to the story that when the sons of Theia were carried from 
the shoulder by Heracles, they closely examined the buttocks under his 
haunches, and when they broke out in laughter, thus they obtained salvation; 
but rather comparing the strong one with the white-bottom eagle, he called it 
“black-bottom”.   
[9] Therefore neither must one connect “black-boned” (melanostou) nor read 
“black-eye” (melanossou) (for it is [called] a black eagle because it is all 
black); [10] nor, as Aristarchus says, could we propose “some black one” (me-
lanos tou) by reading an enclitic; for he said “the hunter” on purpose, since the 
black one is such. [11] But the adjacent article is vexing.  So let it be vexing 
also applied to “the Telamonid” (Il. 14.460), “the Asclepiad” (Il. 11.614), and 
“since he dishonored the Chryses” (Il. 1.11).   
[12] From this [namely] that he calls the same one a morphnos and dusky (Il. 
24.316), one could gather from the fact that he also calls that hunter a mor-
phnos hunter unless one is “dusky,” which is generally called a hunter, and the 
other is morphnos, which is peculiarly called a hunter.  

_____________ 
175  P. misquotes Aristotle, who distinguishes the morphnos from the black eagle: 

            
 .        ,  

     ,     . 
       .  ’     
      .   
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 138 

[1]           
.  [2]     .    

 .   
fons: *B f. 6V  
 

 
 

 211  

[1]  “      ” (Il. 1.211)    
.  [2]       “ ”     

    . “ ”  ,  
“ .”  [3]        

.   
fontes: *B f. 9R, *F f. 9V ( .), Li f. 57R, Le f. 9V  
[1]  om. *FLe     *BLeLi:   *F      *B*FLe:  Li      
post   Le  
 

 
 

 420 

[1]       .  [2]     
      ,     

     . 
fontes: *B f. 14R, Li f. 61R, Le f. 16V ( .) 
[1]  om. Le     [2]  *BLi:  Le 
 

 
 

 12 

[1]     “        
” (Il. 2.12)          
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 .  [2]        ,     
,             . 

[3]  ,      ,    
  .  [4]          

           
    . 

fons: *B f. 19V 
[4]  Janko:  *B 
 

 
 

 73 

[1] “     ” (Il. 2.73),   .  [2] 
  ,   ,   ,    
 .  [3]     .   “   

   ” (Il. 2.75).  [4]      
 ,       .  

fontes: *B f. 19V, *F f. 15V ( .), Le f. 26V ( .)     

[2]  *B*F:  Le     [3]  *B:  *FLe      om. 
Le  
 

 
 

 258 

[1]    “    ” (Il. 2.258)  “    
      | ” (Il. 2.265-6)    

   .  [2]        
 “          ” (Il. 2.261)  

       .   
fontes: *B f. 25V, *F f. 18 R ( .), Le f. 33R ( .) 

[1]         ante  *FLe         
*B:  *FLe      *B*F:  Le     [2]   
 

 
 

 329   

[1]   “      ” (Il. 2.329). 
          
   “        ” (Il. 

2.313-327).  [2]         ,   
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  .   

fontes: *B f. 27R, *F f. 19R ( .), Li f. 71R, Le f. 36R ( .) 

[1]  LeLi:  *B*F      *B*FLi:  Le 
 

 
 

 480  

[1]   “       ” (Il. 2.480). 
            .  

[2]        , ,   ,  
     .   

fontes: *B f. 31R, *F 21 R ( .), Et. ( .) 
[1] 2 om. *FEt     
 

 
 

 66  

[1] “     ” (Il. 3.66)      
.  [2]       “ ”    

      ,      
 . 

fontes: *B f. 42V, *F f. 27 V ( .), Li f. 84R, Le f. 58R, Et. ( .) 
 

 
 

 121   

[1]   “  ’ ’    ” (Il. 3.121). 
 ’     .  [2]     
.   “ ”    ’ , ’ 

    .  [3]    “ ”    
.  [4]   “    ” (Il. 3.122).   

fontes: *F f. 28V, Le f. 59V ( .), Et. ( .) 
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 122 

[1]      ;        .  
[2]            

   .  [3]     .    
fontes: *F f. 28V, Le f. 59V ( .) 
 

 
 

 144   

[1]          ,   
     “         
|      ” (Od. 10.630-1).  [2]   

   .  [3]      ,    
  ,        “     

    | ” (Od. 1.191-2).    
fontes: *B f. 44V, *F f. 28V ( .), Li f. 85V, Le f. 61R ( .), Et. ( .) 
[1]   *BLiLeEt.:    *F 
 

 
 

 306 

[1]          (Il. 
3.306),  ;  [2]        ,     

,        .  
[3]       ,    

      fons  ,   
          [4]   
   ,         

    .  [5]       ’ 
    .   

fons *B f. 293R 
 

 
 

 315 

[1]   “    ” (Il. 3.315).     
      .  [2]     
;         .   

fontes: *B f. 48R, *F f. 31R ( .), Et. ( .) 
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 369 

[1]   “      ” (Il. 3.369).  [2] 
        .  [3] 

     (         
),        [4]      
,        .   

fontes: *B f. 49R, *F f. 31V ( .), Li f. 89V, Le f. 69R ( .), Et. ( .) 
[2]  evan. *F 
 

 
 

 396 

[1]   “        ” (Il. 3.396).  [2] 
          

      .  [3]     
     ,    
  ,      

[4]       ... |  
        

       (Il. 13.70-72).     
fontes: *B f. 49V, *F f. 32R ( .), Le f. 69V ( .) 
[1]   om. *B      *BLe:  *F      *B:  *F:  Le     

  *B*F:   Le     ante  “*B*F     [3]  om. 
*B      *B*F:  Le      *F:  *BLe     

 *BLe:  *F     [4]  *FLe:  *B  
 

 
 

 105-11 

[1]          -
           .  [2] 

    ,     ’  . 
fontes:  *F f. 34R ( .), Le f. 76V ( .) 
[1]  Le:  *F      om. Le      *F:  Le 
 

 
 

 226  

[1]             
   .     .  [2]    
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      .   
     .   

fontes: *B f. 49R, *F f. 35V ( .), Li f. 89V, Le f. 69R ( .), Et. ( .) 
[2]  om. *F 
 

 
 

 297 

[1]     “       ”   
 .  [2]        .  [3] 

      ,      
.  [4]  ,   .       , 

   .   
fontes: *F f. 36V ( .),  Le f. 83V ( .), Et. apud Noehden p. 40, ( .) 
[3]  LeEt:  *F 
 

 
 

 491-2 

[1]   “   ,   ,   , | 
” (Il. 4.491-2).         

   .       
      .  [2]     .   
         .  [3]  
      .   

fontes: *B f. 14R, *F 39 R ( .), Li f. 61R, Le f. 89V, Et (Noehden p. 42) ( .) 
[1]   *BLiLeEt:   *F      *BLiLeEt:  *F 
 

 
 

 127-8 

[1]  ,          
     (Il. 5.127-8);  [2]       

   (Il. 5.331-51)    (Il. 5.596-606), 
   ,   .  [3]      

 .   
fontes: *B f. 84R, Le f. 126V ( .) 
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 576  

[1]   “   ” (Il. 5.576)      
        “     

  ” (Il. 13.658).  [2]          
   ,   “      

 ”      .  [3]   
“   ”    “ ”,  “ ”, 

   “  ’      ” (Il. 6.38).  [4]  
   ,     .   

  .  
fontes: *B f. 74V, *F 47R ( .), Le f. 112V ( .) 
[1]  :  *F      :  *F     [2]  :   *F     
[3]  :  *F     ’  :  *F 
 

 
 

 778  

[1]      .  [2]     
      , ’   .  [3] 

’   , ’      
   . 

fontes: *F f. 49V ( .), Le f. 120R ( .) 

[3]  :  *F 
 

 
 

 113 

[1]   “      ” (Il. 6.113).     
       .  [2]      

    .  [3]     .   
       ,   

  .   
fontes: *B f. 84V, *F f. 53R ( .), Le f. 128R 
 

 
 

 129ff. 

[1]           
     ;  [2]       
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         ,  
 ,        .   

fontes: A f. 64V, *F f. 41V ( .), Le f. 96V ( .) 
[1]  ante  om. A      *F:  Le     [2]  *F:  Le    

 Schr. 
 

 
 

 433 

[1]           
 “     ” (Il. 6.433).  [2]     

.          
    (Il. 8.185-90).   

fontes: *F 57V ( .), Le f. 140R ( .) 
[1]  *F:  Le 
 

 
 

 8-10  

[1]       .  [2] -
          (Il. 

7.142),        (Il. 7.148-
49),       (Il. 7.153-55).  [3]    

      ,     “ ” 
(Il. 7.8),    ,      

,       .   
fontes: *B f. 93R, *F f. 59R ( .) 
[3]  Vill.:  *B*F 
 

 
 

 53  

[1]   “         |   
,    ” (Il. 8.53-54).  “ ”   

   “    ,  ” (Od. 
16.2).  [2]      “    ” (Il. 
8.54)   ,   “   ”,  

 “    ”.  [3]     , 
     . 

fontes: *F f. 67V  ( .), Le f. 163R  ( .) 
[1]  :  fontes 
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 555 

[1]            
    ;  [2]     .   

    ’   ,     ’   
   (Od. 6.74),     ’   .  

“       ” (Il. 21.218).  [3]   
  .      ,  

   , ’         
     ,   . 

fontes: *B f. 114R, Le f. 178V ( .) 

 
 
 

 186   

[1]     (Il. 9.186).  [2]   
  .       .  

[3]        ,    
  .   

fontes: *F f. 77R ( .), Le f. 186V ( .) 
[2]  Schr.:  *FLe 
 

 
 

 203 

[1]         -
.  [2]             

    ,    [3]        , 
 ,       
  [4]       , ’   

   (Il. 1.225). 
Cf.  ad  203a 
fontes: *B f. 118V, *F f. 77V ( .), Le f. 187R ( .) 

[2]   *FLe:    *B      om. *B     [3]  *B*F:   
Le      om. *F 
 

 
 

 452  
[1]   “  , ’  ” (Il. 9.452). 

       .  [2]   
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    ,     .  [3]  
   ,       ,  
    

fontes: *B f. 123V, *F f. 80V ( .), Le f. 195R ( .) 

[1]  Vill.:  codd.     [2]  evan. *F      *B*F:   
 Le      *B*F:  Le 

 468 
 

 
 

 591 

[1]          ,  
  .  [2]     “      

” (Il. 9.588).   
fontes: *F f. 82V ( .), Le f. 199R ( .) 

 
 
 

 11 

[1] , ,        .   
         .  [2]   
       .  [3]    

     .  
fontes: *B f. 129V, *F f. 85 V ( .) 
  

 
 

 153 

[1]         .  [2]   
       .  [3]   
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         .  [4]   
        .  [5]    
  .  

Cf. Aristotle Poetics 1461a 2-3 
fontes: *B f. 132V, *F f. 86V ( .), Le f. 209R ( .) 

[1] . in margine *B     [2]  *B: . *F:  Le     [4]  
om. Le  
 

 
 

 194 ff. 

[1]         .  [2]    
         .   

[3]         
   ,      

. 
fontes: *B f. 133V, *F f. 87V ( .) 

[2]  *B:  *F 
 

 
 

 447  

[1]        .  [2]  
   .        .  [3] 
            .  [4]  

  ,         
fontes: *B f. 138V, *F f. 90V ( .) 

[1]  Bekk.;   codd.       iterum post  *F 
 

 
 

 561 

[1]  , ,     ;  
[2]           ’ 

.  [3]        ,    
 ’       (ll. 13.1). 

fontes: *B f. 141R, *F f. 92R, Le f. 222V  

[1] -  praemitt. *F       *BLe:   *F 
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 405 

[1]        .  [2] 
       “ ”      

. 
fons: *B f. 149V 
 

 
 

 25 

[1]         ,   
   .  [2]         

 “ ” (Il. 12.25)    .  [3]   
,   “  ”.     ,    
     ’    

  .  [4]         
      ,  

  .  
fontes: *B f. 159V, *F 104R ( .), Le 252V ( .) 

[1]  om. *B*F      *B*F:  Le 
 
 
 

 3 

[1]   “      ” (Il. 13.3).   
             , 

       .     
  [2]       ,    

,   ,   ,     , 
 . 

fontes: *B f.169R, *F f. 111R ( .), Le f. 269R ( .) 
[1]   om. *B      *B*F:  Le        *B:    *FLe     [2] 

 *B:  *FLe      *B*FLe      *B*F:  Le     
  del. Kamm.  

 
 
 

 434 

[1]        ,   
  (Il. 14.434),       (Il. 21.196)    

     .  [2]  ’     
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’   [3]         ,  
        ,      

 ,       [4]       
  . 

fontes: *B f. 195V, f. 283V (= *B1), *F f. 125V ( .), Le f. 310V ( .), f. 441R (= Le1)      
[1]   *B*FLe:   *B1Le1      [2]  *B*FLeLe1:  *B1     ’   
*B*FLe: ’  *B1Le1      ’  *B*FLe: ’  *B1Le1     [3]  
*B*B1*F Le1:  Le      *B*B1*F Le:  Le1 
 

 
 

 189 

[1]           
” (Il. 15.189)  “  ’      ” (Il. 

15.193)      .  [2]  ’      
“ ”     “ ”  ,    

  (Il. 7.161) “       ”.  
[3]   “  ”   “ ”,      

       [4]    . {    
       }.  

fontes: *F f. 129R ( .), Le f. 319V ( .) 
[3]  *F:  Le       post  Le     [4] {  usque ad } del. Schr. 
 

 
 

 653 

[1]          “  ’  
,  ’  ” (Il. 15.653-54);  [2]    

   ,      , 
   ,    .   

fontes: *B f. 211R, *F f. 135R  ( .), Le f. 336R ( .)  
[1]  ante  Le      *B*F:   Le     [2]  Kamm.: 

 codd.      codd.:   Kamm.      ci. Schr.:  
codd.  
 

 
 

 267-68 

[1]  “  ’     |    
 ,  ” (Il. 20.267-68)    “   
   ,”  .  [2]        
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      ,    .  [3]  
 “ ”     ,  .   

fontes: *B f. 274V,  *F f. 174R ( .), Le f. 429V  ( .) 
[1]  ante  Le      *BLe:  *F       *B:   om. 
*FLe      *B:  *FLe     [2]  om. Le      *B:  *FLe     [3] 

 *B*F:  Le      *B*F:  Le 
 

 
 

 329  

[1]          “   
   ”.  [2] ’      

       ’    
    .  [3]       

  . 
fontes: *F 176R  ( .), Le f. 430V 

 
 
 

 388-90 

[1]  “     ,   , |    |    |   
     | , ’    ” 

(Il. 21.388-90)           [2] 
”     ,   , |      

    ” (Il. 5.890-91).  [3]        [4] 
      . 

fontes: *B f. 287V, *F f. 183V ( .), Le f. 446V ( .)      
[1]  *B:   *FLe      *BLe:  *F      ante  *FLe     

 *B*F:  Le        *B*F:  Le      ante  
*FLe     [2]  .  Schr.     [3]  *B:  *FLe 
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Il. 1.62   270 
Il. 1.104   16, 20-22 
Il. 1.117   118 
Il. 1.149   20 
Il. 1.154   162 
Il. 1.158-59   20 
Il. 1.165-66   170 
Il. 1.169   20 
Il. 1.186   20 
Il. 1.186-87   34 
Il. 1.194-95   218 
Il. 1.200   16 
Il. 1.211   275 
Il. 1.225   20-22 
Il. 1.261   160 
Il. 1.281   20 
Il. 1.287-89   24 
Il. 1.295-6   24 

Il. 1.317   56 
Il. 1.338-40   24-26 
Il. 1.395   132 
Il. 1.423-24   218 
Il. 1.425   146 
Il. 1.440   `   102 
Il. 1.450-56   270 
Il. 1.460-61   56 
Il. 1.462   268 
Il. 1.477   128 
Il. 1.486   26 
Il. 1.487   128 
Il. 1.524   28 
Il. 1.526-27   30, 136 
Il. 1.527   232 
Il. 1.601   172 
Il. 1.611   32 
Il. 2.1-2   32 
Il. 2.3-4   134 
Il. 2.8   32 
Il. 2.12   32, 275 
Il. 2.14   34 
Il. 2.37-38   32 
Il. 2.52   132 
Il. 2.73   276 
Il. 2.74-75   36 
Il. 2.75   36, 276  
Il. 2.109-40   24 
Il. 2.123   22 
Il. 2.127-28   22 
Il. 2.130-31   44 
Il. 2.140   22 
Il. 2.144   `   132 
Il. 2.144-46   38  
Il. 2.147-8   58 
Il. 2.155   122 
Il. 2.183-4   40 
Il. 2.194   36 
Il. 2.198-99   50 
Il. 2.214   42 
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Il. 2.226   170 
Il. 2.258   42, 276 
Il. 2.261   116, 276 
Il. 2.265   116-118 
Il. 2.265-66   276 
Il. 2.270   42 
Il. 2.272-73   42 
Il. 2.276-77   42 
Il. 2.284-86   50 
Il. 2.289-91   52 
Il. 2.295-96   52 
Il. 2.305-29   44-48 
Il. 2.312   44 
Il. 2.316   48 
Il. 2.323   98 
Il. 2.328-29   46 
Il. 2.333-35   50 
Il. 2.337-41   52 
Il. 2.339   50 
Il. 2.340   52 
Il. 2.341   50-52 
Il. 2.342   166 
Il. 2.344-45   50 
Il. 2.346   52 
Il. 2.348-49   52 
Il. 2.361   160 
Il. 2.370-72   50 
Il. 2.374   50 
Il. 2.423   56 
Il. 2.448   68 
Il. 2.467-68   64 
Il. 2.479   66 
Il. 2.480   276 
Il. 2.627   212, 256 
Il. 2.649   68, 172 
Il. 2.773-9   150 
Il. 2.800   64 
Il. 2.827   70 
Il. 2.844-45   70 
Il. 2.848   70 

Il. 3.1   140 
Il. 3.28   86 
Il. 3.64   20 
Il. 3.65-66   72 
Il. 3.66   276 
Il. 3.121-22   276 
Il. 3.134   224 
Il. 3.156   98 
Il. 3.163   98 
Il. 3.197-98   74 
Il. 3.326-27   164 
Il. 3.236-42   98 
Il. 3.276   76 
Il. 3.298-300   76 
Il. 3.306   278 
Il. 3.308-9   78 
Il. 3.315   278 
Il. 3.330   80 
Il. 3.368   80 
Il. 3.369   90, 279 
Il. 3.379-80   80 
Il. 3.396   279 
Il. 4.1   82 
Il. 4.2   242 
Il. 4.2-3   130 
Il. 4.43   84 
Il. 4.65-7   76 
Il. 4.105-6   70 
Il. 4.146   140 
Il. 4.164-67   62 
Il. 4.166-68   134 
Il. 4.252-53   164 
Il. 4.262-63   170 
Il. 4.297-99   84 
Il. 4.327-28   164 
Il. 4.333-35   204 
Il. 4.342   88 
Il. 4.404   212 
Il. 4.434   86 
Il. 4.435   96 
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Il. 4.433-35   92 
Il. 4.478   254 
Il. 4.491-92   280 
Il. 4.498   160 
Il. 5.4   88 
Il. 5.83   120 
Il. 5.127-28   280 
Il. 5.130-31   108 
Il. 5.137-38   90 
Il. 5.140   90 
Il. 5.150   270 
Il. 5.188   132 
Il. 5.208   132 
Il. 5.262-63   22 
Il. 5.274   132 
Il. 5.290-91   94 
Il. 5.331-51   280 
Il. 5.355-56   224 
Il. 5.453   96 
Il. 5.494   80 
Il. 5.510   132 
Il. 5.515   264 
Il. 5.535   226 
Il. 5.576   96, 281 
Il. 5.592-93   60 
Il. 5.593   62 
Il. 5.596-606   280 
Il. 5.613-14   122 
Il. 5.695   96 
Il. 5.708   224 
Il. 5.738   100 
Il. 5.740-41   100 
Il. 5.770   100 
Il. 5.818-20   108 
Il. 5.832-33   34 
Il. 5.890-91   288 
Il. 5.902   86 
Il. 5.905   130 
Il. 6.15   102 
Il. 6.25   120 

Il. 6.38   96, 281 
Il. 6.73-74   28 
Il. 6.77-79   102 
Il. 6.80-81   104 
Il. 6.90   106 
Il. 6.104   80 
Il. 6.113   104, 254, 281 
Il. 6.129-34   106 
Il. 6.145-49   112 
Il. 6.164-65   110 
Il. 6.179-80   184 
Il. 6.200-01   110 
Il. 6.216-20   114 
Il. 6.224-25   114 
Il. 6.226   116 
Il. 6.230-31   114 
Il. 6.234   114 
Il. 6.261   116 
Il. 6.265   116-118 
Il. 6.273   118-20 
Il. 6.420   130 
Il. 6.433   282 
Il. 6.488   16, 120 
Il. 6.488-89   120 
Il. 7.8   282 
Il. 7.142   282  
Il. 7.148-49   282 
Il. 7.153-55   282 
Il. 7.161   287 
Il. 7.198   240 
Il. 7.229-30   126 
Il. 7.282   128 
Il. 7.293   128 
Il. 7.350-53   30 
Il. 7.386-93   28 
Il. 7.400-04   28 
Il. 7.406-07   28 
Il. 7.411   30 
Il. 7.470-71   22 
Il. 8.1   126-28 
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Il. 8.2   132 
Il. 8.5   134 
Il. 8.9-10   136 
Il. 8.39-40   136 
Il. 8.53-54   138, 282 
Il. 8.54   138 
Il. 8.57   48, 136 
Il. 8.58   138 
Il. 8.60   138 
Il. 8.62-63   138 
Il. 8.70   140 
Il. 8.72   140 
Il. 8.73-4   140, 268 
Il. 8.75   142 
Il. 8.75-76   142 
Il. 8.130-31   92 
Il. 8.130-34   134 
Il. 8.179   86 
Il. 8.185-90   282 
Il. 8.221   40 
Il. 8.229   22 
Il. 8.230   82 
Il. 8.232   22 
Il. 8.322-29   142 
Il. 8.325-26   142 
Il. 8.328-29   144 
Il. 8.441   `   102 
Il. 8.476-77   162 
Il. 8.505-07   164, 
Il. 8.555-56   144 
Il. 9.2   98 
Il. 9.13   132 
Il. 9.27   22 
Il. 9.56   182 
Il. 9.67   86 
Il. 9.70   260 
Il. 9.71-72   22 
Il. 9.109-11   162 
Il. 9.122   256 
Il. 9.124   74 

Il. 9.184   266 
Il. 9.186   148, 283 
Il. 9.197   18 
Il. 9.203   283 
Il. 9.219   268 
Il. 9.255-56   160 
Il. 9.265   150 
Il. 9.300   152 
Il. 9.312   152 
Il. 9.325   32 
Il. 9.356-61   158 
Il. 9.378   150-52 
Il. 9.382-83   152 
Il. 9.404   212 
Il. 9.446   156 
Il. 9.452   283-84 
Il. 9.454   152 
Il. 9.468   284 
Il. 9.471-73   92 
Il. 9.473   94, 148 
Il. 9.520-21   160 
Il. 9.571   100 
Il. 9.584-85   162 
Il. 9.588   284 
Il. 9.591   284 
Il. 9.597-98   162 
Il. 9.619   158 
Il. 9.650-52   158 
Il. 9.654-55   158 
Il. 9.682-83   158 
Il. 9.682   158 
Il. 9.688   158 
Il. 9.706   118 
Il. 10.1   220 
Il. 10.11   284 
Il. 10.17-18   26 
Il. 10.25   220 
Il. 10.50   166 
Il. 10.67-9   160 
Il. 10.69   160 
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Il. 10.93-94   192 
Il. 10.98-99   168 
Il. 10.144   160 
Il. 10.153   284 
Il. 10.167   162 
Il. 10.194   285 
Il. 10.194-97   168 
Il. 10.200   168 
Il. 10.237-39   188 
Il. 10.252-53   170-78 
Il. 10.274-75   180 
Il. 10.275-77   178 
Il. 10.298   266 
Il. 10.353   226 
Il. 10.350   140 
Il. 10.407   164 
Il. 10.413   182 
Il. 10.447   285 
Il. 10.479   20 
Il. 10.494-95   182 
Il. 10.536-37   166 
Il. 10.558-61   184 
Il. 10.561   182, 285 
Il. 11.3-4   62 
Il. 11.12   132 
Il. 11.67-69   236 
Il. 11.70-71   236 
Il. 11.86   138 
Il. 11.149   164 
Il. 11.155   212 
Il. 11.212   80 
Il. 11.221   70 
Il. 11.297-8   58 
Il. 11.354   184 
Il. 11.405   286 
Il. 11.427   188 
Il. 11.548   90 
Il. 11.551   90 
Il. 11.596   88 
Il. 11.608-09   148 

Il. 11.614   272 
Il. 11.630-31   186 
Il. 11.636   188 
Il. 11.637   186, 238 
Il. 11.694-95   162 
Il. 11.770   82, 132 
Il. 11.774   90 
Il. 11.786-87   188 
Il. 11.793   164 
Il. 11.838   262 
Il. 12.9   194 
Il. 12.10-12   190 
Il. 12.12   192-194 
Il. 12.19   252 
Il. 12.21   252 
Il. 12.24-30   194 
Il. 12.25   286 
Il. 12.26   194 
Il. 12.29-31   196 
Il. 12. 67-70   190 
Il. 12.120   224 
Il. 12.122   196 
Il. 12.127-28   200 
Il. 12.127-32   198 
Il. 12.131   200 
Il. 12.136-46   198 
Il. 12.140-53   200 
Il. 12.141-45   202 
Il. 12.247   226 
Il. 12.250-51   198 
Il. 12.251-55   60 
Il. 12.258   202-04 
Il. 12.259   204 
Il. 12.316   88 
Il. 12.318-20   164 
Il. 12.397-99   190 
Il. 12.426   96 
Il. 12.442   86 
Il. 12.453-54   190 
Il. 12.457-62   190 
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Il. 12.470   88 
Il. 12.67-70   190 
Il. 13.3   286 
Il. 13.18   66 
Il. 13.36   214 
Il. 13.70-72   279 
Il. 13.235   224 
Il. 13.242-4   62 
Il. 13.358-603   204 
Il. 13.443   206 
Il. 13.502   204 
Il. 13.571-72   206 
Il. 13.616-17   16 
Il. 13.658   96, 281 
Il. 13.673   88 
Il. 13.814   166 
Il. 14.1   82 
Il. 14.35   202 
Il. 14.55-57   192 
Il. 14.75-76   22 
Il. 14.126   188 
Il. 14.131-32   162 
Il. 14.152   132 
Il. 14.172   86 
Il. 14.182   26 
Il. 14.238   216 
Il. 14.249-62   216 
Il. 14.259-61   128 
Il. 14.275   216 
Il. 14.300   218 
Il. 14.304-06   218 
Il. 14.305-08   218 
Il. 14.307-08   218 
Il. 14.333   262 
Il. 14.434   286-87 
Il. 14.460   272 
Il. 15.14   162 
Il. 15.36   130 
Il. 15.37   130 
Il. 15.117-18   122 

Il. 15.128-29   220 
Il. 15.189   222, 287 
Il. 15.193   222, 287 
Il. 15.208-10   122 
Il. 15.283-84   132 
Il. 15.307-10   58 
Il. 15.318-21   60 
Il. 15.321-22   60 
Il. 15.360-66   192 
Il. 15.428   132 
Il. 15.605   108 
Il. 15.628-62   116 
Il. 15.653-54   287 
Il. 15.686   100 
Il. 15.739-40   224 
Il. 16.56   116 
Il. 16.68   222 
Il. 16.106-07   96 
Il. 16.126-27   148 
Il. 16.161-62   226 
Il. 16.162   266 
Il. 16.226   116 
Il. 16.247-48   264 
Il. 16.271-72   164 
Il. 16.328-29   122 
Il. 16.367   120 
Il. 16.441-42   122 
Il. 16.459-60   122 
Il. 16.588   164 
Il. 16.628-62   116 
Il. 16.849   122 
Il. 17.125-26   260 
Il. 17.143   226 
Il. 17.366   88 
Il. 17.386-87   164 
Il. 17.389-95   260 
Il. 17.447   254 
Il. 17.514   120 
Il. 17.577   98 
Il. 17.593-6   58 
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Il. 17.612-13   230 
Il. 18.1   88 
Il. 18.4   230 
Il. 18.22   230 
Il. 18.175-77   258 
Il. 18.251   98 
Il. 18.324   162 
Il. 18.328-29   124 
Il. 18.442   122 
Il. 18.453   172 
Il. 18.464-65   124 
Il. 18.501   240 
Il. 18.505   100 
Il. 18.516-17   246 
Il. 18.572   206 
Il. 18.589   90-92 
Il. 18.590-93   232 
Il. 19.27   254 
Il. 19.68   232 
Il. 19.74   100 
Il. 19.167-68   118, 238 
Il. 19.162-70   238 
Il. 19.172-74   210 
Il. 19.214   266 
Il. 19.221-24   234 
Il. 19.386   96 
Il. 19.386-87   238 
Il. 19.389   240 
Il. 20.1   162 
Il. 20.3   162 
Il. 20.49   86 
Il. 20.51-2   64 
Il. 20.55   206 
Il. 20.70-71   124 
Il. 20.213-43   242 
Il. 20.232-35   242 
Il. 20.259-72   244-48 
Il. 20.264-66   248 
Il. 20.267-68   287-88 
Il. 20.268-76   248 

Il. 20.271   40 
Il. 20.272   244 
Il. 20.329   288 
Il. 20.390-91   102 
Il. 20.548-49   246 
Il. 20.561-65   246 
Il. 20.573-74   246 
Il. 20. 577   246 
Il. 20.597-98   246 
Il. 21.25   134 
Il. 21.37-38   266 
Il. 21.76   250 
Il. 21.140-170   70 
Il. 21.155   70 
Il. 21.194   20 
Il. 21.218   144, 283 
Il. 21.253   272 
Il. 21.357   20 
Il. 21.388-90   288 
Il. 21.488   20 
Il. 21.531-32   196 
Il. 21.534-35   196 
Il. 22.1-4   224 
Il. 22.58   254 
Il. 22.73   252 
Il. 22.124-25   166 
Il. 22.132   256 
Il. 22.147-48   252 
Il. 22.183-84   136 
Il. 22.213   268 
Il. 22.256   262 
Il. 22.258-59   262 
Il. 22.336   262 
Il. 22.431   254 
Il. 22.467   266 
Il. 23.71-72   254 
Il. 23.74   166 
Il. 23.81   188 
Il. 23.80-81   122 
Il. 23.169   132 
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Il. 23.226-27   `   128 
Il. 23.238-39   250 
Il. 23.259-61   264 
Il. 23.267   150 
Il. 23.281   86  
Il. 23.311   166 
Il. 23.350   182 
Il. 23.486   240 
Il. 23.563   250 
Il. 23.641   192 
Il. 23.693   76 
Il. 23.702   150 
Il. 23.724   238 
Il. 23.862-63   256   
Il. 23.870-71   258 
Il. 23.871   256   
Il. 23.885   150 
Il. 24.7   262 
Il. 24.18   262 
Il. 24.22   260 
Il. 24.54   262 
Il. 24.117   264 
Il. 24.232   222 
Il. 24.221   270 
Il. 24.316   272 
Il. 24.416-18   262 
Il. 24.496   172 
Il. 24.527-8   72 
Il. 24.695   128 
Il. 24.725   254 
Il. 24.734   136 
Il. 24.788   128 
Il. 24.790   82 
Od. 1.35-36   120 
Od. 1.97-98   208 
Od. 1.237-38   98 
Od. 1.410   226 
Od. 1.191-92   278 
Od. 2.9   82 
Od. 2.15   132 

Od. 2.41   132 
Od. 2.164-66   166 
Od. 2.167-69   166 
Od. 2.274   264 
Od. 2.285-87   98 
Od. 2.291-92   98 
Od. 2.408   98 
Od. 2.424   250 
Od. 3.66   120 
Od. 3.272   `   110 
Od. 3.274   264 
Od. 3.440   150 
Od. 4.16   96 
Od. 4.130-31   124 
Od. 4.133-34   124 
Od. 4.135   124 
Od. 4.197-98   230 
Od. 4.336   92 
Od. 4.419   254 
Od. 4.565   254 
Od. 4.674   94 
Od. 4.677-78   94 
Od. 4.716-17   164 
Od. 4.737   266 
Od. 5.152   254 
Od. 5.238-39   266 
Od. 5.264   104 
Od. 5.272   178 
Od. 5.388   74-76 
Od. 5.421-22   130 
Od. 5.445   130 
Od. 5.572   178 
Od. 6.52   120 
Od. 6.74   144, 283 
Od. 6.79   86 
Od. 6.166-68   166 
Od. 6.215   86 
Od. 6.305   102 
Od. 6.306   124 
Od. 7.107   86 
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Od. 7.119   266 
Od. 7.327   266 
Od. 7.335-36   92 
Od. 7.344-46   94 
Od. 8.24   82 
Od. 8.57   92 
Od. 8.136-37   130 
Od. 8.181   130 
Od. 8.212   160 
Od. 8.258   160 
Od. 8.336   214 
Od. 8.340   214 
Od. 8.475   170 
Od. 9.51   64 
Od. 9.100   98 
Od. 9.144   100 
Od. 9.184   266 
Od. 9.219-20   92 
Od. 9.222   92 
Od. 10.234   186 
Od. 10.410-14   410-14 
Od. 10.630   278 
Od. 11.7   98 
Od. 11.88   266 
Od. 11.157   216 
Od. 11.185   56 
Od. 11.222   16 
Od. 11.248-49   172 
Od. 11.419   22 
Od. 11.549   100 
Od. 11.580   262 
Od. 11.588-89   266 
Od. 11.633-35   100 
Od. 12.96-97   130 
Od. 12.254   206 
Od. 12.286   128 
Od. 12.369   56 
Od. 13.7   264 
Od. 13.235   224 
Od. 13.419   254 

Od. 14.96   254 
Od. 14.402-03   208 
Od. 14.311   184 
Od. 15.97   268 
Od. 15.172   270 
Od. 15.392   128 
Od. 15.529   270 
Od. 16.2   138, 282 
Od. 16.108-09   262 
Od. 16.143   166 
Od. 16.165   92 
Od. 16.290   264 
Od. 16.328   184 
Od. 17.240   130 
Od. 17.384-85   268 
Od. 18.7   208 
Od. 18.73   208 
Od. 18.79   208 
Od. 18.118   56 
Od. 18.223   262 
Od. 18.315   124 
Od. 18.373   20 
Od. 18.501   240 
Od. 19.9   264 
Od. 19.172-74   210 
Od. 19.173-74   68 
Od. 19.174   172 
Od. 19.535-53   270 
Od. 20.4-6   32 
Od. 20.18   250 
Od. 20.351-52   268 
Od. 20.355-56   268 
Od. 21.144   268 
Od. 22.318   268 
Od. 22.321-23   268 
Od. 22.375-76   94, 266 
Od. 23.51   268 
Od. 23.121   26 
Od. 23.174   160 
Od. 23.211   130 
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Od. 23.235   74-76 
Od. 24.1-2   254 
Od. 24.208   146 
Od. 24.246   266 
Od. 24.421   82 

 

Isocrates 
Paneg. 142   20 

 

Metrodorus 
D-K 61.5   170 

 

Pindar 
Fr.135 S-M   172 
Fr. 171 S-M   172 

 

Plato 
Phaedr. 244a-245c4   108 
Resp. 388b1   230 

 

Sappho 
Fr.183.Voigt.   58 

 

Simonides 
PMG Fr. 559   172 

 

Sophocles  
Fr. 583 Dind.   136 

 

Stesimbrotus   250 
FGrH 107, 23   186 

 

Trag. Adesp.  
TrGF vol. 2, Fr. 432a*   172 

 

Thucydides 
1.3.4   176 

 

Zenodorus 
p. 137 Pusch   230 

 

Zoilus 
FGrH 71, 11 Fr. (=31 Friedl.)   230 

 

Zopyrus 
FGrH 494 F1   180 
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